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The Courier-Gazette
The Housing Problem

HARJULAS HAD BIG LOSS
Replacement Cost Of Property Destroyed By
Fire Is Estimated At $20,000

City Manager Farnsworth is
preparing for the establishment of
a veterans housing committee in
the city and is now appointing per
sons to serve on the committee
which will soon be formed
A survey

Fire of undetermined origin
Wednesday afternoon destroyed the
milkhouse and a boiler building of
the farm on the St. Georges River
road in Thomaston owned and op
erated by William and Alfred Harjula

Entertainment
Variety Show
FRIDAY, JUNE 28
SOUTH THOMASTON

GRANGE HALL
Benefit South Thomaston
Honor Roll
Show at 8 o’clock
Adin. Adults 5Oc
Children Under 12, 15c
51-52

of all Veterans will be

Tlie milkhouse building housed a j
FISHING PARTIES
1000-quart capacity milk cooling
The able 47-foot power boat
system and other valuable equip
JULIE TTL M is now
ment used in dairy work as well as
OPEN FOR CHARTER
a garage and woodshed.
The
FISHING PARTIES, GROUPS
second story of the 100 foot by 30
TRIPS ANYWHERE
SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
foot building was used for storage.
TO SWAN S ISLAND
All equipment and stored articles,
I-cave
Public Landing 7.00 A. M.
with the exception of trucks in the
garage, were lost. The boiler build
Capt. Freeman Bridges
ing. which supplied steam of the Phone 1064 or Call at Bridges
sterilizing units in the milkhouse, Service Station, South Main St.,
was also a total loss.
Rockland.
Only the last work of the Thom
51-tf
aston and Rockland fire depart
ments, pumping from a small ice
pend close by. saved the house and
barn of the farm and other dwell
ings near by. The house roof
WOMEN!!!
Ignited and a section of the barn
at one time.
ATTENTION
The Harjulas estimate the re
placement cost in the neighborhood
If you are capable of |
of $20,000 and announce that they
will start rebuilding immediately.
[handling a Paint Brush,
then read my ad in the|
“Wanted” column of this I

OAKLAND PARK DANCING

paper.

I

“UNCLE BEN”
51-521

Every Thursday and Saturday

Starting Saturday, June 29 for Summer
A Special Chartered Bus Will Leave

V. B. CROCKETT

Wood’s Taxi Stand 9.00 P. M. and 10.00 P. M.

Yacht Designer and
Broker

Returning Bus at 1.05 A. M.

If you want a Boat or have

— rt/viv
FOUR nv/v
HOURS
iv.i

ONLY

i■ —

_

SATURDAY ONLY, 9 A. M. TO 1_P-_MBring or Mail This Ad with Only
99c Plus Tax, and Receive
Choice of
Sterling Sliver Replica

Diamond Rings

99c

one For Sale
TEL. ROCKLAND, 257-13
Or See Me At
ROCKVILLE, ME.

IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS — ENGRAVED FRET!
* Latest style for all the family. Not $7.50 dS UL 1 QQ
* Sterling and goldi finish.
you expect to
* Limit 3 to a person.
pay, but only
each plus tax

J||^g0aOO99Q9O

Buy Tickets in Advance. Now on
Sale at Box Office.

Notice is hereby given that Rockland Packing
Company, Inc., applicant for a permit for the purpose
of building a story and a half dwelling house on the

AND

north side of Ocean Street, Rockland, Maine, has

SUNDAY EXCURSION

TO VINALHAVEN
MOTORSHIP VINALHAVEN II

Strong and durable ido ltitjcation bracelet - have a wide curved name
plate, quality link chain that should give the wearer five years’ service.
Appreciated gift for ladles a-id gentlemen, boys or girls. Most unusual
opportunity to buy a massive deluxe identification bracelet at this
low price. GET YOURS NOW. Act quickly! This offer is good at
sale only!
This coupon and 99c entitles the bearer to one genuine
indes’ructible l.EVER FILLER FOUNTAIN PEN. Vis
ible ink supply. You SEE the ink! Satisfaction guar
anteed. Beautiful Colors.

Rockland

MORNING
SPECIAL KIDDIES SHOW

in the afternoon, Daylight Saving Time, in order that

2—Hours—2
Of Cartoons, Comedies for
The Kiddies.

.................................................................................... 5.30 P. M.

Dinner Reservations on Vinalhaven may be made for you by
the Rockland Ticket Agent.

ALLAN F. Me ALARY, Secretary.
'

I didn’t suppose Warren baseball
fans would be content to sit by while
Rockland, Camden, Thcmaston and
St. George were enjoying good sport.
Now comes the announcement that
play will be resumed there after a
six-years holiday. Lots of us old
codgers can remember when Warren
was virtually the baseball capital of
Knox County, with that famous
team on which Powers, Curley and
So?kolexis were playing—three stars
who went into the Major League
next season. Many Warren sports
men made financial sacrifices that
year, but the game went on. and the
town attracted the admiring atten
tion of all New England. Oh, boy!
Were those the good old days.
She likes “hot dogs” and was so
anxious to eat one the other night
that she tried to do it without

removing her veil
—o—
Bea Flint thought I might like to
see a copy of the Rockland Ga
zette published in 1875, and brought
a copy to this office. Among the
advertisers of that period (71 years
ago) were Hurley & Co., Blood &
Hix, Tighe's Ware Rooms, Pottle &
Knight Fuller & Cobb. H. H. Crie
Co . J P Wise & Son, G W Pal
mer & Son, Albert 'Smith, Cobb,
Wight & Norton, Cheap John's
Clothing Store. D. N Bird & Co.,
Wiggin & Rose, Thomas H McLoon„ P. H. Crockett, and Herbert
Lovejoy. C. V. Boynton, under
taker. advertised, "Something per
manent .’’

A Summer resident of this region,
engaged In writing a story, needs
this information to weave into his
tale: What kind of writing pen was
i used in this area in 1878?
TO THE RAINBOW
Triumphal arch, that flll'st the sky
When storms prepare to part,
I ask not proud philosophy
To teach me what thou art:—
Still seem, as to my childhood's sight,
A midway station given.
For happy spirits to alight,
Betwixt the earth and Heaven.
Can all that optics teach unfold
Thy form to please me so.
As when I dreamt of gems and gold
i Hid ln thy radiant bow/
I
Thomas Campbell.

AT 9.30

BEANO
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
ROCKLAND

EVERY WED. and SAT.

Tickets sold in advance to avoid
Rush; also sold Tuesday morning.

At 8.00 P. M.—Public Invited
Prizes Include

Dated at Rockland
this 28th day of June, 1946,

NYLONS and BUTTER
Sponsored by
Rockland Masonic Club

STftAM 2

VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT

45-tf

PHONE 334, ROCKLAND

99c

4 HOUR SALE ONLY!

SATURDAY ONLY. 9 A. M. TO 1 P. M.

VISIT MONTPELIER
This pen holds more Ink tha«i many ordinary fountain pens, Yuo
ran write for months with one HUing. No repair bills! Every pen
tested and guaranteed. This coup->i good only while sale is on.
This is a high grade pen. Do not confuse with inferior makes. Limit
3 pens to a coupon.

By The Roving Reporter

Children 20c

By Order of the Board,

Leave McLoon Wharf, Rorkland .................................... 8.30 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven ................................................... .............. 4.00 P. M.

NEXT TUESDAY

registered an appeal from an adverse decision of
the Building Inspector, and that a public hearing
will be held upon said appeal on the 5th day of July,
1946 at the City Council Chambers at 7.30 o’clock

all persons interested may then and there appear
and be heard for or against said application.

EVERY SUNDAY

Arrive

THE BLACK CAT

LOOKING UP OLD FRIENDS

tax

These replica diamonds iepresent the skill of modem
science Many social leaders and our finest people wear
these and keep their high-priced diamonds in safety
vaults. Subject them to most any kind of test. -COM
PARE THESE WITH YOUR GENUINE DIAMONDS,
—
SEE IF YOU CAN TELL THE DIFFERENCE!
14 Kt. Gold Finish Replica Diamond Rings $1.99 Plus Tax

Volume 101 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 52

made by mail to determine what
Twenty-Five Planes
they need for housing facilities;
and then efforts made to provide
them with what they have actual
Due To Land At Ash Point
need for.
Sunday Morning—Break
Wilson W; Wyatt, national hous Fred Blaisdell* Formerly With the Street Rail
ing official, warns that a normal
fast Here
flow of building materials of all
way,
Is
Here
From
Portland,
Oregon
kinds cannot be expected for at
A breakfast flight, so called, of 25
least two years. He advises that a
light private planes will land at the
city such as Rockland make a care
ful check of existing dwellings and
Next
week
if
you
meet
up
with
a
Knox County, locking up old friends. ' Ash Point airport about 9 o'clock
to attempt to complete their hous
“How did you happen to go Sunday morning. The pilots and
ing of veterans by the repair and tall, good looking man, plus a happy
remodeling of existing structures.
smile and minus a hat. it will prob West?” asked The Courier-Gazette their passengers coming to Rock
land to have breakfast at the Bayably be Fred Blaisdell of Portland reporter.
Pending future public demand, the Oregon, who is spending part of his
‘‘Well it was like this ” responded view Hotel.
The flyers are gathering here
Rockland Contact Office of the Vet vacation in Northern Knox, but who Mr. Blaisdell. “My mother-in-law
from
Brunsw ck Portland
North
erans’ Administration at the Com threatens to nvade RLckland a always wanted to go West, and T
munity Building will be closed Sat lew days hence.
was young, full of adventure, and Ccnway and Waterville from where
will fly to a CAP sponsored
urday afternoons as of June 29.
Just new Mr. Blaisdell is the didn t care where I went. And they
air
show
at the Riverside airpark in
However, the usual schedule of office guest cf his aunt, Mrs. Chloe Mills that's how I happened to land in
hours of 833 to 5.00 on week-days in South Hope, whence he goes to Portland, Oregon, in the Fall of Brunswick.
With one or two possible excep
and 8.30 to 12.30 on Saturdays will North Appleton for a visit with his 1909.”
be continued. The public and vet cousin, Mrs. Arthur Sprowl.
Mr. Blaisdell found employment tions, they will be 1 ght planes such
erans in particular are urged to
Mr. Blaisdell was cn the payroll with the Portland Electric Power as Cubs, Taylorcraft, Ercoupes and
make use of these facil ties which of tlie Rockland, Thomaston & Company, s going on the payroll as Lusccmbes, and all privately owned
are being maintained for their con Camden Street Railway from 1907 a member cl the ground crew. He by sportsmen from many different
venience and interests.
to 1909 living at Glen Cove during was feund to be a willing and ex parts of the State.
that period. On the occasion of his perienced worker, and was gradually
The annual inspection of Golden
last visit to Rockland, five years promoted to his present position as Rod Chapter. O E.5. will be held
train
despatcher.
,ro. he chummed up with Everett
MIDNIGHT SHOW »Humphrey
Portland Oregon, was a madhouse tonight with Mrs. Mildred K. Coland they made a tour of
during the war. according to Fred 1 ns of Auburn. (Worthy Grand Ma
Blaisdell, and it's a madhouse to tron as the inspecting officer. A
4th July Eve
I
turkey supper at $1 per plate
day—filled with men seeking em special
will be served at 6. for which there
BEGINNING
JULY
1
ployment
or
an
opportunity
to
get
NEXT WED. 11.30 P.M.
will be no soliciting. Following
back to their homes in the East.
an informal reception for
Portland is known as “The City supper
Private Duty Nurses
the
Grand
officers present will be
of Roses,” but industrially it is the held. At the
evening meeting the
‘Lumber City.” In spite of this proposed amendments to the by
Will Be On 8 Hour Duty
latter title, it Is impossible to buy
which were presented at the
7.00 A. M. to 3.00 P. M.
lumber or nails there today. But laws
last stated meeting will be acted
ter is verv. verv scarce. but there upon. Members are reminded that
3.00 P. M to 11.00 P. M.
Is considerable meat—if you go for there will be a special collection for
11.00 P. M. to 7.00 A. M.
it in the early morning.
UNRRA to be taken at this meeting
Oregon is a hotbed of politics. The degrees will be conferred upon
$6.00 Per 8 Hour Day
"If the Republicans rionrnate a a class of candidates.
Knox Hospital Alumnae Assn.
strong candidate they will carry the
48-52
State,” according to Mr. Blaisdell.
“I am bringing you a message from my landlady,” said he. She
wants The Courier-Gazette to pub
lish cress word puzzles.
Mr. Blaisdell's folks came from
Vinalhaven, and he would not think
MUNICIPAL BOARD OF APPEALS
of going back home without pay
ing the Island a visit.
All Seats 60c Tax Incl.

40-tf

each

Plus 20%

TWELVE PAGES
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Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Conrler-Gaiette. 465 Main St,

Established January, 1846.
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n FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

BUS SERVICE TO FRIENDSHIP

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

EXPANSION

, COR. MAIN and LIMEROCK STS.
MAIL ORDERS ADD 6c. SALE SAT. 4 HOURS ONLY

Wood’s Bus Service announces that a bus serv

52* lt

-j/

ice from Rockland to Friendship will be established

''wf/m/Z/////,

watch band

With the Smooth Top

in the near future. Schedules will appear very soon

in The Courier-Gazette.

COMMUTER FLIGHTS TO
NEW YORK

Man’s Guaranteed
STAINLESS STEEL
Women's White, pink or yel
low finish, $2.99; Men’s 18k
Gold finish top, $1.99.
Prices include tax
• Guaranteed Stainless Steel
* Will Not Tarnish or Rust.
* Super-Flexible—Adjustable.
• Fits Any Watch—Any Wrist.
MAKES ANY WATCH LOOK GOOD AND GOOD WATCHES LOOK
BETTER! SUPPLY LIMITED! ACT NOW!
Yes, at its truly low affordable price is the expensive looking, expensive
performing, tarnish proof watch band the world has been waiting for!
So Flexible, so Lightweight, and so Everlastingly Smari! End bother
some buckle-fussing with shabby, quick-agxig leather bands. Order
your Easy-on, Easy-off band today. Compare this beauty with any $10
band. By arrangement with the manufacturer, we have a limited
amuunt__N()NE_j>old^at this low price after the sale.

YI

WOOD'S BUS SERVICE

Phone Rockland 1435-R for reservations for week
end Charter Commuter flights to New York!

52-53

SCENIC FLIGHTS EVERY SUNDAY
/

Stonington, Deer Isle, Islesboro, Northport, Belfast

and returning to Rockland over the beautiful Cam

NOW OPEN

AUCTION

From Rockland to North Haven, Vinalhaven,

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 2
AT 1.00 P. M.

den hills.

79 Bluff Road, Hyde Park Terrace, Bath, Me.

MAINE AIR CARGO. EXPRESS
PHONE 1435-R

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
52-53

HELP WANTED
Markers and Rollers Wanted At

Entire

furnishings

of

small

home

including

everything from Kitchenware to Antiques.

Among

STATIONARY MILLS

10.00 A. M. to 6.00 P. M.
Admission 50c

THE CORNER DRUG
STORE, INC.

COR. MAIN and LIMEROCK STS.

SAT. ONLY!

MAIL ORDERS ADD 6c

Montpelier, beautiful and authentic replica of
the home of General Henry Knox, is in the heart of

Thomaston, in full view from Route 1.

FORMAL OPENING

many interesting items are a Hollywood Bed, com
plete, Antique Linen Chest and Cuckoo Clock, 11x14,
French Wilton Occasional Chairs, 2 complete

Rogers Flat Silver, Hoover Vacuum, 2 Antique China

BEANO AT OUR NEW LOCATION

Sets and many nice odd pieces, Aluminum Kitchen
ware, fine Linens (some new), Paisley Shawl, etc.,
etc.
A clean lot of excellent goods. The above >s
only a sample of what will go at this sale.

CLEAN SPACIOUS ROOM

Order of Mrs. J. Kavanaugh.

PIONEER LUMBER CO.

Public is welcome every day including Sundays.

If you cannot at
tend
sale
leave
money before sale
to
reserve
your
watch bMid.

THCMASTON NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.45
TWO CENTS A GAME

CRESCENT BEACH INN
NIGHT BEFORE THE FOURTH
DINNER—DANCE

GEORGE DIETZ, Auctioneer

Special Games Prizes

TEL. DAMARISCOTTA BI80
Next fair afternoon in event of very bad weather.

MERCHANDISE VALUES UP TO $5.00

Dinner Served at 7.00 P. M.

Reservations Only

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST A. L.

28-F-tf

Steady Employment. Call in Person

$2.00 Per Plate

98 NEW COUNTY ROAD, ROCKLAND
51 -52

Expert Body and Fender Work

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

And Radiator Repair

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY

Maine’s Finer Store
for Diamonds,

DONE AT

Jf’atches and Silver

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

Dining Room Will Not Be Open To the Public
Until July 4th.

NOW LOCATED

For Over Fifty Years

WINTER STREET

Budget Terms Arranged
15-tf

ROCKLAND, ME.
48-52

12 Myrtle Street

Rockland

Tel. 670
51-52

Plan That “Fourth” Dinner at the Inn

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, June 28,1946
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look Review
“Spoonhandle.” A novel by Ruth
Moore. Published by William Mor
row. & Company, New York.
This novel concerns the people of
the Maine coast, and the author has
keen insight into some of their char
acteristics. She has made a re
markable story of these people, but
her use of oaths, mostly with Di
vine names attached to them, is re
volting to anyone who has the
higher things of life held sacred.
She has overdone this swearing on
almost every page, even the chil
dren use the name of God as an
expletive
Miss Moore writes of the oldest
family in in that part of Maine. She
has a true conception of some of
the Maine people—one finds such
in every part of the world. She
makes all of this community mean
in its relationship with their neigh
bors and selfish. She might have
made her portraits of at least some
American life a joy, but the book to
me is unworthy her brilliant mind.
She has a talent for expressing
all the small, uncouth and mean
thoughts of her characters. I have
lived in Maine many years on the
coast, and spent much time at coun
try places on, this coast, and the
picture she draws is not honest to
Maine people, and unworthy.
Kathleen S. Fuller.

Masonic Activities
Claremcnt Commandery will meet
Monday.
Rockland Ledge will meet Tues
day. There will be work in the
Fellowcraft degree.
Aurora Lodge will meet Wednes
day with regular bus ness, balloting
and work in the Fellowcraft degree.
King Solomon Temple Chapter,
meets Thursday fcr regular busi
ness.
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.. will
be inspected tonight by Worthy
Grand Matron Mildred Collins of
Auburn. Supper will be served at
6.30.

R. & G. TYPEWRITER
Distributors

283 Water St., Augusta

Exclusive Sales Representa
tives for
THE ROYAL TYPEWRITER
CO.. Inc.
Specializing in
Sales, Service, Rentals,
Supplies and Repairs
of all kinds
Eor prompt and courteous
service

Call Augusta 2808

51*54

SCIENTIFIC
SWEDISH MASSAGE

Chisholm, p, rf .... 4 0 0 0 3 0
Softball League
—
Totals
....
......
..
37
4
9
24
11
4
Coming Games
Al’s Clippers are leading the softScorer, E. Monaghan.
Tonght—Camden at Rockland.
• • • •
ball parade with an undefeated
Wednesday n:ght—St. George at
Dust From The Diamond
record in seven games played. Close
Rock'and; Thomaston at Camden.
cn
their heels comes the Van
They
came
from
miles
around
-to
July Fourth—Rot kland at Ba?h
Boys Club, first game at 1-30 p. m. | see the St. George-Rockland game Baalen outfit with but one less to
Friday night, July 5—Thomaston in St. George Wednesday night. The date. Camden holds third position
at Rockland; St. George at Cam treasury benefited in a most satis wibh 4 wins, 2 losses and 2 post
factory manner.
poned games to their credit.
den.
• # * •
7 he game between Van Baalen
Sunday, July 7 (2 p. m.) Vinal
Rcckland is entertaining the fast and General Seafoods Fish Division
haven Chiefs at Rockland.
♦♦**
Camden team tonight and all who scheduled for the Fourth of Julv,
Vinalhaven Chiefs are looking , remember that sensational feggy has been cancelled but there is the
for some ball games. Anybody in- , night finish two weeks ago will be possibility that some of the post
terested may contact Ed Wh.te, [ right on deck. Camden showed poned games may be played on that
much power ,n its Sunday game date.
Vinalhaven.
me league standing to June 27...
• • • •
with Fairfield.
♦ ♦ • •
W " L
St. George 6. Rockland 4
The
resumption
cf
baseball
at
St.
Al
’
s
Clippers
....................
7
0
A b g crowd saw the game in St.
Gecrge is particularly gratifying to , Van Baalen ...................... 6
1
George Wednesday night, and sup those fans who had feared that , Camden ......................... 4
2
porters of the home team were wild they might never see another game Independents .................. 3
4
with delight when it overcame a there
.......... 2
4
St. George has risen ) Gen S F. Fish
Gen. S F. Ship Yard ..... 2
5
four-run lead and forced ahead to phcenix-like. Congratulations.
• * *
win.
High School .................... 2
5
Quite a few of the iplays were
6
The Bath Boys Club meets Rock Rc.'kliff and Witham ...... 1
erratic and provoking, but on the land in a dcuble-header perform
Lady Knox Beauty Shop will close
whole it was a well played game.
ance at Community Park on the
Four hits were made off Kinney afternoon of July Fourth, the first Saturday afternoons from June 15,
48-tf
in the first two innings and he was game being called at 1.30. The to Aug 31.
replaced by Mackie who allowed name of the Bath aggregation is
only five in seven innings. Chis somewhat of a misnomer, as the years, have been received, and will
holm worked four innings for Rock team is composed of the best play be seen at Community Park one
land and was touched up for seven ers in that city.
wee kfrom Sunday. Ed. White is
• • • •
hits, although misplays were in part
manager, which means that the
responsible for the scores made in
The Vinalhaven Chiefs, famous island will have a snappy and ag
that time. Barlowe held St. George aggregation of comparatively recent gressive team.
to two hits in the feur innings he
worked.
Fine outfield catches were made
The scenic, dependable,
by Mackie, Kinney, Ellis and
Barlowe.
cool
and
comfortable
The score:
St. George
way to
ab r h po a e
P Wiley, c .......... 4 2 1 8 3 0
PROVIDENCE
Anderson, 3b ..... 4 0 12 11
NEW HAVEN
C. Mackie, If, p .... 4 12 0 10
M. Wiley, ss........ 4 0 2 3 3 1
NEW YORK
Simmons, lb ...... 3 117 0 0
PHILADELPHIA
W. Mackie, cf .... 4 0 0 1 0 0
1
0
Dowling, 2b ........ 4
BALTIMORE
M. Wiley, rf........ 4
WASHINGTON
Kinney, p, If ...... 4

Twilight League

[EDITORIAL]
The Associated Press tells of the
farm woman in Anson who is quoted as
saying that if Maine farmers should
unite and) go on a strike to get w hat they
deserve they would have the O.P.A. eating
out of their hands in 24 hours. “John L. Lewis gets what he
wants. Why can't we farmers," said the woman. “The in
dustrial strikers tied up railreads and coal mines—and they
don’t seem to care. Why can't we faimers get what we want?"
Back in our boyhood school days we used to hear that
familiar saying: “The farmer feedeth all," and while we do
not believe there will be any farm strike we cannct help
wondering what might happen.

IF FARMERS
SHOULD
STRIKE

In Paiis a famous engineer scientist
WORLD WILL has created a mild sensation by declaring
COME TO
that the world might end 40 minutes after
AN END
the approaching atom bomb experiment.
To be sure there's a great deal of specula
tion concerning next month's bomb trial, and nobody is in a
position to state just how far-reaching the effect may be. but
the end of the world has been frequently predicted in the
past century without its ever happening, so far as we can
learn. But it’s safe to say that a good many conservative
persons will have their fingers crossed while the experiments
are in progress.
While Billy Conn emerged on the
sorry end of his recent championship bout
with Joe Louis, some satisfaction is de
rived from the fact that he has been able
to pay $37,512 to Uncle Sam cn old income tax bills. Meantime the members of the Naticnal
Sucker dub are getting ready to pay a fancy price for
another Louis bout. Older and wiser persons w ill recall what
the great showman, P. T. Barnum used to say.
EASY COME
AND *TWAS
EASY GO

The O.P.A. has authorized price inWHO PAYS
creases averaging 91 cents a ton on hard
FOR THE
coal to offset the wage boosts won by John
STRIKES?
L. Lewis’ miners, and other cost increases.
And was there anybody boolish enough to
think this would not be the case. The average person who
sympathizes with strike demands, learns eventually that it is
the average person who pays.
Talk about the organization of a third
THIRD
political party, a labor party, goes right
PARTY
along, despite Henry Wallace’s “not choosPROSPECTS ing to run” such an enterprise—or, per
haps, net wanting to be run by it. Never
theless, there’s one question which its advocates haven’t as
yet satisfactorily answered: What will they us£ for money?
Nation®! political campaigns are expensive: Didn’t the
Democrats' National Committee spend over’ $2.COO.OOO to send
F.D.R. to the Wihlte House a fourth time? Didn’t the Re
publicans' National Committee spend $800,000 more in trying
to stop him? Sure, the Hatch Act plasters a $3 000,000 ceiling
on adventures of this sort. But $3,000,000 don't grow on
rasperry-bushes.
Tlie only response that has so far been vouchsafed looks
to the unions, with the CIO s Political Action Committee as a
General Staff: There are the dollar-a-member drives, and
there is the big-money threat cf the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen’s Mr. Whitnev. If the Hatch Act limits each cam
paign-contribution source to a mean $5,000 gift, it effectively
by-passes primal ies—and, anyhow, each union wculd be con
sidered a separate “source."
'Nevertheless, CAP speaks for not half of the country’s
union-strength. However little is definitely known of CAP’S
finances—however much is heard of its 5,000,000 or 6,000.000
membership—the truth isc that its dollar-a-member drives
are unencouraging. Sidney Hillman's latest word on the latest
of these drives tells a sad story: “It hasn't reached five
figures.”
Although there is something to be said for a labor-party,
history of the United States records few successes for any
third party. Our two-party system, long a tradition, seems
now a fixed condition. Quite aside frem the merits of Labor’s
case, the best chance fcr a labor-party will probably come, not
from outside of both parties, but from inside one or the other
of them. —BAngor Daily News.

35 6 11 27 11 2
Rockland
ab r h po a c
Miller, 3b ........... 4 12 112
Kail, cf ............... 5 110 0 0
Connon, lb ........ 5 1 2 9 0 0
Barlow, rf, p .... 3 12 10 0
Ellis, If ............... 4 0 0 2 0 0
Starr, 2b ............. 4 0 2 3 4 1
Coffey, ss ..... ...... 4 0 0 1 2 0
Foote, c ............... 3 0 0 6 1 1
Duff, c ............... 10 0 10 0

Totals
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1 LB PKC 67c
H LB PKC
OUR OWN TEApkbg59c pv« 31c
MAYFAIR TEA
Vkg 39c

•CUT*

TURKEYS

Now available...whole, half or any size
FIRM PINK MEAT

Avg weight 5 lbs per pair

BREASTS
lb.

23'

FIRM CRISP HEADS

EVERY DAY—FROM ALL PARTS OF MAINE
THROUGH 10 STATES IN DAYLIGHT

2™ 17'

LETTUCE
TENDER FULL BUNCHES

CARROTS
At Low Fares you enjoy on The East Wind—
Individually reserved reclining seats
All Cars Completely Air Conditioned
Dining Car. Smart club-lounge car
Soda Fountain serving soft drinks. Other beverages
available in club car.
Porter service.
Free newspapers and magazines.

(c) 7.35 a. m.
(c) 8.57 a. m.
Augusta
(c) 9.23 a. m.
Lewiston
(c) 9.37 a. m.
Danville Jet (c) 9.56 a. m.
(c) 7.25 a. m.
Rumford
8.10 a. m.
Rockland
9.31 a. m.
Wiscasset
9.55 a. m.
Bath
10.18 a. m.
Brunswick
11.15 a. m.
Portland

Lv.

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

Lv. Old Orchard Beach
11.31 a. m.
11.50 a. m.
Lv. Kennebunk
Lv. Wells Beach
11.58 a. ns.
Ar. Worcester
2.30 p. m.
3.42 p. m.
Ar. Providence
Ar. New Haven
5.41 p. m.
Ar. New York
7.12 p. m.
8.55 p. m.
Ar. Philadelphia
Ar. Baltimore
10.24 p. m
11.05 p. m.
Ai. Washington
(c) by connecting train

BUNCH

9C

CALIFORNIA SWEET JUICY

JANE

MIDNIGHT DANCE

14 ’ 2 02

Almond Ring PARKER
RING
JANE
1 1 OZ
Peanut Roll PARKER
CAKE
Breakfast Loaf j«X?er 'oaf
Streussel Fruit Loaf LOAF
oTs
Marvel Dinner Rolls

TEL. 1193-J

10.00 P. M. TO 2.00 A. M.

51*52

TRAVEL BY TRAIN
— THE •
DEPENDABLE WAY
—NO DELAYS OR
LAST MINUTE

JOE AVERY AND HIS EIGHT PIECE BAND
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Lincoln E. McRae

AMPLE PARKING

INVESTMENTS

SOLID MAPLE

Will Be Closed All Day
SATURDAYS
Until Further Notice
449 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
46-tf

Vour Heating system ls Nn Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

CHAIRS and ROCKERS

Attractively Styled in Durable
Red Maple. Ladder-back Chairs
from

WASHING AND SIMONIZING

WINTER STREET,

NORTH HAVEN - ROCKLAND BOAT

HASSOCKS

Leave North Haven 6.30 A. M............. Arrive Rockland 7.45 A. M.
Leave Rockland 9.00 A. M............. Arrive North Haven 10.15 A. M.

(Or on arrival of New York train)

TEL. 1105-W

All Shapes. Attractive Colors,
Excellent Styling at

$7.95

Leave North Haven 12.15 P. M............ Arrive Rockland 1.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland 3.00 P. M.............. Arrive North Haven 4.15 P. M.

(Or on arrival of afternoon train.)

Rockland Landing, McLoon’s Wharf, Phone 334
50-tf

Arthur V. Cullen
ROCKLAND
40-tf

ROCKLAND-VINALHAVEN BOAT
SUMMER SCHEDULE—NOW IN EFFECT

HIGHEST LEGAL

0. P. A. PRICES
PAID FOB

Clean Used Cars

MILLER’S GARAGE

DE SOTO. PLYMOUTH
ROCKLAND. ME.

B6-tI

Sealed bM« will be received at the office of the Purchasing
Agent, City Hall, up to 2.00 o’clock p. m., Wednesday, July 10th,
li,46. tor the following work:
1. Exterior of High Schocl Building: Complete painting of
window frames, sash doors and glazing where required
on the rear side of the building. Above work includes the
supply of all materials and labor to do a complete job.
2. Purchase Street and Tyler Street School Buildings:
Installation of four urinals (floor type) and one toilet at
the Purchase Street Schcol, and three uiinals (wall typei
and two toilets at the Tyler Street School. All to be
rquinped with separate fl us hornet cl’s, cf a quality equal
to Sloan “Star”. Galvanized pipe fittings and connec
tions to be supplied where required.
3. McLain Schocl Building: Painting and glaring all out
side woodwork, including draw sashes. Above work in
cludes the supply cf all materials and labor to do a com
plete job.
4. Exterior of Tyler Street Schcol Building: Painting the
entire exterior of the Tyler .Street School Building. Bid
tc include cost cf re-nailing and glazing where necessary;
also seraj»ing where necessary, and the application of twi
coats of paint. Bids should include all costs excepting
paint, which is en hand.

Leave Vinalhaven 7.00 A. M................. Arrive Rockland 8.30 A. M.
Leave Rockland 9.30 A. M............. Arrive Vinalhaven 11.00 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 1.00 P. M................ Arrive Rockland 2.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland 3.30 P. M. .............. Arrive Vinalhaven 5.00 P. M.
Sundays Leave Rockland at 8.30 A. M. Arr. Vinalhaven 9.30 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 4 P. M................ Arriving Rockland 5.30 P. M.
On all Saturdays an extra trip from Vinalhaven at 5.30 P. M.,
Arriving Rockland at 7 P. M.

An extra trip to Vinalhaven Sunday night leaving at 5.45 P. M.
Dinner reservations for the Islander on Vinalhaven may be made
with the Rockland agent by Sunday excursionists.
VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT
PHONE 334, ROCKLAND. McLOON’S WHARF

pouNo44
r
HALF

GIBLETS

LS

23c
17C
22c
13C

CHICKENS
TO BROIL, BAKE or FRY

BREASTS “<,":"a83c
TO BROIL, BAKE or FRY

LEGS 1“".'" i» 83c

LIVERS

39c

PHoX46c

GIBLETS

LB

35c

LB

19c

SOUP STOCK

BACKS

AND
NECKS

Fresh Grads A-21; to 3'2 lbs

Broilers
Salad Mustard PAGE
NBC Ritz Crackers
Nabisco 109yo Bran
STRAINED
Gerber’s BABY FOODS
CHOPPED
Gerber’s BABY FOODS
BABY
Gerber’s OATMEAt
BABY
*
Gerber’s
CEREAL
ANN
Vanilla Extract PAGE
ANN
Baking Powder PAGE

9 OZ
JAR
1 tB
PKG

FRESH CUT
Hake Fillets

16 OZ
PKG

FRESH DEEP SEA

49'

29c

Haddock Fillets

lb 39c

FRESH SLICED

Steak Cod

JARS

8 OZ

LB

25c

lb

89c

FRESH

Scallops

SUNNYBROOK
1 2 OZ
CAN

LARGE EGGS
Strictly Fresh
Native Grade A DOZ

EVAP. MILK
NONE

14’zOZ

BETTER'

CAN

COC
VZ

Delicious ICED or HOT!

C

Rear of McLain Schocl Building: Installation of steel
link fence at rear of school building. Fence to be mounted
on two inch galvanized steel pipe posts and top and bot
tom railing No. 9 gauge galvanized fence, posts centered
at ten feet, set in concrete foundations. Foundation
blccks to be sixteen inches square at base and ten inches
square at top, poured into forms set three feet in the
ground. Above woik includes the supply of all materials
and labor to do a complete job.
Specifications can be secured from the superintendent of
schools. McLain School Building. Envelope containing bid should
be so marked with date for opening. The right is reserved to re
ject any or all bids.
F. D. FARNSWORTH,
Pureliasing Agent.

ANN
10 OZ
Garden Relish PAGE
JAR
| No.2' :
Iona Cut Beets
, CANS
IONA
NO. 2
String Beans GREEN ii CANS
Corn Flakes
> 5C 7k0/ 8c
Baking Chocolate IONA 8 ° Z11C
2PKG
LB 1I 3
EC
Iona Cocoa
Octagon Cleanser
2 CANS 9”
FACIAL
Woodbury’s SOAP
ICAKES 23c
pk g

ANO WIND

SUPER SUDS
"FLOODS LARCEi
OF SUDS" PKC
"When

KNEEHOLE DESK

In Solid Mahogany, fcr the
living room or hall where design
and quality are important.

$106

UNITED
HOME SUPPLY CO.

Available"_____

CASHMERE
BOUQUET SOAP

3

CAKES

27C

PALMOLIVE SOAP

3

REGULAR.
CAKES

Visit I
trlst, f
Old C<j
Hours
day.
Phone

35c

FOR STEW

5.

579 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

50-tf

LIVERS

JUNE 26, 1946

48-52

SUMMER SCHEDULE

TO BROIL or SAUTE

TO BRQILor SAUTE

CITY OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, ME.

AVERAGE WEIGHT 3 LBS
BACKS ~*“cD«s lb19c

•CUT*

3Qt

WHITEHOUSE

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

ROCKLAND, ME..
TELS. 744. 413
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS
15tf

Appliance Repairs
Oil Burner Sales & Service
Steam, Hot Water and
Hot Air Heating

ON ACCOUNT OF
THE WEATHER

,.39‘

tUIBirC Approx.
WltlUu 2 OZ ea LB

$6.12 up

DONE AT

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING CO.

ELECTRIC WIRING

CANCELLATIONS

WINGS

TO BROIL, BAKE o. FRY

ANN

LAKEHURST, DAMARISCOTTA

i.77c
lbs per pair

C AQ

The capacity of The East Wind is limited . . . Any Maine Central
agent will be glad to sell you a reserved seat on The East Wind
for any trip up to and including Sept. 22 . . . but take a tip and
buy your scats early for The East Wind will be sold out on many
trips.

Wednesday, July 3

77c

Visit I
second|
Fellow'
Coats
prices.

FOR STEW

7bac55c

ORANGES

lb

LEGS
Avg weight

Residence or at Office

PERCY L. YOUNG
15 Myrtle St., Rockland

Auto|
kers, p
nuto pJ
family I
St. Tell

Avg whole 6 lbs -Half 3 lbs

CANTALOUPES 2

Lv. Bangor
Lv. Waterville

Many Patterns To Select From
24-lneh wide—at

July
at Dai

WATERMELONS

SCHEDULE (DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME)

.-.-.•Ox''

July
Boelet

SWEET JUICY, RED-RIPE

LINOLEUM

On Sale Saturday Morning

Ju'
Knox '

AU Seats Reserved Train

HALL RUNNER

46c per yd.

By Appointment At Your

Is On The Deluxe All-Coach

Junel
at Lln<
July
picnic
Rockp ;

QfV
JbU

DUZ
*’Duz Does Everything’*

LARGE

PKC

JbU

•‘When Available”

PALMOLIVE
SOAP
BATH SIZE CAKES

FOR
‘When Available"

“When Available’’

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.

All prices subject tc marKet change*. W« re»erve right tc limit quantities.

TEIj
Write

jesday-Frlday

Tuesday-Frfdiy

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, June 28,1946

TALK OF THE TOWN

June

30 -Camp

opens

Tanglewood

at Lincolnville.

t *

July 12—Women's Educational Club
picnic at the home of Marlon Weidman,
Rockport
July 17—King Brothers' Circus at
Knox Trotting Park.
July 31—Thomaston Baptist Choral
Society Concert.
July 31-Aug 3—Lincoln County Fair
at Damariscotta
Aug. 2-4—Centennial celebration at
North Haven.
Aug 14—-Owl’s Head: Baptist Church
fair ln Community Building
Aug. 20-24--North Knox Fair at
Union.

On their annual retreat, Sisters
Imelda, Mary Martin and Germaine,
of St. Bernard’s Convent, are at
their Mother House, “Graymore" in
Garrison. N. Y. for two weeks. They
were accompanied by Kathleen
Duffy of Our Lady of Good Hope
Parish of Camden, and Jacqueline
Grispi of Rockland.

The Daily Vacation Bible School
of the First Baptist Church will
have its closing program tonight at
7.30. in the church auditorium. The
boys and girls will be giving some
thing of what they have learned in
the school, and their handwork will
be on display. All parents and in
terested friends are invited.
M. Gordon Flint, formerly of
Rockland, who has been associated
lor seven years with Harvard Trust
Co. at. their Central Square Bank,
has been transferred to their new
branch bank at Belmont, Mass.

Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
Monday night. Report of delegate
to convention will be heard and im
portant business discussed; it is
quite necessary that all officers be
present. This will be the last meet
ing before the Summer recess.
Automobile Insurance Headquar
ters, Frank A. Wheeler. Does your
auto policy pay for injuries to your
family and self? Tel. 830-425 Main
St. Tel 98.
86-tf

UT«
KEYS

K. Green A: Son's,
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtl

, lbs Half 3 lbs

Visit Lucien

rs5 lbs perLBpair77c
lb77c
lbs per pair

1

Visit Clinton F Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590, City.
lOtr

.«39c
3HT 3 LBS
AND
NECKS

LB

19c

,.'«!*X44e

MITCHELL’S

..35c

IS

ELECTRIC WELDING

IUT«
KENS

S

83c

tt IB 83c

r1 *

Associate Justice Frank A. Tirrell,
Jr., has returned home for the
Summer, after the completion of a
term of Super or Court in Cumber
land Countx where he is reported
to have made a very favorable im
pression upon all who attended the
sessions. His next term as presid
ing justice will be in Sagadahoc
County in October.

Stephen Accardi left Tuesday for

the girls’ camp on Lake Como. Pa., To Launch Tomorrow
where he will be waterfront director
and assistant camp director. He
arrived home two weeks ago from Dragger Dolphin Will Go
Florida where he has been employed
Overboard From Newbert
as sw mming instructor and watershow entertainer. While in Florida
& Wallace Yard
Mr. Accardi made two swimmnig
movies. He was discharged from
The Newbert <& Wallace yard in
the service last Winter.
Thomaston at the foot cf Knox
Howard Crockett has returned to
In the haste to give Witham’s street w 11 launch the dragger Dol
his duties at Burpee Furniture Co.
phin for Leonard H Saunders and
after a vacation spent ‘'busily do Lobster Pound the credit it deserved Andrew T. Habe of Gloucester,
for feeding the 400 Commandery
ing nothing" as he puts it.
Masons Monday the name of the Mass., tomorrow morning between
proprietor waa erroneously given 11.30 and 12.
BORN
She is 87 feet in lengtVhas a beam
Townsend—At Vinal Maternity Home. as James Pease. The boss of the of 19 feet 8 inches and draws 11
June 25. to Mr. antkMrs. Lyle E. Towns establishment, as originally stat
end of Thomaston, a daughter—Marilyn ed by this paper, is Willard Pease- feet 4 inches.
She is 87 feet in length, has a
Faye.
associated with whom is his good
Conary—.At KnoX Hospital, to Mr
beam of 19 feet 8 inches and draws
w.fe,
Marion.
and Mrs. Leo G. Conary. a daughter—
11 feet 4 inches.
Phyllis Joan.
She will be pcwered with a 250
Condon—At Knox Hospital. June
College football fans, of whom horsepower
20. to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce L. Condon, a
Atlas diesel engine
there were a good many in Rock which, it is estimated,
son Harold Bruce.
will drive her
Young—At Knox Hospital. June 23. land before the war, are looking
at
a
speed
of
8*4
knots.
to Mr and Mrs. Bernard L. Young of ahead to the renewal of the State
Thomaston, twin daughters — Jean
The craft, which is the twentieth
Series next Fall. The Bowdoin
Nancy and Joan Theresa
fishing
boat to be launched by New
schedule,
announced
Wednesday,
Gay—At Knox Hospital, June 24. to
bert
&
Wallace since they opened
Mr and Mrs. Walter M. Gaiy a daugh contains the following games: The
for business in the Gray boatyard
ter—Rosalyn
schedule:
Oct.
5
Massachusetts
Wooster—At Knox Hospital. June 24
before the war, will have a fish hold
to Mr. and Mrs. Carleton O Wooster State at Amherst; 12, Amherst; 19, capacity of 136,000 pounds.
a son—Raymond.
Williams; 26, Colby at Waterville;
She will be equipped with the lat
Hoffses—At Knox Hospital. June 27. Nov. 2, Bates at Lewiston; 9. Maine,
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hoffses of
est
in radiophone, underwater sound
i The well known fan who resides on
Thomaston, a son.
equipment
and other fishing and
the Old County road is prepared,
navigational
aids.
even now, to wager that his alma
MARRIED
Upton-Mr Kenney—At Rockport, Miss mater, University of Maine, will
Barbara E McKenney of Rockport and win the State championship.
Study Must Be Made

Malcolm Upton of Camden—by Rev.
H I Holt.
Horeyserk-Srhlelter — At
Meriden,
Conn.. June 22 Paul W Horeyseck of
Rockland and Miss Barbara H. Schlelter of Meriden

DIED
Rirhardson—At Rockland, June 28,
Mrs. Caroline Rogers Richardson, age
72 years. 1 month. 12 days
Funeral
Sunday at 3 p. m from Burpee Funeral
Home. Harold Spear, Christian Science
Reader, officiating.
Farrow—At Porterville. Calif., June
23. Laura Grlndte. widow of Capt. Her
man M Farrow, formerly of Islesboro
and Glen Cove, age 79 years. Interment
ln Islesboro.
Colson—At Rockland. June 27, Ma
bel Hahn Colson, wife of Fred P Col
son, age 59 years. 2 months, 22 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence. 14 Florence street (Private). In
terment In Sea View cemetery.
UN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Judy Rokes,
who passed away June 27, 1945
This day brings to memory
A loved one called to rest;
And those, who think of her today.
Are those who loved her best
Sadly missed by her family
Mrs. S M Rokes

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation
and thanks to Dr Jameson. Dr. Lawry,
Dr Brown and all the nurses who
cared for me while a patient ln Knox
Hospital, also thanks to friends, neigh
bors and relatives for gifts and cards,
sent.
Sidney Farrington.

CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our apprecia
tion to neighbors and friends for their
many kindnesses during our recent
bereavement, especially Mr. and Mrs.
Murray and nurses, Mrs. Alice McDou
gal. Esther Young and Philip Simmons,
Special thanks for the Ibeautlful flow
ers and cards
Herbert K. Thomas Mr. and Mrs Wil
liam L. Gregory. Mr and Mrs. Carleton
H. Gregory.
»

Time of the shows at the Strand
for the showing of “The Bells of
St. Mary's’’ are Sunday, 3-6-8.30;
Monday through Wednesday, 2-6.15
and. 8.30
Herman Bennett of Rockport was
flned $50 and costs of court of $3 70
this morning on charge of leaving
scene of an accident without making
himself known. The charges arose
from an accident in which a car
operated by Bennet collided with
one driven by Alden Stanley of
Rockland on Route 1 in Rockport
on, June 25. The arrest was made
by State Police Officer Ray Foley.
Harold M. Quinn of Thomaston
was flned $15 and costs of court of
$2.70 on charges of having posses
sion of shcfrt lobsters by Warden
Merle Robbins.

There will be a midnight show
next Wednesday night at 11.30 p. m.
<the night before the Fourth) at
Strand Theatre showing a new
hilarious comedy with the Mark
Brothers in “A Night In Casa
blanca’’ There will be buses to
Thomaston and Camden after the
midnight show.

Vice president Walter Ladd pre
sided over the Rotary meeting
held last week in the absence of
the president, Lutie Jones. Ladies
night will be observed tonight at
the Samoset Hotel with dinner being served at 6.30._______________

DANCE

OF ALL KINDS
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
GO ANY WHERE AT ANY TIME
TEL. WARREN, ME. 61-22
The office of Dr. Charles D. North
So. Cushing Grange Hall
45*52 will be closed Wednesdays (all day)
until further notice.
445*53 8:30 P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax incL
__________ _

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE
“EDDIE” BARNARD

T
❖

| /\

TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
3-tf

44* 4*4 44*44*^4* 4* 4* 4>4>4>4>4«4>4><L
1
3

Gilbert C, Laite

ttffl.

18Ftf

DANCING

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

FIINFRAI

COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD
Popular Prices!

Good Music!

18Ftf
ANO
NECKS

LB

BURPEE

49'

Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Is

lb

diets

in 39c

29c

*

> *

Ambulance Service

4 9 MountainSt., Camden +
t
Tel.
8225
i
T
t
T
*

T

GILBERT C. LAITE

DOROTHY S. LAITE
ROBERT E. LAITE

4

t'
f

T
J
tI

The Rexall Store
25-T-tf

An urgent plea is being made by
the newly formed Recreation Com
mittee foe funds to operate the new
Children s Piayground at Commun
ity Park this present Summer. After
the new municipal year opens the
playground will be city financed.
Almost the first act of the (new
ccmmittee was to meet the crit.cal
problem of Summer care of Rock
land s children who were otherwise
at loose ends. A section of Com
munity Park allocated for this pur
pose was scraped, rolled and gravel
for leveling brought which was
spread by school youngsters, who
also put the buildings in repair.
Skeleton equipment is now being
installed: sand boxes , play pens,
swings, teeters and a shoot the
chute, brought from various places.
Miss Gloria Witham. a well known
High School athlete and presently
a student at Sargent School has
been secured as instructor and will
start the season July 9. Hours at
the Playground will be week-days
9 to 12 and 1 to 3 with all children
welcome if their parents approve.
There is no expense involved.
Tiie Recreation Committee in the
Before Increase Can Be Made ordinary
course, is not a money
handling committee but in this
In Rates Of St. George
emergency is attempting to raise
Water Company
funds enough to tide the emergency
and give Rockland children protec
Maine's Public Utilities Commis tion. competent instruction and a
sion has refused to approve pro place to play other than the city
posed increased rates by the St. streets.
George Water Company, furnishing
Some donations have already
service in St. George and Port Clyde. been received, headed by $50, con
The Commission expressed belief tributions of $53 each from Junior
that “a study must be made of the and Senior High Schools Student
capital investment of the St. George Councils. Here is an example for
Water Company and a fairly com service clubs and older citizens to
prehensive analysis of its operating emulate. Contrlbuticns may be
expenses before the Commission can sent to Chairman Horatio C. Cowan
authorize the increase as suggested.” at the General Ice Cream Corp., 631
Main street.
At the Owl's Head Baptist
Chapel. Rev. C. Wendell Wilson
One year ago: Richard Warren,
will preach on “The Cross and Sub 14, was drowned while bathing in
stitution;’ at the afternoon service Megunticook Lake.—-Harlan F. Stone
at 2.30 p. m. Sunday School is at Isle au Haut Summer resident, took
1.30 p m. Christian Endeavor his seat as Chief Justice of the U.
Service at 7 p. m. with Clifton Ross S. Supreme Court.—T. Raymond
and Russell Woodman as leaders. Pierce, formerly of Rockland, was
Thursday evening prayer meeting elected national president of the
at 7 30 p. m.
Vacation Bible
Psi Fraternity of North
School commences on July 8— Zeta
America.
Rev. J. Charles MacDon
from 9.30 to 11.30 a. m. The ald was —
injured
automobile
church invites all who are in the collision.—'Among intheandeaths:
Lin
village for the Summer to its serv
colnville, Mrs. Gladstone Pillsbury’
ices.
of Owl’s Head, 62; Rockland, George
Kora Temple, Ol der of the Mystic Stuart Milne, 81; Rockland, Judith
Shrine, held a field day at Poland H. Rokes, 9.
Spring Wednesday, with 2500 in at
John Farber of New York was a
tendance. Among those who rode visitor
in the city this w’eek super
the goat, or the camel, or whatever intending
the opening of the cot
they ride at Shrine ceremonials, tage at Coopers Beach now occu
were Frank F. Harding. William H. pied by Mrs. Farber and Mrs. Wini
Weed, 'Albert MacPhail, Cleveland fred Fales.
Sleeper and Frank Adams of Thom
aston.
There will be a Well Baby Clinic
at the Rockland District Nursing
Association Rooms, Monday.
Im
munization against diphtheria and
A Word To The Wise smallpox will be available. Dr. O.
R. Lawry, Jr., will be in attendance.

FROM

E. B. CROCKETT
Just received Stevens
Pure Linen Crash, printed
Dish Towels, heavy fancy
Face Cloths, Camp Blan
kets, Kitchen Curtains,
printed Toweling, Sheet
ing, Bedspreads^ Shelf
edging Oil Cloth.

It won’t last long, better
come early

A DO

Until the opening of our Rockland

*

LLOYD CROCKETT
NORTH HAVEN

TEL. 6 5-4

te?*,'2*

34-tf

CHESTER E. BRI

OF AUGUSTA

MEDIUM

chrome case with stainless steel back. It's the
perfect watch for sportsmen...for graduation

WEEK OF JUNE 24
TEL. 717-J
For Appointments
9.00 A. M. to 9.09 P. M.

FUNERAL HOME

50-57

Also on the staff

Lady Assistant
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE

TEL. 701—702
, ■■■- ■ ■■

)KS
WARREN, ME.
4O‘F*50—52-F-tf

We try to anticipate
your requirements but
at times deliveries from
both the Quarriers and
Manufacturers are very
disappointing.
Manufacturing Plant at
East Union

Main Office, Thomaston,
•
Maine. Tel. 175

Wm. E. DORNAN
& SON, INC.
30-F-tf

*

•

Rockland’s Credit Jewelry Store—Guaranteed Watch Repairing
WE BUY OLD GOLD. PLATINUM AND DIAMONDS

139 MAIN STREET
BANGOR. ME.

GENL AUTRY
SMILEY BURNETTE
in

“GUNS AND GUITARS”
Also on the program
An exciting mystery

“THE SPIDER”
with

Faye Marlowe, Richard Conte

SUN.-MON., JUNE 30, JULY I

RKO Radio Pictures Presents

Brandenburg Concertos 3 and 4
Boston Sym. Orch.
POPULAR ALBUMS
Esquires Jazz Award Winners
The Red Mill
Al Goodman
International Night
Henri Rene
LATE SONGS
Sioux City Sue
You Sang My Love Song to
Somebody Else
Bing
Sioux City Sue
There’s A Tear In My Beer
Tonight
Hoosier Hot Shots
The Gypsy
Onezy-Twozy
Guy Lombardo
Siboney
Hasta Manana
Bing
You Won’t Be Satisfied
Frim Fram Lauce
Ella Fitzgerald
No Variety Blues
Whatta Yo Gonna Do
Louis Armstrong
You're The Cause of It All
I Love An Old Fashioned Song
F. Martin
Someday
The Best Part of Travel

Elton Britt
Sunny Side of the Street
The Man I Love
Eddie Heywood

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
ORSON WELLS

“TOMORROW IS
FOREVER”
TUES.-WED., JULY 2. 3
BARRY FITZGERALD
WALTER HUSTON

LOUIS HAYWARD

ACHORN’S
CAMDEN - BELFAST

Phil. Orch.

IN KNOX COUNTY
We have a number of the best Barre Granite
Monuments in stock to choose from.
A nice selection of Marbles. Some that can
not be replaced before November.

Carl M. Stilphen

Init quantities.

*Ploi 10% Federal X

at the price I

MANHATTAN JEWELERS

CLASSICS
Carnival of The Animals

BUILDERS OF MONUMENTS FOR 63 YEARS

railable"

and birthday gifts...for every use and
every gift occasion. And what a buy

Two Full Length Features

GEORGE BRENT

MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

ANOTHER VEAR ADDED!

RUSSELL

c

SATURDAY ONLY. JUNG »
A handsome dependable wrist watch

MAINE MUSIC CO.

In Best Quality Granite Or Marble
Lettering and Cleaning
THIRTY YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
PROMPT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

TELEPHONE 8-5

Ivarlable"

“THREE STRANGERS’’

ment. Sweep second hand. Radium hands and

82 New County Road
MONDAY TO THURSDAY

NEW 1946
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITERS
AVAILABLE
State News Co

in

numerals, easy to read in the dark. Handsome

WILL BE AT

And Ills

11 PIECE DANCE BAND
52-F-tf

PETER LORRE

THE MUSIC BOX

AND MARKERS

Davis Funeral Service, Rockport 2424

SHOCK
RESISTANT

TEL. 920, ROCKLAND
51*52

Wayne Drinkwater

TONIGHT FRIDAY, JUNE 28
A Warner Bros. Presentation
GERALDINE FITZGERALD
SYDNEY GREENSTREET

RESISTANT

Pleasant home, very light work,
two in family, no laundry, excel
lent food, reasonable pay. Com
fortable, permanent.

WITH

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Shows at
6.30 and 8.45
Matinees Saturday 2.30, Sunday
at 3.00 P. M.

water

WANTED

SATURDAY NIGHT

WALDO THEATRE

376 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

MONUMENTS

Hugh Benner, Rockland 901-W

X

HOUSEKEEPER

51-52

Thomaston or Rockport Homes.
Tels. Thomaston 192

r

wtt/

service any Rockland calls from our
*

City Tax
Assessor
Richard
Thomas states that within a short
time there will be a group of men 1
from his office engaged in measur- I
ing buildings and lot lines through- j
out the city. This is a part of the
tax equalization program which is
now underway. All persons doing
this work will carry proper identi
fication which they will show’ upon
request of any property owner on
whose property they are working
at the time. Th's work is expected
Miss Mabel Spring is giving a to start next week and continue for
tea this afternoon honoring Mrs. some time; eventually covering all
Walter Tibbetts of Alameda, Calif property in the city.
Miss Emma Louise Peaslee,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Edward
W. Peaslee, formerly of Rockland,
graduated from Cony High School,
Augusta, June 19. M ss Peaslee re
ceived the Academic diploma, and
was elected to the National Honor
Society. This Summer she will
teach finger painting at a camp fcr
infantile paralysis patients, and
will enter Bates College in Septem
ber.

More Talk of the Town on Page 6

JULIA BARKER

Establishment in June we are prepared to

Ik

The Sea Scout lifeboat “Sea Cow"
was launched Wednesday night,
drawing many interested spectators
at the (Public Landing. . A truck
pushed while the Scouts’ motorboat
pulled and finally the stubborn
boat began to roll over the greased
skids into the water. She was
towed to an outside mooring and
will be used for rowing practice
on meeting nights tn favorable
weather.
Last week the Sea Scouts towed
the (Public Landing float from the
beach to its position at the Land
ing ramp. Also, those Scouts not
working, volunteered to assist when
they could, at the Yacht Club in
repairing and renovating.
Work is still progressing on, the
“Sea Wolf.” the familiar sailboat
which the Ships used last Summer.
John Joseph was a visitor at the
Wednesday meeting.
An outing for Sea Scouts and
their ladies is planned for Sunday,
June 30 at 2 p. m. from the Public
Landing.

so low a price. 7 jewel guaranteed Medana move

52°

LED or HOT!

The Sea Scouts

T

Will give best of Country Board and $100 a
month to each of two men who will help me harvest
100 tons of hay immediately. Good Equipment,
Other Help, Sunday Off.

Bids Are Requested

General Seafoods—Dora & Peter.
The city purchasing agent has
Capt. Ira Tupper, 755 cod. 1870 hake. requested bids on, repairs to several
36.709 redfish, 215 pollock, 225 livers, of the school buildings, principal of
310 haddock. 243 cusk, 915 flounders. which is the repainting of the ex
Althea Joyce, Capt. Don Joyce. terior of the Tyler School on War
1830 cod. 3975 hake, 62,320 redfish, ren street.
3250 pollock, 533 livers, 1505 had
Other invitations call for the
dock, 335 cusk. 75 catfish. 1600 erection of a link steel fence at the
flounders.
rear of the McLain, School and the
Myrt 2d, Capt. J. Grover, 695 cod, repairing and repainting of the
lf«10 hake, 14,725 redfish, 375 livers, windows and exterior wooden finish
40 haddock, 585 flounders, 180o of the same building.
whiting.
The repainting of sash and re
Jacquelyn,, Capt. William Howell, glazing of windows on the rear of
575 cod 780 hake, 24.800 redfish, the High School building is also in
(520 pollock, 100 haddock, 325 vited.
flounders.
All bids are to be in the hands of
Lida & iDick, Capt. Leroy Ames, the purchasing agent at the City
545 cod, 665 hake, 28,500 redfish, Building by July 10.
520 pollock, 155 haddock, 30 catfish,
195 flounders.
There will be a special kiddies
F. J O’Hara & Sons Co.—Iva M„ show Tuesday morning at 9.33 at
Capt Lew Wallace, 481 haddock, the Strand theatre, showing a full
1705 large 'cod, 3020 hake, 2820 pol tw’o hours of selected cartoons and
lock, 500 cusk, 60,600 redfish, 715 comedies. Children's tickets at 20
babs, 815 greysole.
cents are now on sale at the Strand
Dorithy M.. Capt. Clarence Ben Box Office and it is suggested that
nett, 163 large cod, 220 scrod, 400 these be purchased early so as to
hake. U5.000 redfish, 145 dabs, 100 avoid
waiting in line Tuesday morn
greysole.
ing.
Jeanne D' Arc, Capt.. Charles
Carver. 1080 haddock, 75 scrod had
Due to the meeting date falling
dock. 1110 cod, 240 market cod, 215
scrod, 1635 hake, 1775 pollock. 720 on the night before the Fourth the
cusk, 86500 redfish, 400 (dabs, 85 scheduled meeting of the Tonian
Circle will be omitted next Wed
greysole.
Notre Dame, Capt. Donald Smith, nesday night.
520 cod, 410 hake, 225 (pollock, 115
cusk, 19.000 redfish, 120 dabs, 90
Wood's Bus Lines will shortly ex
greysole.
tend their already extensive service
Sandra Fay, Capt. Tom (Egan, 115 to Friendship. Schedules will short
haddock, 1545 cod, 1335 hake, 1485 ly appear in these columns.
pollock, 45 cusk, 37,000 redfish, 565 i
dabs, 270 greysole.
»
Little Growler Capt. Walter Ross,
603 haddock, 1110 cod, 1905 hake,
DANCING
840 pollock. 560 cusk, 61,000 Tedflsh,
300 dabs 395 greysole.
AT
Helen. Mae 2d, Capt. Frank Ross,
490 haddock, 3505 large cod, 11183
Oakland Park
market cod, 200 scrod, 3070 hake,
16 140 pollock, 490 cusk, 55,000 red
EVERY
fish, 100 dabs, 155 greysole.

with features you never expect to find at

HELP WANTED

E EGGS

The Community Yacht Club is
expected to open for the season the
first ot next week with Ben Dow
ling as steward. Mrs Dowling will
operate a lunch and soft, drinks
concession in. the clubhouse.
The Unhiding has been completely
reshingled and is being painted in
side and out. Sea Scouts have done
the greater part of the interior
painting, contributing their time.
The large float is in position on
the East end of the pier and a
smaller one is being put in. place on
the south side.
Considerable work has been done
on the sea wall and grounds, both
of which have been put in their
condition, of pre-war years. The
damage to the sea wall caused by
heavy storms of the past two Win
ters has been repaired.

T

’^4*4*4*4*444*44*44*4*4444*4*4444*4*k**

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME

Late Fish Arrivals

Opens Next Week

Must Be Raised Now If New Yacht Club House At Public Fruit of the Sea In Large For Painting Tyler School
and Sadly Needed Project
Quantities Is Landed
Landing Will Be Ready
Building and Other School
Is To Open
For Visitors
Here
Repairs

*

T

[BROOK

Funds For Playground

Page Thret

We Don’t Like To Brag—

But we have (at the moment) a beautiful line of

“AND

THEn"tHERE
WERE NONE”

With Roland Young, June Dupres
and C. Aubrey Smith
Special Added Attraction
Official Fight Pictures, Round by
Round, Blow bv Blow

JOE LOUIS
BILLY CONN

CURTAIN

THURS.-FRI., JULY 4. 5
M-O-M Presents
LANA TURNER
JOHN GARFIELD
Cecil Kellaway, Hume Cronyn
Audrev Totter

DRAPERY

and
UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS
ANO PRICED RIGHT!

FEATURING THIS WEEK

The Famous Bates

BAGS

* SHOE

* KNITTING
* UTILITY

* LAUNDRY

Open Wednesday Afternoon, July 3

“THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ RINGS TWICE”
SAT. ONLY, JULY 6
Two Full Length Features
Charles Starrett as
“The Durango Kid’’

“THE DESERT
HORSEMAN”
With Smiley Burnette
Also on the Program

“DANGEROUS
BUSINESS”
Grill Room adjacent to theatre
now open daily except Tuesday,
12 noon to 11 P. M.

Baseball In Warren

WALDOBORO

Twilight Games and Sunday
Afternoon Games Will
Be Played

ft ft ft ft

MRS ISABEL LABS
Ctorreepondeut
ft ft ft ft
Telephone 78

Jasper J Stahl ot the High
School faculty of Pottstown, Pa.,
has arrived at his home for the
Summer.
Marion Glidden, and Gall Glidden
have gone to Cabot, Vt., to pass the
Summei with their grandparents.
Mr and Mrs John Glidden.
'l he Baptist Sunday School pic
nic Tuesday at Jefferson iJike was
well attended.
The 'Post Office will observe New
England Air Mad Week July 1-6
The publicity sign in the lobby was
drawn by Miss Margaret Mank.
Donald Flagg, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thurlow Flagg, drew the design
for tins town for the stamp which
will be used for air mail covers.
Miss Edith Burgess has been in
Westbrook to be bridesmaid at the
wedding Monday of Miss Doris
Bell and John Barnes, both of
Westbrook. Mr and Mrs John
Burgess and daughter Ruth also
attended

The Homemakers Society will
discontinue meetings thiough July
and August.
Those from here who attended
tlie Eastern Star School of In
struction he'd Wednesday in Wis
casset were: Anne Waltz, Sace
Weston, Bess Brown. Gladys Win-

chei ba< h Milwee Pollard Reiya
Crowell, I.ila Ixivejoy and Crosby
Waltz.
Mrs. Crowell and Mrs

Couldn’t stand it any longer—
Warren is going to have baseball
this Summer, with John Durrell as
manager and William H. Robinson
in charge of the funds.
Work has begun on tlie backstop
at the S. A. Watts held, which has
been leased for the season, and
work cn tlie diamond will begin
after July 4 The club expects to be
ready lor games after July 7 with
a possibility that the first game may
be played on that date.
A dozen new uniforms have been
ordered The colors are gray and
maroon, with maroon letters and
numerals.
Warren will have premising play
ers, among them a good percentage
of returned servicemen. Candidates
include Jasper Spear, Harlan Spear,
Bowdoin Miller, William Williams,
Raymond Williams, Adelbert Nor
wood, George Buck, Lewis Robin
son, Herbert Pendleton. Clayton
Fales, Earl Griffin Earle Mocre, Jr.

Alden Watts and Ernest Payson, Jr.
Plans were made to play twilight
games Tuesdays and Thursdays and
there will be games Sunday after
noons. Any team wishing to arrange
a game may get in touch with the
manager, John Durrell; telephone
Warren 45.
Baseball practice will be conduct
ed Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days.

Waltz are guest officers.

Misses Isabel and Dorothea
Waltz have arrived at their home
on Jefferson street for the Sum
mer.
Miss Natalie ISimmons of Bath is
visiting her grandfather, Osborne
Welt, for a few days.
Sermon subject Sunday morning
at the Baptist Church will be
Beneficent Burdens;'' and in tne
evening, “Prom Death Unto Life.”
Mr

anil

Mrs.

Welt

Everett

of

Boston are guests of Mr. Welt’s
father, Osborne Welt
Miss Mary Miller went Saturday
to Marblehead. Mass., to attend the
wedding of Miss Caroline Carett

and Sherwin Gordon.

Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
Wednesday to York Beach

tend the State
Women’s Clubs.

went
to at

Federation

of

OWL’S HEAD
Robert Gieseman of Dayton,
Ohio, is staying at the ISt. Clair
farm for an indefinite time.
A public meeting of the Village
Garden Club of Owls Head was
held in the I ibrary Building. June
19. The following officers have
been elected: Mrs. Edna Wotton,
president; Mrs. Berth a Borgerson,
vice

president;

Mrs

Mury

Dyer,

ference for this year was held
Thursday at tlie Library Building,
with Mrs. Ada McConnell. District
Public Health Nurse and Dr. Wes
ley Wasgatt. Also at the Conierenee were Dr. Priest, iMrs. Hawkins,
District Nursing Supervisor, of Au
gusta, and Miss Johnson, of Lhe U.
S Pub": Health Service Washing
ton. D. C.
The next Conference
will be on July 18, at 10.30 a. m. at
the Library Building. These Con
ferences are unusual opportunities
for the infants and pre-school
children of the town to have a
physical check-up, to be immunized
against diphtheria and whooping
cough, and also to be vaccinated.
All mothers with small children
are urged to bring them.
Relatives and guests over the
week-end of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Perry were, Raymond Johnson of
Massachusetts, Elmer Johnson of
Connecticut. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Brcwn Eagle. Albert Johnson, Mas
sachusetts. Alvin I. Perry of Hope,
Mrs. Ida Johnson and daughters
Elvira and Nina cf Rcckland, Mrs.
Alvin L Perry, and children Bcbby,
and Donna. Elvira Johnson is
guest of her aunt, Bernyce Perry, for
the Summer vacat on. Luncheon
was served Sunday following a
walk around tile shore.

secretary; Mrs. Myra Scammon,
treasurer. Tlie npxt meeting will be .
July 10, at tlie Library. There will
JEFFERSON
be a speaker. This is a worthy or
Miss
Doris
Jago and Miss Kath
ganization and any interested in
the welfare of the village are in ryn Bond were graduated last week
from Cony High School. Augusta,
vited to join.
’lhe second Child Health Con- Miss Jago having taken the Aca
demic course, and Miss Bond, the
course in Home Economics
Miss
INSURANCE
! Jago
was an honor student, and
gave the Class History at the last
Automobile and
chapel She was elected to the Na
Fire Insurance
tional Honor Society and plans to
enter Farmington Teachers’ Col
FRANK D. ROWE
lege in September.
WAKREN, TEL. 2-22
Clayburn Northrup, whose hands
Mail Address Thomaston, R.F.D.
5O-F-56 were severely injured by explosive.

ginners and primary age will take
up Old Testament Stories; junior
WARREN
age, -Heroes of Bong Ago;” and in
termediate. "Explaining the Books
ft ft ft ft
of History.’ Assisting Mr Steward
ALENA L. STARRETT
and Mr. Frank, will be a large staff
of local teachers for the school, ana
Correspondent
which will include Rev and Mrs
ft ft ft ft
Lee A. Perry, Miss Ann Norwood,
Ttl. 40
Miss Lois Norwood, Miss Mary Nor
wood, Miss Ethel Wiley, home on
from the Gorden College
The third Child Health Clinic l vacation
Boston, Mass Miss Mary Drewfor infants and pre-school children of
and Miss Alive Kenniston, and
auspices of the State Bureau of ett
several
others. The final day of
Health will be held Tuesday from
130 to 4 p. m., at the Congrega the school, July 12, a demonstra
tional chapel. Mrs Ada McCon tion and exhibition of the work,
nell, State Field Nurse, will be in, will be held at the Baptist Audi
charge. Dr, Laurence Shesler, Jr., ( torium, parents and friends in
of Thomaston dentist and a dental vited.
hygenist will be present Special I "Christian Life and Its Privileges •
attention will be given to children, will be the sermon topic Sunday
who will enter school in the Fall. morning at the Baptist Church, and
Mrs Annie Brickley of Worces at 7 p. m. "God’s Appointments.”
ter, Mass., Is here for the Summer. Sunday School will meet at 12.
In charge of the young people’s
Members of the Congregational
Sunday School teacners, and sev meeting Monday at the Baptist
eral parents, attended the recent Church will be Kenneth Steward
annual picnic, held at Jefferson and Henry Frank, workers in the
planned vacation. Bible School,
T 41 left
which
will open Monday.
Mrs. Ellis Spear 2d. Ellis Spear
“
Man
’s Universal Quest’’ will be
3d, and Mrs. Abbott Spear and son, I
sermon topic Sunday morning,
Edward Ellis of Newton. Center, the
Mass., are at the Spear Summer, at the Congregational Church.
home for the season, and will oe
Read The Courier-Gazette
joined later by Ellis Spear 2d, tor
his vacation.
Jacob Anttila of Eureka, Calif., is
guest of his sister-in-law, Mrs.
William Anttlia, and her daughters,
Miss Gertrude Anttila, and Miss
Lillian An.ttlia, at North Warren.
BIBLE SCHOOL

VACATION

Miss Lillian Durrell has returned

home from Bast Cambridge, Mass.,
Baptist Church, Warren
where she had been guest of Mr
and Mrs Robert Tanner since Fri-J
Opens 9.00 A. M.
day.
Monday, July 1
Chester E. A. Starrett of Provi
dence, has opened his Summer
Continues through July 12
home for the season. With him lor Outside workers, Kenneth Stew
a few days are his daughter, Miss
ard, and Henry Frank.
Helen. Starrett, and her friend,
All Children Invited
John Peterson of Newport, R. 1..
and his son, Kenneth Starrett ot
Providence
The Master Mason degree will be
conferred Monday at a special
Owners, Trustees,
meeting of St. George Lodge,
P A. M.
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden,
Mortgagees
Mass, has opened her home tor
the Summer With her as guest,
If you desire to sell your real
for a Tew days, is Miss Dorothy
estate for cash, communicate
Keyes of Malden, Mass.
William Podkows has been hon with me. If priced right, will do
orably discharged from the U. S. business at once. Send full de
Coast Guard service alter nve tails or phone.
years, and is now employed at tne
Bicknell Studio, in Portland. He
BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
and Mrs. Podkowa will remain in
12 Myrtle St. Rockland, Tel. 67)1
Portland for the Summer.
51-tf
Nelson Ashe of Belmont, Mass.,
is spending a vacation at the home
of Mrs. P. D. Starrett.
Miss Nathalie Tolman, who re
cently completed her course at
Bates Business College, Augusta, is
employed as stenographer, and
secretary, at the State of Maine
Blueberry Growers, Inc , at west
We carry one of the
Rockport, and is boarding at the
home of Mrs. Alice Tolman.
A vacation Bible School will be most complete passenger
conducted July 1-12 at the Baptist
Church. Enrollment will be begun and truck Tire and Tube
at 9 o’clock. Monday, children of
the Congregational Church, invited stocks in the state.
to attend as well. In charge of the [
school, which will have four classes,'
No charge for installation
will be Kenneth Steward, of Min
neapolis, who is attending Bob
Jones College, Cleveiand, Tenn.,
and Henry Prank of Philadelphia, MILLER’S GARAGE
who is attending the Eastern Bap
tist Seminary in Philadelphia. Be
DeSoto-Plymouth
27-31 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
has returned home from the)
Gardiner General Hospital where,
38-F-tf
he was confined for a month.

TIRES

BICYCLE REPAIRING
"US

EXPERT WORKMANSHIP, FINEST PARTS USED.
MODERATE PRICES

The merchandise we are offering Ls REAL NEWS in these days
of shortages—but we're not asking you to buy it sight unseen,
t ome to MAIN STREET HARDW ARE CO. today—our store Ls
like a life-size catalog with the extra advantage of being able
l<> examine and judge ALL merchandise before you buy. If you
can't come to our store we’ll gladly send any article subject to
your acceptance on delivery. It pays to deal at MAIN STREET

HARDWARE CO.

We carry a complete stock of Bike Parts

DATOM

UNDERGROUND

GLASS ROASTER

GARBAGE RECEIVERS

and Accessories.

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN ST.

PHONE 677

ROCKLAND

“TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS’’
Enjoy meats and

vegetables

cocked in this glass Roaster
with Well and Tree Platter.

Size 14 x912'x4” deep.

10-Gal. Size

$5.50

15-Gal. Size

$7.50

Heavy galvanized outside cas
ing. Black enameled insert,
gieen step-on top.

$4.49
DIAMOND

PITCHING SHOES .
Official Size. Set of 4 Shoes.

LADDER CLIPS
Fits any ladder and holds can
or pail safely

Each

$2.98

"FORMERLY VEAZIE'i"

main

yr.

it

rockland

Six-room Cottage, nicely furnished, located right on
the Sea Wall.

Will be sold at a reasonable price.
AND REMEMBER

MAYFLOWER

MAIN
ST.
HHRt>LUFIRE
o.
at
PAINTS STOVES- KITCHENWARE .fj?\
y44i

CRESCENT BEACH
it makes no difference to me whether your
ancestors came over on the

25c

FLOOR SANDER TO LET
ELECTRIC FLOOR POLISHER TO LET

•

[Fu&Bay-Frfitey'
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or not,
“Uncle Ben” will help you finance any property
that he offers for sale.

BENJ.
A.
GLOVSKY
12 MYRTLE ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 670
BETTER KNOWN AS “UNCLE BEN”

UNION
ft ft ft ft

MRS CHARLOTTE HAW28
Correspondent
ft ft ft x
Telephone 3-H

MISCELLANEOUS

GROSS NECK

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano and
Mrs Charles Collamore of Friend
ship visited Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
bach and family of Friendship
visited recently with his grand
mother, Mrs. Eldora Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Knight

WANTED

matics. Junior High and High School
subjects
elementary college
TEL.
ROCKLAND, 1172.
51 61

INVESTIGATE Auto Body and Pen
der Repair profits.
You’ll be con
vinced.
Practical spare time home
study and resident couise Including
welding, spray painting metal work,
may help you open your own repair
shop or get a good Job Mechanicallyminded men write for tree details
AUTO-CRAFTS TRAINING care The
Courier-Gazette.
51*52
IF you want to make an appoint
ment for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele
phone ln advance during noon hour
or after 5 p m. My specialty ls plate
work
DR J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153
I 1m erne lr Rt
13S7
Htf

WOMAN wanted to care for sick pa
tient. one who has some knowledge of
nursing
Nice home and good pay.

TEL 1177-W
52*53
GIRL wanted to help with light
housework and wait on trade at mar
ket gardening stand; one who would
appreciate good home rather than high
wages MRS ALVN- E. WALLACE. Rt
3, Waldoboro.
52*lt
HOUSE Trailer wanted, for cash.
Must be good
Write J. S.. care THE
COURIER GAZETTE
52*53
DOLL
carriage
wanted.
AGNES
HART. Hope. Tel Lincolnville. 12-21.
52*53
COLT-PATENT Cap and Ball revol
vers wan ed
Write B. A. W., Searsmont. Me giving length over all,
length of barrel calibre and price.
52-78
LICENSED operator wanted at KATH
ARINE’S BEAUTY SHOP 63 Park St
52-54
TWO girls wanted to work in Antique
Shop. TEL. 1285
52 54
"UNCLE BEN’’ will make you a
cash offer on the spot, for your real
estate of any kind, including cottages.
BENJ A GLOVSKY. 12 Myrtle St.
Rockland Tel 670.
51-52
TYPING done.
Prompt service at
reasonable prices. TEL. 1451
51*52
ATTENTION, WOMEN
If you own a pair ot slacks and a
paint brush, and are capable of doing
a little painting and papering I can
use 8 women lor steady or part time
work, for Interior decorating. You do
not have to be an artist for this kind
of work, and If your girl friend can
do a little painting, bring her along
with you
Contact "UNCLE BEN" 12
Myrtle ST.. Rockland. Tel. 670.
51-52
"UNCLE BEN ' will pay cash foi
granite and stone cutters' tools of anv
kind and quantity BENJ A GLOV
SKY. 12 Myrtle St , Rockland Tel 670
51-52
PRACTICAL nurse with hospital ex
perlence wants position. Is capable of
cooking for Invalid. Would consider
housekeeping position for couple TEL
467-4____________________ _________ 51-52
WANT to board a boy of 12 on a
farm for Summer Write MRS A. TAPI'
17 South St.
51*52
FOUR-ROOM apt. wanted with bath,
2 adults and child of 12. Inquire 17
SOUTH ST.
51*52
LIGHT trucking wanted; also ashes
and rubbish removed. TEL 765-W
___________________________________ 51*54
SUPERINTENDENT wanted for -retail
lumber and ibulldlng mate-lals yard.
Write, giving age. experience, starting
salary expected and any other Infor
mation of interest.
All replies are
strictly confidential. PASSMORE LUM
BER CO P O Box 398. Camden. 51*52
TWO waitresses wanted at Park
Street Lunch
If you do not want
steady work do not apply.
50tf
MIDDLE-AGED lady wanted to assist
with housework. Good home, reason able salary. References required TEL
1014-J ln a m
50 *53
WILLING, capable boy of 15 wants
work—mowing
lawns.
putting
cn
screens, cleaning, painting, anything a
dependable boy can do Fully recom
mended . W-lte J M R . at THE COU
RIER GAZETTE
50*53
GIRL wanted for general house
work in family of three Sa’urday afte-noon and Sundays off
MRS RAY
MOND MILLER Waldoboro, Me, R
F D 3.____________________________ 49*52
TWO men wanted for all around
work. Apply to DAVID RUBENSTEIN-,
Antique Shop. 522 Main St Tel 1285.
49 if
FEMALE workers for packing sardines
wanted Free transportation within 30
miles of Rockland
NORTH LUBEC
MFG CANNING CO Tel. 31 W.
40tf
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live
poultry
Call rSADORE POUST 41
Tillson Ave. City.
Tel. 1396 office,
residence 1221.
29tf
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
antiques of all kinds ln any quantity.
Write or phone W J FRENCH. 10 High
St.. Camden
_ lotf
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
p-lces
CARLTON H
RIPLEY. 38
Oliver St
Tel 767 W____________ 104tf

We will pay <*oeh or trade for new
^all 1154 V F 8TUDLEY, INC.. 283
Main 6t, aoctlaiMt
||u

OUR

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

.

XS

ADS

W-52

Tel 85

Walter Roberts of Woodbi
Wednesday, co
the deaih of his aunt. Mis: ll
Roberts.
Knight Templars wlio ;
the St. Johns l)av observJ
Rockland Monday were in.
Lawry, O V Drew .1 li i|
and Harvey Webster
Mrs Clara Borbeail ot I
» ster, Mass., is guest ol
Mrs William Roscoe
Robert Tilotson of Noiti
J., arrived

small words to*a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

mouth. Mass., is visiting
iMrs. Lloyd Webster.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
B150 Cushing. 26 ac.es field. 14 woods,
capable of 1600 layers. 2500 chickens.
5000 broilers 25 tons hay; view of
Broad Cove. 8-room house with mod
ern conveniences Including bath on
first floor; $5000 equipped for poultry;
$4600 without equipment.
045 Corner Stone and Pleasant Pt
Road, Cushing
It would cost over
$10,000 to build the house alone on.
this property If you could get the ma
terials today. Hardwood floors through
out. Also barn, garage, porch, elec. 5
acies. View of Maplejulce Cove. Sepu
rate shore privilege 7 rods along shore.
Boathouse Price very reasonable
M153 Tenant’s Harbor, old sea cap

A FEW first-class ponies, saddles, and
harnesses horse saddles. 25 cal. Colt
automatic. H. B KALER. Washington,
Me. Tel. 5 25 ________________
52 It

closet. $5300
BI40 Cushing. Stlmpson’s Point road,
farm for cattle over 85 acres, a 32-rd.
strip of hayfleld, tillage fenced pas
ture and woods running from St.
George River to the Spears Mill Road;
6 finished rooms downstairs, open
chamber upstairs barn, henhouse Elec
in one of two rooms; both well and
spring
The river site has two or
three cottage lots.
Blueberry land,
also good strawberry soil $4000
C230 Tenant’s Harbor. Watts Ave.,
12 a poultry farm henhouse 70x20 with
cement floor, b/ooder house 40x16. barn
30x30 10 r house with one pipe fur
nace. property fenced for cows Large
cis ern
Electricity
Poultry equip
ment Included for the low price of
$3000

MODERN 3 piece living room sec
nearly new
This set must be seen
to be appreciated; will sell for almost
half Its original cost. I also have a
dining room set that I will sell for $50.

BENJ. A

GLOVSKY, 12 Myrtle St.

Rockland

Tel

turned from a visit in Soul
land.

Mrs. Alice Raymond w;i
to the "Nm, 1
Wt^I
at. the Poole cottage
Mrs. Madeline Ames Moo
brothel' Conrad Ames of Ne

670______ »________ 51 53

I WILL sell a whole cellar full of d y
slab wood, fitted, for $15. BENJ A
12

Myrtle

St

Mass., were guests Sundav
grandmother Mrs Flora An

Rockland

51-53

Mrs. Herbert Patrick of lo
Is visiting her mother Mrs
Chilles.
Mr and Mrs. Victor Sin.
daughter Loretta vi:sited V
day in Rockland.
Walter Pendleton, a nd se t
Carrie Pendleton of Br
Mass., have arrived at Ru
tage.
The Antiques met Tuesd;
Dime
Mrs. Mae Lawry.
served
Mrs Clara Borh
Leominster, Mass., was ei
honor.
Miss Cassie Small was .
land visitor Monda.\
Mrs Mai ■ le Chilli
as |
land Wednesday and return
her daughter, Miss Muriel
who has been a patieni a
Hospital.

BIRD houses, trellises, garden fenc
ing for sale; wheelbarrows, carts, toys
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St.
46*F J2

TWO trailers for sale one a cattle
trailer, also 1937 Hudson pickup motor
Just overhauled, would swap for pas
senger car. ARTHUR DEJAN. Llncolnvllle. Tel. 9-2.____________________ 52-55
MODEL B Ford motor, fitted for boatf
motor has new rings, new carburetor,
new water pump, rebuilt generator,
shaft
and
propeller.
Price $100.
CHARLES JOYCE. 69 North Main St
___________________________________ 62*53
COLLIE Police puppies, for sale
Males. $5; females. $3
TEL 903 J aft
S A LAVENDER.
ernoon and evenings.
52*53
Real Estate Broker and Insurance
Agent. Member Maine R E Asso
POULTRY farm for sale at Warren,
Thomaston Tel 4.
151 Main St. ten-room
house,
fully furnished.
52-lt JAMES EWING Tel. Warren, 59-2
1929 WILLYS-KNIGHT coupe; back ___________________________________ 92 53
POUR-ROOM house for sale, large
has been cut away to build on truck
oody
Runs good. Also 4-speed Chev woodshed full length of house, partly

-------------- -- ------------------- _ M-dB

new
heating
L. WATSON
1573 R________________________ 52*53

furnished.
range

Including

Price

$800

Miss Laverne Orcutt, dan

B

Tel
I HAVE:—a few new white enameT
Phi! Gas Combinations, with Factory
Installed oil burners new white enamel
sinks with drain boards, with and
without cabinets, plenty 2-burner hot
plates, 2 and 4 burner oil stoves, white
enamel cook stoves, electric bread
toasters, electric heaters, these things
are all new and hard to get articles.
H B KALER, Washington. Me. Tel.
5-25 Home Sundays
52-lt
SPAR varnish, copper nails and
chlqken wire for sale. TEL CAMDEN
8617.
__________________
51-52
COLT "police positive" -38-callbre re
volver with holster and several boxes
of ammunition. PHONE 887-R or call
at 71 North Main St., City.
50 52
TWO 4-cylinder automobile motors
converted for use ln boats
Also a
4-cyllnder Niagara Special marine mo
tor and transmission. PHONE 845 M
or call at 16 Camden St.
56 53
36-FGOT lobster boat for sale. New
56 h. p Universal engine. 125 traps and
all equipment
MRS ARTHUR OTT.
Russell Avenue, Rockport.
49*53
WASHINGTON: Delbert Turner farm
of 25 acres with buildings on County
road for sale. Pleasant 3 room house
with hardwood floors. Large open at
tic Estimated 106 cords wood Fruits
and Iberrles. Water. Price $406 ETHEL
TRASK
Wlndsorvllle
Tel
North
Whitefield 28-23
51*54
FULL size heavy brass bed with spring
for sale. First class condition. TEL.
1553-R
__________________________ 51-53
STANDING grass for sale
BOTHY
SIMMONS FARM, Appleton.______ 51*52
TRIO - violin, viola and ‘cello for sale;
also a nice DB. bow, 14 Ocean St
TEL 657-W_______________________50*53
LARGE-SIZE soft coal stoker for
sale CALL 262-J, mornings.
49tX
SLABS, shims and hardwood for sale.
TEL 956 W
49*56
EIGHT ROOM house and hath for
sale, consisting of store and barns, and
garage
Warren. Route 1. Russell's
store Turn right at DREWETT’S GA
RAGE, fourth house on right, second
floor.___________
43tf
MY Antique Glass for sale. Appro
priate gifts for showers, weddings, etc.
No dealers. E C. NEWMAN 48 Ma
sonic 6t., Rockland.
43*tf
80 ACRES of wood and pulp, and
blueberry land about a 25 acre field
that has some berries, and would have
a lot If properly taken care erf, situated
25 miles from Rockland
This land
has great possibilities, and the price
ls low for quick sale, or will trade for
other property
H B KALER Washlngton. Me Tel, 5 25________
52-lt
TWO l’i-story houses on lower Ran
kin St. for one or two families. Small
lot Also 156 A. farm ln Appleton, large
lot of lumber and blueberry ground.
For prices inquire of MRS EVERETT
L SPEAR at E L Spear & Co.. Rock
land; MRS GRACE H JOHNSON. Ap
pleton; or MRS NELLIE V CROOKBR,
Washington.
42tf
BARGAIN -REAL INVESTMENT 3’istory building, all hard wood floors,
plastered white walls, large dining
room, recreation room, kitchens, ar
tesian well, basement, electric pump
l>ath, toilet large furnace, everything
In A-l condition, large double-oven
stove, overlooking ocean Wonderful op
portunity Summer hotel, convalescent
home, boys' or girls’ camp Price very
low. one-quarter today’s cost.
With
or without furnishings.
JOHN MEEHAN & SON
Clark Island, Me
Tel Rockland 21 13
A C HOCKING,
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13

\

Mr. and 'Mrs. Kenntth .•
Matinicus were week-end ‘
Mrs. Aines' parents. Capt ;
Thomas Polk.
Mr and Mrs. James Bai
children of Claremont N
arrived at their estate on
Island.
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson

FIRST CLASS horse lor sale or will
trade for a good family cow
HILL
CREST HOMESTEAD
Tel. Warren,
35-41
51 52

GLOVSKY.
Tel. 670

I
■

ZX XX X*.
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Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five

tain’s mansion with view of ocean, land
runs to tidal creek, elec. pump, flush

x*n XN
zs X*
xx

MKfi OSH Alt C IiANT’l
Cot respondent

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

pistons; and crankshaft; 1928 Chevro
let 4 cylinder motor. Just overhauled,
STOVES of all kinds at low prices Including new rings; 1935 Chevrolet
for sale, range oil Iburners, two antique S andard rear end complete, and two
wall brackets, ice refrigerator, radios Ford Model A rear ends. R. S. JOR
and vlctrolas. C. E GROTTON, 564 DAN. 6 Kelly Lane. City.
51*52
Main St. Tel. 1091-W
52tf
ONE-MAN
MONEY-MAKER
SET of twin beds, for sale modern,
wood, complete with mattresses; also $4000-income reported last yr; dandy
kitchen cupboard, paln-ed tblue and location; cozy hilltop dwelling over
looking village and pretty lake, 8 rms.
cream; bureau. MRS CLIFFORD CAR
ROLL Tel Warren 6-12
52-lt elec., water in kitchen. 4 fireplaces
barn 30x35 garage housing for 500
TWO radios for sale. TEL 122 W
hens; 75 acres, about 20 ln dark-loam
52*53 tillage for corn, beans, potatoes, etc.,
TWO woolen rugs for sale, good con 13 acres blueberries. Spring pasture,
woodland, apple trees, raspberries for
dition
TEL THOMASTON 167-2
52 It home use; village Hi miles, 25 mins,
to city advantages; Incapacitated own
FIVE PIECE kitchen set for sale, also er's quick sale price $4900 List other
vanity and other articles. 23 Cedar St. bargains mailed Free
J Q Adams,
TEL T59-J after 6 p. m. Friday.
52-53 STROUT REALTY. Liberty, Me.
51 52
ONE HALF’ steel pick-up body for
TWO
oil
heaters
for
sale,
one
sunsale with tall board and chains. R
S JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane.
52*lt bowl. and gas-heater GEORGE AVERY.
20 Gurdy St
5152
TOMATO plants for sale, plenty of
CARRIAGE
and
walker
for
sale.
nice ones, also other vegetable plants
and flower seedlings CHATER'S LILY DORIS DENNISON 111 Pleasant St.,
51*52
POND NURSERY. Route 1. between City.
Rockport and Camden
52-53
"SILENT Salesman' show case, 6 ft.
DARK bay mare, 8 years old. weight for sale, also square case with one
Tel 656 W
1450. perfectly sound and very clever shelf. C. R DORMAN
51*52
and gentle, will work single or double
A handsome horse
ROY PLAISTED
THE Dr William Gfircelon House, at
Waldoboro
52*53 Dark Harbor. Me. A very fine place—-10
rooms 2 bathrooms, all hardwood
FOR SALE
A 2-famlly house at South End. Six floors, furnace, running water, nice
rooms upstairs furnished Both apart lawn and garage situated right near
the Islesboro Inn. A fine Summer
ments have bath.
Price $5200
A 2 family house at (he North End. place, or all year around residence. The
Five rooms each floor. 2 ln attic. Flush price ls reasonable and I will take a
on each floor. Price $4200
mortgage for any resonable amount,
A 10-room house, central location, or trade fo- other property. HAROLD
bath stoker, garage, lot about 85x135 B KALER, Washington, Me. Tel 5-25.
Price $8500
52-lt
A 265 acre farm ln Washington,
MORRIS
Chair,
roll
away
couch
and
large barn, timber 8 rooms. Price $4000
mattress, hall rack, 2 rockers, child’s
Shore lots at Ingraham's HUI.
rocker 2 bird cages, 2-burner oilstove,
Shore lots at Friendship.
Two good lots In Rockland, residen 5-burner oil stove, beach chair setee
and
lawn chair BENJ a GLOVSKY,
tial section.
Two large Summer places, vicinity 12 Myrtle St., Rockland Tel 670
51 52
of Camden. $25,000
I will assist on G.I loans If you are
LOBSTER boat, traps and stock for
eligible
sale. Good buy for bash. TEL 1199-M
CARL O NELSON,
or call at 107 So. Main St. after’ 5 a m.
Phone 714 W
Rockland
50*52
52-lt
“FOR SALE”
HOUSE for sale; 4 large rooms and
No 1. Waterfront farm with a 6-room
open chamber. 16 ERIN ST. Thom house, bath. Ugh-s. etc. A very nice
aston.
52*53 property Just listed
No. 2 A 10-acre farm with a Cape
TWO girls' bicycles for sale, ln good
condition. TEL 73-J after 5 p m. or Cod style house located black road
Saturday mornings
52*lt lights: water ln sink
No 3 A 25-ac-e property with a beau
1938 G M C. 3 4 ton pickup truck tiful view; suitable for most anyhlng
fo- sale; has two new tires, spotlight
No 4 Another beautiful home with
and rack TEL Camden 582
52*53 an elegant view This one is something
different
ELECTRIC steam cabinet for sale
No 5. A Cape Cod style house direct
Former Walter Starrett place, near
ly on the water
Starrett Mills. TEL. WARREN 6 52
No 6
Another property. Seldom
52*53
can a place like this be had at any
LARGE Flo. ence oil stove, two burner price
for sale; also cabinet kitchen stove for
No 7 In the heart of Rockland we
wood or coal. About .Hi miles from have Just listed one of the finer
South Union on Middle road, Warren. homes. No telephone calls answered
TEL .1-12.
52*53 on this, by request of the owner The
FRESH picked beet greens and Swiss price ls cheap at $18,000
No 8 A 100 a-re farm wrh a Cape
chard for sale also cabbage plants, as
ters petunias, dlanthus and other Cod stvle house; 12 a^-es ln blueberries
flowering plants. STILES FARM, oppo Price on this one $4000
No 9 Another nice farm offered for
site Oakland Park . Tel 256-14
62-53 your Inspection only
No 10 A 7 room house, all modem
GERMAN Shepherds for sale; six for $10 000
weeks old A K C reg
H A PHILLIPS
No. 11. A lake front farm; all mod
Washington Tel. 5-12.
52*53 ern with lots of wood and lumber
No 12—A peninsula farm; house
A PEW new DeLaval separators $55 00
modern ln every respect; a perfect
each. Orders filled promptly while sun
ply las‘s We have a DeLaval milker for place for a gentleman farmer.
Business Properties
vou
W S PILLSBURY l& SON. Wa
No 13 We have listed some ln Rock
terville, Me.
52-53
land and elsewhere, which are proven
POWER boat. 18 ft oak keel, oak ribs. money makers
1 yr old. Evinrude outboard motor ED
Cottages
COFFIN Tel 8S3-22
51*52
No 14 We do have a few for sale;
none
to
let
COTTAGE wood cook stove, fourOvernight Cabins
burner oil s’.ove and oven and a cot
No 15 We have listed for sale, 3 dif
tage wood heating stove for sale. W
ferent
units.
MAURER 20 Frederick St.. City. ,
No 16 A veiy nice modern Hotel al
51*52
ways done a nice business, now op
PLANTS for sale, Winter cabbage, red erated
cabbage
cauliflower broccoli, sweet
No 17 A large farm with blueberries.
peppers also a few flower plants MRS. Just listed
EDWIN A DEAN 486 Old County Rd
No 18 An 8-room house with bath,
Tel 953-R
51-52 also flush on fi-st floor, nice garage
Ask to s«» ’■
TABLE and chairs for sale; 25 FLOR
No 19 Just listed a very good 6 room
ENCE ST
51*52
house near everything- w s
HOUSE 7 rooms for sale, cement cel citv water, irarase. nicely papered and
lar walk furnace, 29 Gay St City. painted. The price ls only $3700
If
TEL 1011-R
51*52 vou want a good home see this one;
36-FT raised deck cabin cruiser, for tt won't last long
No 20 A 2 family house. The price
sale, with 40 h. p Redwing marine en
gine
Enclosed toilet, galley, sleeps asked ls $4000- )o”d fo» garden
COTTAGES
four Also 12x18 pontoon float, heavy
No 21 One all-yey -ound cottage.
-’onstructlon
MALCOLM SEAVEY &
CO., Thomaston Tel. 2
51*52 dPectly on water, absolutely modern.
$8500: Another cottage, very near the
LARGE size ice box. suitable for res above $3000
taurant or grocery store
BENJ. A
No 22 a good home ln nice residen
GLOVSKY. 12 Myrtle St . Rockland tial se"'lon at $7500
Tel 670
51-52
No 23 A home on corner lot for one
9x12 WOOLEN rug for sale also or two families Price asked $8500
No 24 Dwelling and large building
seven piece dining room set. living
room s*ove, 2 bedroom sets, couch off>red for <13 000 for a”
No
25 Building suitable for garage
hammock, library table, about cord
mixed wood SARAH DAY. Union Me or most any business. Dtlced at $10 000
._________
51*52 Th's Is a good proposition.
Thanks for reading
JUKE Box for sale, just the thing for
The above properties we are privileged
picking up nickels without having to to show at any time Please telephone
share your proflu with anyone: small for appointment
show cose; National cash register: din
Thanks for reading.
lng room buffet BENJ a GLOVSKY
FREEMAN S YOUNG.
12 Myrtle 8t.. Rockland. Tel 670
163 Main S.
Tel. 730.
Rockland.

.

VINALHAVEN

(or Selling-Buying-Renting-Service*

rolet truck transmission, suitable for
.ractor; 1936 Chevrolet Master block
and cylinder head, sold only together;
1936 Chevrolet
Master
block
with

HOUSEKEEPER wanted, references
required. TEL 467 4
________ 52-lt

MAN wanted to dig out earth around
sill C. E. GROTTON, 564 Main St Tel
1691 W _ ________________________ ”2 53
ELDERLY woman wanted, to cook
for Summer months. Write P. O BOX
155, City
_____________ 52*53
COOK wanted July 1 for Summer
home. Write BOEGNER. Dark Harbor,
Me .
52-53
HELP wanted Immediately lor girls’
camp
Med-O-Lark. Washington. Me.;
to assist cook and be ln charge of
kitchen clean up.
Season: now till
Sept. 1
Will pay well, in addition to
board and room
TEL WASHINGTON
8-19.
52*53

USE

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

TO LET

SMALL furnished apt to let, most
Mrs. Jack Tvori returned Tuesday
for one alone. References In
from a week s visit with friends in suitable
quire at 11 JAMES ST
52tf
New York City
SIX ROOM, furnished cottage to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maurer and let, running water, electric lights,
daughter of Jamaica. N Y.. are fiush. right on shore, located one mile
.Rockland, bus or taxi service By
spending a month at the Saucier from
month or season
If interested, con
farm.
tact SECRETARY Chamber uf Coin
”
52 53
Mrs. Arthur Stewart, Faye Aus merce Tel 860
tin, Ann Calderwood and Elaine ROOMS to let at 73 CRESCENT ST .
51*52
Robbins went Wednesday on a men preferred
weeks trip to Boston anxl Provi
TWO cottages at Sandy Shores. South
Pond, to let for season. C R DOR
dence.
MAN
Tel 656-W.
51*82
Mrs. Alvah Robbins and son Jo COTTAGE to let at Ginn's Point,
seph of Reading, Mass., are guests modern conveniences. Price $85 month.
of her mother, iMrs. Jennie Thurs MRS E M BARKER, Ginns Point
51*52
ton.
ROWBOAT to let at Chickawaukie
The Friendly Bs met Thursday
51*53
night with Mrs. /William Robbins. Lake TEL 813-14.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kennedy
(Virginia Pinkhami of Camden
LOST AND FOUND
were given a miscellaneous, shower
Tuesday by relatives and friends,
drawstring bag lost, contain
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. ingBLACK
pictures and contents. Please re
Everett Prescott
turn to name and TEL iy6 M inside
Mrs. Leo Ross, her three children bag
32 53
and mother Mrs. Kennedy of San
Juan, Texas, have motored to their
home at Pemaquid Beach. The
Rosses were at one time residents
of this town. Rev. Mr. Ross ex
LETTER cutter. Inscription work ln
pects to fly to Maine for the month cemeteries (not sandblast). J. A WIL
LIAMSON. 45 Gleason St. Thomaston.
of August.
•
42*F 56
Mr. and Mrs Jack Bootsman. Tel. 187
Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler Hawes and
On and after this date, June 28,
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Hawes attend 1946 I will be responsible only for those
personally.
ed Knox County Poultry Associa bills which I contract
HHNRY WATTS.
tion Field Day held Wednesday at
Warren.
52*54
Gilbert’s, Pemaquid Beach.
TUTORING In Science and Mathe

USED Furniture and Stovea wanted"

51-52

and family of Kennebunk. Mrs.
Villa Morse and three grandchil
dren of the village spent an evening
recently with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Eugley.
Charles Genthner has returned
home from Medomak

TuiSsMFrW

INSURE
CANNING
SUCCESS

v

l«

CAPS]
& RUI
And fallow inntr.n]
Ball Blue Book. To get y.
eend 10c will, your name and addij

the

BALI BROIHtRS COMPANY, Mur

ANTISEPTIC PROTEC
FOR DIAPERS. RIGHT IN YOUI
NOME. THANKS TO DIAPER'

1

Soak
15 hours
★

'Rinse
4 times
4RS

Ik

______

Diaperwite’s remarkht|
action worka: Firat, thoroughly
fibre. Stroud, looaenfl and breakn u
(term-filled dirt Afoaf imporfawf<

Here’?* how

dirt and germ into tmuteiAed
liquid solution that fioatM away whpnl
Thun, diaper# come out clean, whiti
iied, unharmed So why let baby sui

"MOTHER:
Dept

W night

of

Ab

defined
Agriculture

(minimum

in

Bulletin # F
diapers Bond

15 hours) in h|

solution receive a cleansing arid

action which leaves diapers surgx |
Kef use tub • • itea At every f i
chain and department Htore. 25C.
Ihat/f r uife /«r. A’ei/' York ('ity.

A

DiRPERUliTE
39tf

GRANITE LIVES FORI VER
Grsrlie walks (any width), flre:> ac-s,
posts (anv size), boat moorings, steps,
flagging, chips, and dust for drlvewavs
(no more mud), rip rap for all kinds
of fills and dock work, pier stone. wa'Js,
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and monumental stone, posts f >r
property markers and building sup
ports
We w,n deliver anywhere. Ak<
us about gur.tte fill loaded on your
truck Estimates gladly submitted no
obligation
JOHN MEEHAN & SON.
Clark Lsland. Me
Tel. Rockland 21 13
A. C. HOCKING,
.
Tel Tenant’s Harbor 56-13

VINA

OPEN
DINING ROOM

MOI
lloluld

37tf
STEEL and Wood Office Chairs: la
stock for immediate delivery, a com
plete line of wood and steel office
chairs. Including the famous Sturgis
Posture chairs; chrome chairs ln red
eather upholstery A complete line of
office equipment and supplies; Victor
portable adding machines; portable
typewriters Drop us a card or phone
Beiiast 136. Our representative will
e»Il.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COM
PANY, Journal Bldg., Belfast, Me
________ _______ _______ _ ___________ 28tJ
OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
complete line of office equipment and
supplies, steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
Corona Portable typewriters.
L O.
Smith Standard Business typewriter.
Drop us a cord or phone Belfast 138
and our representative will call on you.
JOURJIAL PUBLISHING OQ., rfournsl

TATO (

Tuestfay-FrI3aY

Esday-FruJaV

D
(IVE

service*
STS
(three lines In
is. Additional
Lu limea. hive
e. advertlse'I tie Courier-

SALE
I-. pontes, .saddles, and
paddles. 29 cal Colt

KALER, Washington,
I____________ 52 It

torse for sale or will
family cow
HILI,|BAD
Tfel
Warren.
51 52
e living room set
i set must be seen
will sell for almost
ost
1 also have a
l.iit I Will sell for $50.
I.KV
12 Myrtle St.
|.'O
51 52

aole cellar full ol dty
lor $15
BENJ A.
,vrtle st
Rockland.
___________ 51 :a
(•ellises. garden fencI barntws carts, toys.
■HOP h Prescott st.
1_________ 4«*F U2
|r sale one a cattle
lull on pickup motor
WOUld - wap for pas1UR DEAN, Llncoln52-55

111,' ■ ir.

tltted for boat;

lugs new carburetor,
. flebullt generator.
Price
$100,
North Main St.
52*53
| P apples,
for sale
$:
TEL. 903 J aftPtv
____ 52*53
sale ut Warren,
fully furnished.
Warren, 59-2.
.’12 53
>u < lor sale, lurga
fcth of house purtly
Ing
new
heating
B
L WATSON.
52*53
new white enamel
tlons, with Factory
s new white enamel
boards, with and
plenty 2-burner hot
iner oil stoves, white
Ves. electric bread
(eaters, these things
lard to get articles.
Ishlngton Me
Tel.
(ys_______________ 52- It

69

c. pper
nails
and
kale. TEL CAMDEN
51-52
f.itlve 38 calibre reand several boxes
|H()NE 887-R or call
1st,, city
50 52
automobile motors
in boats
Also a
IlSpeclal marine molloii
PHONE 845 M
|n St.
50 53
Ibi .it for sale. New
Ingnie. 125 traps and
IRS ARTHUR OTT.
Ix-kiiort
49*53
I >■ ■ ’ Turner farm
I'llldlngs on County
li .i .' 3 room house
Lis Large open at1 cords wood
Fruits
Price $400 ETHEL
pile.
Tel.
North
I_____________
51*54
li i
bed with spring
I
condition. TEL.
1_________________ 51 53
I lor sale
[Appleton.

BOTHY
51*52

la and cello for sale;
lixiw 14 Ocean St
1______________ 50^52

It coal stoker for
[mornings.
49tX
|l hardwood for sale.
49*58
Inise and bath for
(tore and barns, and
iRoute 1. Russell's
it DREWE'ITS OA(e on right, second
________________ 43tf
Is for sale
Appro
vers weddings, etc.
NEWMAN 48 Ma________ ________ 43*tf
|>od and pulp, and
jut u 25 acre field
Ms, and would have
len care of. situated
Tkland
This land
lies, and the price
e or will trade for
B KA LER. Wash25
52-lt
liisea on lower Ranl a families. Small
ki In Appleton, large
I blueberry ground.
I if MRS EVERETT
|Sp, .i:
Co RockH JOHNSON. Ap(I.L1E V CROOK ER,
42 tf

tNVESTMBNT 3>i[ hard wood floors,
fads, large dining
bom. kitchens, arrnt, electric pump

furnace, everything

F large double-oven
b'uti Wonderful opIhotel. convalescent
I’ camp
Price very
May's cost.
With
lugs.
IAN * SON.
| Tel Rockland 21 13
pCKING.
[Harbor 56-13

39tf

(BS FOK1VER
width). Hr co1 aces,
(at moorings, steps,
| dust for drlvewavs
rap for all kinds
Ik. pier stone, wa'is,
ig. paving blocks,
[ital stone, posts f->r
|nd building sup
per anywhere. As<
hii loaded on your
|au.\ submitted, no

I.AN At SON,
r. i Rockland 21-13
(X'KING,
.
Harbor 56-13
_________________ 37 tf
Office Chairs: In
le delivery, a com|l and steel office
he famous Sturgis
[ome chairs In red
A complete line of
Lid suppnes; Victor
Inachlnes; portable
lis a card or phone
I representative Will
UBIISHTNO COM-

|g . Belfast. Me.
___________ 28tf
Int— We handle e
lice equipment and
roof safes, all alzee.
fpewrlters.
L
0.
luslnese typewriter,
phone Belfast 130
Ive will call on you.
I^Nu (XX, journal

rpsgs FIJI
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Mr. and Mrs Alfred H. Orcutt, en
tertained friends at her home las!
VINALHAVEN
Friday In celebration of her
XX X>. XX XX
seventh birthday.
Games were
played
and
lunch
was
served which
MKB OSCAR C IiAXE
Included a birthday cake, cookies
Correspondent
and ice cream. Those present were
xx xx xx x
Martha Rcbinson, Doris Doughty
Nancy Adams. Susan Webster
Loretta Shields, Jacky Ames, Val
erie Orcutt, Clyde Orcutt and
Walter Roberts of Woodbury, N. Laverne Orcutt.
Floyd Robertson, Jr., a student of
J., arrived Wednesday, called by
the death of his aunt, Miss Eineline Yale College and the son of Mr
and Mrs. Floyd Robertson, left
Roberts.
Knight Templars who attended Monday for California.
Mr. and Mrs. Birger Youngquist
the Rt Johns Day observance in
Rockland Monday were George A. have sold their home in Holden
Lawry, O. V Drew J. H Roberts, Mass. They are now at their farm
on Calderwood’s Neck, which they
and Harvey Webster
Mrs. Clara Eorbeau of Jxomin- bought from Mrs Isaac Calder
ster. Mass., is guest of Mr. and wood.
The next meeting of the Ladies
Mrs 'William Rascoe.
of
the G. A. R., has been post
Robert Tilotson o f North Wey
mouth, Mass., is visiting Mr. and poned until July 12. Supper will be
served at 5 30 by houskeepers Lob
Mrs Lloyd Webster.
Swears, Bessie Polk and Emetine
Mr and Mrs. Kenntth Ames of Wadsworth.
Matinlcus were week-end guests of
Mrs. Albert Carver, has returned
Mrs. Ames’ parents, Capt. and Mrs.
from a visit with her daughter
Thomas Polk.
Mr and Mrs. James Baker and Miss Marilyn Carver, who is a stu
children of Claremont. N J , have dent at Oberlin Colege. Ohio.
The work committee of the
arrived at their estate on Treasure
Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible Class
Island.
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson has re- met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
turned from a visit in South Port- Flank Thomas.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Durant,
land.
Mrs. Al ice Raymond was hostess who have been guests of her
to the "Non-Eaters,’’ Wednesday, mother, Mrs. Orin Boutilier and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robertson, have
at the Poole cottage.
Mrs. Madeline Ames Moore and returned to Belmont, Mass. They
brothel Conrad Ames of Needham, were accompanied by iMiss Phyllis
Mass., were guests Sunday of their Robertson who will be their guest
for a few weeks
, grandmother. Mrs Flora Ames.
Orvil Arey of Connecticut, is
Mrs. Herbert Patrick of Rockland
is visiting her mother. Mrs. Margie guest of Mrs. Lena Davidson.
Charles Duff of Rockland is in
Chilles.
Mr and Mrs. Victor Shields and town this week on business.
Mrs. Margaret Coombs has re
daughter Loretta visited Wednes
turned from California.
day in Rockland.
D. D Grand Matron Katherine
Walter Pendleton, and sister Miss
Veazie
of Rockland will inspect
Brookline
Pendleton
Carrie
Rock cot- Marguerite Chapter O. E S., Mon
Mass., have arrived
day night. Supper will be served
tage.
The Antiques met Tuesday with at C by the committee: Mrs. Ellah
Mrs. Mae I.awry. Dinner wus Thomas, Mrs. Alice Raymond and
Mrs Clara Borbeau of Mrs. Cleo Shields.
served
Eric Foote of Barrington,, R. I.,
1 eominster Mass , was guest of
is guest of his mother, Mrs Wulter
honor.
Bristow Lane's Island..
Miss Cassie Small
Miss Sophronia Tolman returned
land visitor Monday
Mrs. Margie Chilleii was in, Rock- Friday from an, inspection tour in
land Wednesday and returned with Rockland, Camden and Tenant’s
her daughter, Miss Muriel Chilles, Harbor as D. D President of the
who has been a patient at Knox Rebekah Lodge with the Assembly
' President, Thelma Taylor.
Hospital.
Miss Laverne Orcutt, daughter of
Mrs. John Hildings and Mrs
Thelma Hildings visited Tuesday
in, Rockland.
Owen Dyer has returned trom
Knox Hospital where he was a sur
gical patient.
Miss Louise Hardison, who has
been teaching at East Orange. N.
J., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Lora Hardison, and has as guest,
Miss Dorothy Rull of Jersey City
Dorothy Holbrook of Pennsylva
nia was week-end guest of Mr. and
Mrs Vaughn Johnson.
Great Pocohontas Laura Small
of Jonesport will inspect Monarda
Council, July 2. Supper will be
served at 6.
Union Church Sunday School,
meets at 10 a. m. Morning worship
will be at 11 o’clock, Dr. C. S.
Mitchell's subject, "The Holiness ot
Life.'' Special selections by the
choir; organist, Miss Louise Bur
gess. Evening meeting at 7 o'clock,
text. "The Making of a New Testa
ment ”
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H McRea
and son Robert of North Wey
mouth. Mass., are guests of Mrs.
McRea’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Webster
Edmund Andrews returned from
several weeks w th his daughter,
Mrs. Gladys Martinez in Cambridge,
Mass. Accompanying him was his
CAPS, LIDS daughter. Alice Bickfcrd and Mr.
Stanhope, both of Lynn, Mass.

JARS

& RUBBERS

SWAN’S ISLAND

And follow instructions in
the Ball Blue Book. To get your copy
bend 10c with your name and addreua to—

Mr. and Mrs I. W. Stinson went
Thursday to Rockland to spend a
BALL BROTHERS COMPANY, Muncie, Ind. week with her sisters.
The Methodist ladies Aid met
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Cleveland Trask and held a sale of
and fancy articles.
ANTISEPTIC PROTECTION food
Mr. and Mrs Frank Bridges went
FOR DIAPERS. RIGHT IN YOUR OWN
to Rockland recently for a few
HOME. THANKS TO DIAPERWITE'S
weeks.
ANTISEPTIC* ACTION ON DIAPERS’
Miss Margo Snell has been visit
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Law
Soak
rence Snell in Kennebunk and will
15 hours
also attend a gills camp for two
weeks.
1
★
Miss
Jennie
B. Lutz. Miss Vir
'? Rinse
ginia L. Kast and Miss Bessie E.
4 times
Kast of Harrisburg, Pa , are at
their cottages for the Summer.
Rev and Mrs. Thomas Heming
arrived last Friday on the Sun
Here** how Diaper wife's remarkable 3-way
action works First. thoroughly wets each beam, with tlie remainder of their
Rev. Mr. Hennng
fibre. Second. loosens and breaks up clinging household goods
germ-filled dirt Moat important!—draws out
was
in
Rock
’
and
to attend the
dirt and germs into emulsified, antieeptic
graduation of his daughter from
liquid solution that floats away when you rinse.
Thus, diapers come out clean, white, deodor
Rockland High School.
ized. unharmed. So why let baby suffer?
Mrs. Marion Norton of Portland
•MOTHER; As defined in Bulletin #183, U. S.
is visiting her mother. Mrs Lillian
Dept. of Agriculture, diapers soaked over•flight (minimum 15 hours) in Diaperwite Soule.
solution receive a cleansing and antiseptic
Miss Catherine J. Uhlman and
action which leaves diapers surgically clean.
Mrs. Charles B
Durgin
of
Refuse substitutes At every grocer, druggist,
chain and department store. 25<*. ~
Plymouth. IN. H., were guests of
Ihapr r wife hie.. New* York City.
Richard Kent for a few days.
Ernest Smith has employment on
the mainland for the Summer.
Mrs. Myron Sprague and chil-

DinPERtUiTE

HAPPY • GO • LUCKY’’ GIRL

Farm Bureau Notes
With The Homes

Marjoiie W. Biown of South Thomaston, winner of style dress revue.

Marjorie W. Brown of South
Thomaston is tlie winner of the1
Style Dress Revue held June 19, at
the Central Maine Power Room in
Rcckland. She has been, a member
of the Happy-Go-I uckies 4-H Club
of South Thomaston for four years
and has taken the sewing project
for two years. She made a cotton
dress and slip
Other contestants were; Nancy
Andrews of Singh g Sewing 4-H
of West Rockport, who made a
wool suit; Louise Collins of Bur-

kettville with a cotton suit dress
and Victoria Wiggin of South
Thomaston .in a cotton dress.
The girls were scored on dress
construction, dress modeling, pos
ture and grooming as well as 4-H
record.
Judges we(e Mrs. Myrtle Taylor
of Tenant’s Harbor, county cloth
ing project leader; Mrs Lucinda
Waterman. Rockland, former KnoxLincoln home demonstration agent;
and Miss Eleanor Dougherty. Cam
den Central Maine Power Service
Advisor.

Fine Arts, working
NORTH HAVEN
degree
Engagement Announced
Tlie wedding is planned for
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon S. Ames of 7 at the home of the bride's
Wilton N. H , formerly of this town
announce the engagement of their
daughter. Margaret Eloise, to Rob
MATINICUS
Philbrook of Brunswick,
ert Lester Alexander, son of Mr.
visiting his grandmother.
and Mrs. Rex G. Alexander. Sr., of
Flora Philbrook has been confined
St. Albans, N. Y.
to his room several days with
Miss Ames graduated from Wil mumps.
.(
ton High School in 1934, and from
Everett and Sherwin Philbrook
Wheaton College in Norton, Mass., went to Rockland last Friday .
in 1938 She attended the Institute
Jessie Philbrook has been ill sev
of Fine Arts at New York Universi eral days. Miss Henrietta Ames
ty for two years, receiving her has been assisting witli the house
Master's degree in 1941 She was a work.
Mrs. Eunice Gamage and chil
Junior Fellow at Dumbarton Oaks
for three years, 1912 to 1945, and dren of Rockland have been recent
is new studying at New York Uni guests of her parents, Mr. and
versity, completing work for her Mrs. Norman Thompson.
Ph D. degree.
“Mr. and Mrs. Noris Young, Mr.
Mr. Alexander was graduated and Mrs |W. IB. Young. C B. Young
from the Jamaica N Y.. High and Gilbert Ames were in Rock
School in 1937, and from Queens land over the week-end.
College. Flushing, N. Y.. in 1942. He
Ralph Philbrodk was a recent
served over a year in the anti-air Rockland
caller.
craft artillery of the Army, and has
At
the
close
of the church serv
taught chemistry and art at Queens
College. He is now a student at ices Sunday. Miss Freda Snow was
New York University Institute of presented with a sum of money, in
recognition of her fine work both
in the school and Sunday School.
dren. Myron, and Lucinda of Rock
Mr. and IMrs. Deshon, of Matiniland 'are at their home here for a cus Rock were recent guests of Mr.
few montlis.
and Mrs. Norris Young.
Mrs Beatrice Moulden of Sharon. Ethel tAmes of Rockland has been
Mass., and Manford Smith of visiting relatives and friends here.
Presque 'Isle are caring for their
Miss Snow was supper guest
mother. Mrs. Flora Smith.
Monday of Marian. Young.
Mrs. Charles Joyce and son,
Mrs Clement IHill and son. Wal
Stepnen, of Rockland passed a few ter went Tuesday to Rockland on
days recently with Mrs. Joyce’s business.
mother Mrs Lilia Moulden.
Mrs. E H Ripley was in Rock
The Odd Fellows met Saturday land a few days on business, re
for the first time in several years. cently.
Admitted to membership
were
Richard Holmes. Maurice Stanley,
ROCKVILLE
John Wheaton, Wesley Staples,
John Martin, Eugene Norwood,
Vacation Bible School of the
and Gleason Scott. Guests num Baptist Church starts Monday at
bering 75 came from McKinley.
1.30.

The Burkettville Farm Bureau
met June 20 at the home of ,Mrs.
Susie Maddocks. The foods leader.
Mrs. Nettie Grinnell, was in charge
of the meeting "Table Service Re
fresher.’’
Information was also
given out on food preservation.
Seven members were present
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fitzgerald oi
Waldoboro was guest speaker at
meeting of the Huntoon Hill Farm
Bureau.
She exh bited braided
rugs and talked on tlie history of
rug making, the patterns and the
colors. Mrs. Fitzgerald gave many
pointers on ma ting commercially
acceptable rugs and demonstrateu
braiding, sew.ng and making the
center of rugs After a "square
meal" served at noon, many of tne
members asked Mrs. Fitzgerald
questions and practiced braiding
and sewing.
A feature of the demonstration
was an original design of a holding
device for the buiid. made by Mrs
Fitzgeralds husband. Great inter
est was shown by all present in this
subject of braided rugs. Twentyone were present. At the business
session, means of raising money to
contribute to the 'School Fund tor
the two courses to be introduced in
the Academy this Fall were disbussed and a committee appointed.
A collection of $3.40 was taken for
the Food Emergency Relief lor
Europe. The next meeting will be
July 16. An evening session m
conjunction with the Grange will
be held when overseas veterans will
be invited.
The Pleasantville Farm Bureau
met June 20 at the home of Mrs.
Bernice Davis. Five members and
one guest were present Mrs. Davis
was in charge of the subject "Walls
and Wall Finishes.''
Seven members and five visitors
were present at the meeting of the
Washington Farm Bureau held
June 21 at the hopie of Mrs Har
riet Jones. The foods leader, Mrs.
Janet Johnston, was in, charge of
the meeting "Square Meal Re
fresher." A discussion was held on
meal planning and the members
scored he menus. Canning bulletins
were discussed.
The Damariscotta Farm Bureau
met June 19 at the home of Mrs.
Helen Ripley. Twenty-four were
present Mrs. Wilhelmia Fitzgerald
of Waldoboro was the outside
speaker on Rug Making. A sketch
of the history of Mr. Pinkham’s
Colonial Rug activities was fol
lowed by an exhiit of different
sizes of finished rugs in several de
signs Several people tried braid
ing. forming an oblong, an oval or
circular center. Mrs. Fitzgerald
spoke on co-operatives and tne
need lor care and accuracy in mak
ing rugs.

Miss Fannie M. Crute, teacher in
Winsted, Conn,., is at her home
here.
Mrs. Fred L. Mahoney has been
guest ol her daughter, Mrs. Fred L.
Killeran.
Dauglas Crute who has returned
from a 10 months cruise with the
Merchant Marine, is spending a
leave with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs Frank A. Crute
Mrs. Mary Seavey recently visited
Mrs. Maloney at the home of her
daughter. Mrs. Fred Killeran Both
women are 85 and they spent a de
lightful day. reminiscing.
Children's Dav will be observed
Sunday at the Broad Cove Church.
Ai jituest ng program is being
-rpH to take the place of the
regular service at 2.30 p. m.

N rten
Cemetery
Association
meets Monday at 7 o’clock at the
home of Mina A. Woodcock, to
elect officers and transact other
business

Wild Flower Booklet
NEW! TIMELY! BEAUTIFUL! — Profusely illustrated with 68 natural
color photographs of native Wild Flowers. Write for your copy of
this beautiful and colorful booklet today. Send 10c for each copy
or $1.00 per dozen to Salada Tea Co., Box 51, 155 Berkeley Street,
Boston 16, Mass.

SALAM
TEA
TENNIS
gPji * J-HOES

VINALHAVEN, MAINE

OPEN FOR THE SEASON

'M$ack

DINING ROOM OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY

MODERATE PRICES
Donald MacDougald, Proprietor

Tough

brown

canvas, heavy
non - m a r k \

\

WITH
YOUTHS’ $189

POTATO CHIPS

and

STIC

EndicoH
Johnson

ing

rubber

soles. Heavy

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPERMARKETS

RINSO

5UPER

MARKETS

IS HERE AGAIN./
and be sure to use these tried and true
heavy bodied coffees.
Use Copley or
Kybo, because their richer flavor and
uniform strength will make an extra
rich, flavorful iced coffee every time.

How To Make
Cood Iced Coffee
Peer freshly "»■*»
hot coffee into tall
kIosmi* packed with
ice cube* or cracked
ice. Be *ure to u*»
double the amount
of coffee with the
usual amount of
water to eompensate for the dilu
tion of the ice.

2

KYBO

Kybo coffee is a luxury coffee at a
thrifty price—ground fresh when you
make your purchase.

SHOP EARLY

COPLEY

Closed All Day
JULY 4th

Vacuum Packed
Pound Can

Copley coffee is a heavy hodied blend
lor those who prefer the flavor-sealed
goodness of the vacuum packed tip.
Drip or regular grind.

Stores Closed
at Regular Time
Wednesday Night

CUT POULTRY
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TO ROAST - FRY - FOR SALADS

FRICASSEE - SOUPS

- CUT TURKEYS AV. 6 POUNDS WHOLI-HALF 1 LB. AV.

BREASTS
AV.

2Vj

u

78*

LBS. BACH

u73*

AV. 11/, LBS. BACH

THIGHS

l.75*

AV. % LBS. BACH

JUICY RIPE

'«r

1.37*

WINGS
AV.

IV,

CHERRIES >29
PEACHES 2 25

YELLOW SWEET FREESTONE

LEGS

LBS. EACH

DRUMSTICKS

2 - 21

JUICY CALIFORNIA - MEDIUM SIZE

u19*

ORANGES

BACKS A NECKS
TO BROIL OR SAUTB

LIVERS

CANTALOUPES

u71*

AV. 3 POUNDS

»-l. 33*

FOR GRAVY OB SOUP STOCK

GIBLETS

2 d°z 59

SWEET FLORIDA - EXTRA LARCE

ORANGES

65

SCUD - NATIVE ICEBERC

-CUT CHICKENSFOR ROAST. BROIL OR FRY

BREASTS

«83*
«39*

WINGS
MAKES NICE SOUP STOCK

NECKS & BACKS

>■ 19*

SAUTB OR FRY

LIVERS

h-i.

45*

“ 35*

GIBLETS
BROIL, BAKB OR FRY

»79<

LEGS

23‘

LARGE
PKG.

lers Monday on Mr and Mrs. Clyde
Hilt oil
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach and daughter Eleanor were
Portland visitors Monday.
Miss Joyce Fitzgerald of Belfast
spent the week-end with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Fitzgerald.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Carter and
daughter June of Portland were re
cent supper guests of Mr and Mrs.
Harlow Genthner.

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

FOR GRAVY OR SOUP STOCK

LETTUCE

2

21

3

21

COMMON YELLOW

ONIONS
SOLID - RED RIPE

TOMATOES

19

JUICY RIPE

WATERMELON

LB

5'

NATIVE SOLID HEADS

CABBAGE

2

WHEN AVAILABLE

CAREFULLY SELECTED-CUARANTEED

SUPER SUDS
FOR DISHES AND DUDS
LARGE
PKG.

O
Xb

Ocean freshness provides the superior
flavor of First National Sea-Foods.

WHIN AVAILABLE

SWEETHEART
SOAP
RECULAR SIZE

3 bars |9c

LB

FRESH - CLEAR MEAT

Softens Water — Extends Soap

1C
Xa I

KIRKMAN'S
CLEANSER
3
SOAP POWDER

SOAP FLAKES

14‘
18c
23c

GRANULATED Soap
Complexion Soap

FRESH CAPE

3|a»14c

WHIN AVAILABLE

ber bumper.

BORAX mmuuuam 2pxg5 27c
BORAXO CHANS HANDS 8PKG 15*

LB

HADDOCK
4 fV
LB A W

FRESH CAUCHT
TO BROIL OR FRY

HADDOCK FILLETS
39'

FRESH -

EAR MEAT

LB

SALMON
69<
EASTERN

lb

EGGS
- GRADE A MEDIUM
SIZE
DOZ*

12'

COD STEAKS
25'

BAR

RAIN DROPS
24-OZ
PKC

MACKEREL

BATH SIZE

brown rub

346 MAIN ST.

Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Stover at
tended the American Legion con
vention in Lewiston.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach is on
a week’s vacation from her duties at
the Central Maine Power Co., office
Mrs. Willard Fowler suffered a
dislocated elbow in a recent fall.
Mark Smith and son Robert of
Marblehead. Mass., spent the week
end at their home here.
Mr. ana Mrs. Ernes; Pitcher and
two sons of Washington were cal

TO BROIL OB ADO TO SOUP STOCK

Washes All Types of Laundry

CENTRAL HOTEL

CRISP-CRUNCHY

Mrs. Harlow Gentluier enter
tained Wesley Society Thursday
with 21 present. The next meeting
will be July 10 with Mrs. Hallie
Shuman in Winslow Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Craig of
North Weymouth. Mass., James
Ewing and daughter Jeanne of
Warren were guests Wednesday of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton.
Miss Shirley Bodge of Richmond
is visiting Miss Lois Genthner.

CUSHING

WHIN AVAILABLE

SALADS

WEST WALDOBORO

SUCAR HONEY
16 OZ
SUNSHINE CRAHAM
CRACKERS PKC 20*
QT
PRUNE JUICE
SUNSWEET
BOT 28‘
28 OZ
HABITANT
PEA SOUP
CAN 13‘
15 OZ
SNOW'S FISH CHOWDER CAN 15*
OZ
PANCAKE FLOUR
2 20PKCS
15*
20 OZ
AUNT JEMIMA « PKC 12*
9 OZ
FRENCH'S MUSTARD
JAR 13*
18
OZ
CREAM OF RICE HOT CEREAL PKC
21*
NORUB
LCE
WILBERT'S WHITE SHOE POLISH BOT 15*
3 p<cs ]7*
UNEEDA BISCUITS
’^ OZ ICc
TOMATO SOUP PHII
210CANS
13
SUDSLESS CLEANER
PKC 9*
OAKITE

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE.

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST RETAILER OF FINE FOODS

1*5 SIX

1

Rockland Courier Gazelle, Friday, Jude

nesday for their home ln Sultan !
CAMDEN
Rockland Lions
Ontario. They were accompanied I
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Farley
by Mrs. G. F O’Reilly, who was |
THOMASTON
are the parents of a daughter at
guest at White Hall Inn Camden.y
zs
zs
Mr O'Reilly who came w.th them Hear Interesting and Surpris Community Hospital
from their home in Sudbury, was
OLADYS O OONDOM
Alden, Terry of Fall River. Mass.,
ing Facts From Com’r
called back on business.
OorrwpondM*
is guest of his daughter, Mrs. S. K.
Dick Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh have
Gross, at Hosmer’s Pond.
ft ft ft ft
returned home after spending a few
Mrs. Frederick Palmer of RockRichard E. Reed, Commissioner
TeL 113-3
days in Portland.
Mrs. Ruth Crejghtcn of North of Sea and Shore Fisheries, ap in a year with enough tuna fishing
William IR. Jordon who has been ampton, Mass., is spending the peared before the Rockland Lions results to boost his total to $39000.
discharged from the Navy, is at the Summer at her home on Main Club Wednesday in the role of guest
The Sea and Shore Fisheries De
home of his parents, Mr and Mrs. street.
partment is operating with a force
speaker
and
received
a
cordial
Fred Jordon. Mr. and ’Mrs. Jordon, James Hall, son of Mr. and Mrs. j
of 33 wardens, divided among five
have recently returned lrom a Pearlie Hall, is a patient at Miles ! greeting befitting a Rcckland man, d stricts, the local district being un
who has won a State appointment.
fishing trip at lake Morcii. Miss
the supervision of Frank Hal
Virginia Steele, R. N , of Portland Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta, j Introduced by Eugene E. Stod der
lowell.
The Wardens are warned,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Seth
A
Abbott
and
'
dard Dick recalled that just a year
is guest at the Jordon’s for several
the speaker said net to play any
son,
David
Cre
ghton,
have
returned
ago
he
landed
at
Bikini
Island,
days.
Hamburg. N. Y. after visiting little dreaming that the eyes of the favorites, and to have but little
Sgt. Almond Eugene Jellison, to
Mrs.
Charles Creighton. They were whole world would today be turned sympathy for the persistent viola
former^ of this place, who Ls sta accompanied
by Mr. Abbott’s upon lt in connection w.th the ap tor.
tioned at Hawaii, is at his Tiome in parents, who here
Commissioner Reed spoke at
were
guests of Mrs. proaching atom bomb experiments.
.Rockland for three months’ leave.
length upon the removal cf the de
W.
B
D.
Gray
Main
street.
Declaring
that
he
was
represent

(Last week he was soloist at the an
Mrs. Mary Chapman, who has ing a $50,000,000 business. Commis partment headquarters to Augusta,
nual banquet of the MacDonald
■Class, at the First Baptist Church been caring for Mrs. Austin Moody, sioner Reed told of the rich harvests and admitted that lie favored it fcr
in Rockland. He sang ‘ The Prayer at The Highlands, Rockland, for which some cf the fishermen are purely business reasons. “If I find
Perfect,” and “I passed By Your several months, has returned to her today reaping. Tuna fish, weigh ng I was wrong I will be the first to
Window." Mr. Jellison’s accompa hcme on Main street.
600 pounds, are today worth $275 admit it,’’ he sa d.
Stating that the appropriation
Mrs. Clinton McLain will go Sat apiece; scallops which formerly
nist was Miss Grace Paulsen, who
also gave piano selection. ‘Butter urday to New York where she will brought the fishermen only 90 cents for the department was $126,000,
fly’• by Lavallee. and ‘ Farewell To meet Captain McLain.
cr $1 a gallon, new yield as high as Reed said that his hearers would
American Legion Auxiliary win $5 85 Capt. Arthur Bain’s recent probably be surprised to learn that
The Piano, ’ by Beethoven.
Mrs. Charles Prescott has re- , meet tonight at 7.30.
fare was cited in the latter connec $160,000 is spent on the lobster di
vision.
turned to Bcston after a short visit ) M.r and Mrs. Walter Strong and J tion.
“This means," he said, “that we
xrith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. daughter, Linnette. of Arlington,
These increased prices go with all
Prescott, Thatcher street.
Va., who have been visiting his par types of fish, the Commissioner said, have to neglect clams and some
Mrs. Alice Heyer is guest of her ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Strong adding ‘ its a big business today, other branches of the industry, and
niece. Mrs. Ida Prescott.
fcr a few days, went Wednesday to upon which between 5O.C*O and it doesn’t seem right.”
Mr. and Mrs. Guy I-ermcnd have New York where he will be em 60.000 Maine men are today depend
Asked in regard to the growth of
returned from Belgrade, where they ployed
Their daughter Linnette, ing fcr a livelihood. The industry, the clam industry. Reed said that
attended the Maine Hospital Asso will remain with her grandparents is, in fact, the fourth largest in the the fishermen are now getting $10
for a while.
ciation meeting.
State, with modern transportation and $11 a barrel, whereas they were
Arthur Stevens, who is attending
A launching will be held Satur and freezing methods aiding them. once paid but $1 a barrel.
the Technical Institute at Valpa day at 11.30 a. tn.. at Newbert and
Reed also explained that a man
The speaker told of the Bailey's
raiso, Ind., is spending a week at the Wallace boatshop.
Island lobstermen who made $23,000 has to be a resident of the State
home of Mr. and Mrs. James Felt
10 years before he can obtain a
Church News
en Green street.
lobster
license, and that if he leaves
Mass will be celebrated at St.
Mrs. <Le la Smalley, Mrs. Estelle James Catholic Church, Sunday at morning worship at 11 o'clock, sub the State and returns later he has
ject, “Patriotism.”
Music. “O
(Newbert, Mrs. E. II Winchenbach 9 a. m.
be a resident three years before
Mighty Land. ’ There will be no to
and Mrs. Nettie Copeland of South
he
can take out another license.
Services
at
St.
John'SEpisccpal
Warren are visiting in Millinocket Church Sunday will be at 8 o'clock evening service.
Clam worms netted $500,000 last
Evelyn Maxcv Fernald
for a few days.
year, and Reed believes it w.ll be
Sunday morning.
Evelyn M. Fernald. wife of Fred come a million dollar Industry.
Mr. and Mrs. James Felt of this 1 Sunday Schocl meets at 9.45 a. m.
H. Fernald, died at her home here
town, accompanied by Mr and Mrs.
Plans were discussed for the ap
the Baptist Church: Morning June 19, at the age of 81.
Theodore Gutoske cf East Orange, at
proaching
installation which will be
at 11 oclock subject. “On
She was the daughter of the late held at the Thorndike Hotel, with
N. J., and Mrs. David Renegar of service
New York City, have arrived home the Mount of Transfiguration With Mary !M. Gross and Joseph Maxey. a special entertainment.
from Barnys Bay. Canada, where Christ.” Choral anthem. “Con Her marriage 46 years ago to Fred
It was King Lion Savitt’s last
sider the Lilies.’’ (Topliff) Evening H. Fernald was a happy one, each
they spent several days.
meeting
as president of the organi
Miss Elizabeth Henry is employed subject, “The American Spirituals being very devoted to the other.
zation.
When her health began to fall
at the Pur.tan Market for the Sum and the Gospel Which Inspired
The State Convention will be held
Them.’’ Mrs. Lilia Howard, a mem three months ago. she was tenderly
mer.
at
Poland Spring Sunday and Monfor by a loving an,d faithful
Mr and Mrs A. L. Morse, who ber of the choir of the People’s eared
i day. Among those who will serve
husband.
Baptist
Church
Boston,
will
be
the
have been visiting Mr Morse’s sis
Mrs Fernald was an interested on the committees are: Nomina
soloist in a group of spirituals.
ter. rs. Nicholas Anzalone, left Wed- ?jfbnday,
choir rehearsal. Daily and active member of the Pythian tions Norman Fuller. Camden:
Vacation Bible School will be held, Sisters, Weymouth Grange, also a Rules. Roland A. Genthner Waldo
each morning up to and including member of Good Will Grange of boro; Resolutions, Gerald Grant.
DAVIS FUNERAL SERVICE
Rockland; Necrology. Rev. Henry
Wednesday morning. Wednesday South Warren.
Announces the extending of its
Beukleman. Camden; Charles Web
She
is
survived
by
her
husband,
evening at 7 p. m., Daily vacation
services to Rockport, and the,
ster of Vinalhaven will be a ser
also several nieces and nephews.
Bible
School
exhibition
service.
establishment of a funeral home on Thursday,, meeting for prayer,
Burial was in the Village Ceme geant-at-arms, and Gilbert Laite
tery.
Pascal Avenue. Maurice E. Miller,
of Camden, a song leader.
praise
and
Bible
study.
licensed embalmer. Tel. 643 and 2424.
Sunday School will be at 9.45 a. m.
30-tf
at the Federated Church with

THE ELECTRIC SHOP

SWIM SUITS AND BEACH WEAR

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
ELECTRIC WIRING
MOTOR REPAIRS

MAJOR APPLIANCES
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land has returned hcm» from Com
munity Hospital with her twin son
and daughter. David Eugene and
Nancy Ellen.
Mrs. Marion. McMinn, president
of the Friends-in-Council, and Mrs.
Florence Millington attend a meet
ing of the Maine Federation of
Women’ Clubs at York Beach this
week
Miss Hariett Gill was winner of
first prize at the Grange card
party last Saturday; Percy Young
of Lincolnville won second; and
Mr. Hines and Willis Young tied
for the consolation. Another party
tomorrow night.
Mrs. Albert Means
recently
teaching in Pennsylvania, has
joined her husband. Y.M.CA. Sec
retary here. They will live at 108
Chestnut street.
The Camden and
Rockport
W.C.T.U. will have a picnic Tuesday
at the Public Beach. Each person
is to take own complete lunch and
is urged to take the children of the
family. If stormy, the picnic will
be held in the Methodist vestry.
Payson-Sheets

ROCKPORT
Mrs Marshall E. Reed of Rox
bury. was calling on friends in
town Monday.
The Try To Help Club will meet
Monday with Mrs. Abbie Sylvester,
Camden road. There will be a
picnic lunch.
Mrs Mary Ryder entertained
Mrs. Doris Graffam. Mrs. Beatrice
Richards and Mrs. Ruth Graffam,
Monday evening.
•
Manford Ott of Groton, Conn., is
in town for a few days.
Miss Jo Anne Bartlett, who is
employed by the New England«Tel.
& Tel. Co., at Gardiner, is spending
a few days at her home.
Mrs. Nelllie R Ballard arrived
yesterday for several days visit in
town.
The Thimble Club will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Lillian Kel
ler,
There will be no meeting of the
Baptist Ladies' Circle July 3. The
next meeting will be an all day
session July 10. at the church vestry
Isadore Lateiner and Nathan,
Goldstein of Philadelphia, students
of Mme. Lea Lubashutz, are at the
Lubashutz cottage for one week.
Miss Minnie P. Shepherd, who
has been in Florida for several
months, has arrived in town, and
opened her house on Pascal avenue
Mrs. Richard Tonseth (Ragnhild
Helstad) returned to Reading,
Mass., Tuesday after spending 10
days with Mrs. H. O. Heistad. Mrs.
Tcnseth's visit was occasioned by
the 25th reunion of her High School
class at Rockport.
Mrs. Millicent Swift, son Roddy.

and daughter, Linda, of Hacken
sack. N. J., arrived Tuesday to be
with Mrs. H. O. Heistad. Roddy
gees to Camp Weld on Saturday,
Mrs. Swift and Linda remaining
for the remainder cf the Summer.
Baptist Sunday School meets at
10 o’clock Sunday.
Henry Ulmer Lamson and Nellie
Spear Leach, natives of West
Rockport, who were married June
28, 1886, are celebrating their 60th
wedding anniversary today. They
made their home In Massachusetts
23 years and on Mr. Lamson’s re
tirement in 1921 they returned to
West Rockport
Upton - Me Kenney

Miss Barbara E.
McKenney,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Jasper
McKenney of Summer street, and
Malcolm Upton, son of Mrs. Grace I
Upton of Camden, were united in
marriage Friday evening June 21
The wedding took place in the
prettily decorated living room of
the bride’s parents. An archway
banked with spruce and snowballs
and several bouquets of cut flowers
served as a background. Rev. H. I.
Holt of Camden officiated at the
ceremony.
The bride wore a navy blue dress
with white accessories and was at
tended by Miss Barbara Dickey of
Camden and Forest McKenney,
brother of the bride.
A reception was held after the
wedding and Miss Roberta McKen
ney, sister of the bride, had charge
of the guest book.
The out of
town guests included Mrs. Grace
Upton. Miss iBeverly Upton. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Parker. Mr and Mrs.
Arno Knight and Arthur Byrant.

The marriage of Miss Ruby Dare
Sheets, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Wright Sheets of Clifton
Forge, Va., to Master Sergeant
Raymond Burdett Payson, son, of
Mr. and Mrs. Adin Adelebert Payson of this town, was solemnized
June 8 at the First Presbyterian
Church in (Memphis, Tenn.., Dr.
Theodore B . Hay officiating. A
double ring ceremony was per
formed.
The wedding marches were ren
dered by Mrs. Jane Robertson of
Germantown, Tenn. Miss Laura
Bedinge^ of Charlotte, N. C„ was Camp Lee. Va., where he Is await
the maid of honor and wore a pink ing assignment from the Adjutant Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
crepe gown with white accessories General s Department.
$3.00 a year
and a corsage of white carnations.
Capt. Donald Clark Shannon of
Washington, D. C., cousin of the
groom, served as best man.
• HOMES
The bride was given in marriage
• APARTMENTS
by her brother, Cecil Clayton
Sheets of Washington, D. C... Her
• ROOMING HOUSES
dress was of light blue crepe, with
white accessories and she wore a
• BARBER SHOPS
corsage of red roses. Her only
• RESTAURANTS
ornament was a strand of pearls, a
gift of the groom.
• STORES
Following the ceremony a recep
tion was held in the English room
• HOTELS
of the Peabody Hotel. White and
• SCHOOLS
Spring greens were featured on, the
table, with the wedding cake as
centerpiece.
The bride graduated from the
School of Nursing, Medical College
I
of Virginia, Richmond, Va., and
was employed by the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. of New York
was made for THESE "PROBLEM" FLOORS:
prior to her entry into the Army
This modern composition runner needs no
Nursing Corps in 1942. She served
cementing . . • hugs any floor without curling.
18 months in the European theatre
of operations.
Heavy corrugations help cushion the footsteps . . .
The groom was employed by the
skid-proof construction reduces
National Bank of Washington, D.
accident hazard on floors ex
C , before entering the Army in
1941. He served as Chief Warrant
posed to splashings. It’s easy to
ONLY
Officer with the Field Artillery in
clean . . . will give years of
the Southwest Pacific area for 19
trouble-free floor protection.
months and participated in the
Looks like rubber. Order today.
Bismark Archapelego and the Lu
zon campaigns.
Available in handy 36’ width,
After a wedding trip to Houston
2 5 yards to the roll.
and Galveston, Texas, the bride
will return to Kennedy General
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Hospital at Memphis, where she
will receive her discharge from the
ROCKLAND. MAINE.
Army. She will then join her hus
band who is at present stationed at

RUNNER

UNIVERSAL

SMALL APPLIANCES
GENERAL ELECTRIC
HAMILTON BEACH
SUNBEAM
i

A COMPLETE FLYING SERVICE
ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
ASH POINT

Now Ready to Meet Old and New Customers for
All “Electric Service.’’

THE ELECTRIC SHOP
E. K. JONES

20 CAMDEN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 639-J

STUDENT INSTRUCTION—CHARTER AND SIGHTSEEING FLIGHTS

LEARN TO FLY $75.00

OuidooJc

OVEN
J'lAcpiaJCJL
A PROFESSIONAL

FIREPLACE

■

Colors: Blue. Tan. Yellow

Play Shorts

SWIM TRUNKS

Men’s .... $2.95 $5.95
Boys’....................$1.95

Colors: Maroon, Navy, Tan,
Royal

that ANYONE can
build

MEN S TERRY CLOTH

It Bakes . . Broils . . Grills . .

In white. Sizes Small and

Beach Jacket
Medium

Roasts. Designed
prepare
an entire meal or just a snack.
Patented battles and combus
tion chamber, efficiently burns
wood. coal, charcoal or bri
quettes without smoke of ex
cessive flame.

Beach Robes

$6.95

Beach Sandals
Men’s sizes 6 to 10 at

$3.95

Boxer Style Trunks
Men’s..................... $3.95

Cotton, Paid Colors, Rose and
Blue. Sizes, Small, Medium,
Large at

WRITE OR CALL US FOR ESTIMATES

Men’s . . . $2.95 $5.00
Boys’ .... $1.95 $2.95
In Gabardine and Poplin
Colors: Tan and Yellow

$1.35

This oven sold complete wilh
ample granite to build your own
fireplace or we wiU deliver com
pletely constructed fireplace with
above unit.

Knitted Woolen Trunks

Boys’......................... $2.50
Figured patterns in assorted
colors.

Men’s .... $2.95 $3.95

Satin Finished Elastic
Trunks
In Maroon and Yellow
Men’s..........................$4.95

The brand new Luscombe Silvaire two place plane received this week

See one of these handsome ovens installed at Ed. Gonia’s
cottage. Lucia's Beach. Ask Ed about it.

from the factory and which will be used for students.

John Meehan & Son Quarries

PROGRESSIVE FLYING & MAINTENANCE CO. INC

CLARK ISLAND, ME.
Telephone Rockland 21-13
A. C. Hocking, Supt., Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56-13

OFF/NS

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
N.B.—ORDER YOUR WALK NOW!
IVe hase plenly of smooth, handsome granite for walks in any

I FI. ( ?MCNF x

lengths and widths.

• 41 3

Set your walk order in today, no matter when you want it laid.
Free estimate- no obligation to buy.

MENSAND BOYS CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS SHOES ANN'S!

32 9 MAI N ST ROCKL A N 0 M f-

LUSCOMBE SALES & SERVICE
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS ON ALL TYPES OF AIRCRAFT
FIRESTONE AIRCRAFT SUPPLY AND ACCESSORY DEALERS

Tuesday-Fridav

TALK OF THE TOWN
Miss Diane Spurling, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Spurling has
gone to Camp ’’Laughing Loon” in
East Waterboro for two weeks.

Edwin R. Edwards, soon to retire
from the Naval service, was pro
moted June 1 to Lieutenant Com
mander. His most recent duties
have found him serving as instruc
tor at Cornell University. His entire
career in the service was marked
by rapid promotion
With Mrs.
Edwards he plans to spend the
Summer in Rockland.

Notices of Appointment
I. WUlls R Vinal. Register of Pro
bate for the County otf Knox ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that tn
the following estates the persons were
appointed
administrators. executors,
guardians and conservators and on the
dates hereinafter named:
JENNIE M EWING, late of Warren,
deceased
May 29. 1946. James Ewing
of Warren was appointed admlnlstra
tor. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
FRANK S. LUNT late of Thomaston,
deceased
May 21. 1946. Clarence H
Lunt of Cushing was appointed execu
tor. and qualified by filing bond on
May 31. 1946
W. SCOTT CARTER late of Friend
ship, deceased
June 7. 1946 Alice M
Carter of Friendship was apolnted spe
clal administratrix, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
PERLEY D PERRY, late of Apple
ton. deceased. June 11. 1946. Har.fl
B Perry otf Appleton was appointed ex
ecutrix, without bond
EVA MORLEY, late of Owl’s Head,
deceased June 11, 1946. Susan War !
Brownlow of Owl’s Head was appointed
executrix, without bond.
PRANK O SUKEFORTH late Of Ap
pleton, deceased May 21. 1946. Frankie
G Sukeforth of Appleton was appoint
ed executor, and qualified by filing
bond on June Ll. 1946
HUBERT O GRANT, late of North
Haven, deceased. June 18. 1946, Gert
rude M. Grant of North Haven was
appointed
Administratrix.
without
bond.
JUDSON A ANDREWS. late of Wash
ington, deceased. June 18, 1946. Del
bert E Andrews of Jefferson was ap
pointed Administrator, and qualified
by filing bond on same date.
ELBRIDGE A WINCAPAW. late Of
Friendship, deceased
June 18. 1946,
Wesley Wincapaw of Waldoboro and
Fessenden Wincapaw of Friendship
were appointed administrators. and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
FRED S. SEAVEY. late of St. George,
deceased June 18. 1946. Alma S Heal
of Port Clyde was appointed admini
stratrix, without bond
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL.
52F56
Register.

kSo

This is the season of
when Summer visitors
wc want their names for
column If you do not I
sufficient importancce pi
member that your guests
friends to know they art
Please write to The Co
zette or phone 770.

Capt. John Kinney ol
Highlands. Mass., who
uisiting friends in this
*v rinity has returned hon
Mrs. Hugh A. Bain of
Salif.. is expected to arrivt
land today and will be a ri
Copper kettle.
Mrs. Catherine and f:
Sunday for a motor trip
chusetts and Connecticu
visit Mrs. Libby’s sis
Anthony Ford (who at
them home) and Mrs W<
of Westfield; Mass. Mr
on vacation from Van
Heilbrun. Inc.

SPENCER SUPP

WRITE OR CAI

MRS. ETHEL G. CU

£1 EI-LIOT ST..
Tll(
TEL. 7
Appointments at the he
above address.
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U
w
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Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

To all persons interested In either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
eighteenth day of June. In the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and forty-six, and by adjournment
from day to day from the eighteenth
day of said June, The following mat
ters having been presented for the ac
tion thereupon hereinafter Indicated It
Is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In-The Courler-Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
land. In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the sixteenth day
of July a D 1946. at nine o'clock In
the forenoon, and he heard thereon If
they see cause.
JOHN W HASKELL, late of Rock
land. deceased. Wlll and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Myra E
Haskell of Rockland, she being the
executrix
named
therein, without
bond.
LET 1'IE P ALEXANDER, late cf War
ren. deceased. Will and Petition for
probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Edna
B White of Warren she being the
executrix named therein, without bond.
BURGESS L. SIMMONS, late of
Friendship, deceased Will and Pe-ltlon
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Jen
nie F Simmons of Friendship, she be
ing the executrix named therein, with
out bond.
NETTIE A YOUNG. late of Thomas
ton. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Helen
Young Prescott of Thomaston she be
ing the executrix named therein, with
out bond.
ESTATE W SCOTT CARTER late of
Friendship, deceased
Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Alice M Car
ter of Friendship, or some other suit
able person, be appointed administra
trix. without bond.
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
a-king that the name of Virginia L.
Clark of Rockland be changed to Vir
ginia L. Haskell. Presented by Virginia
L. Clark
ESTATE LUCY B COBB, late Of
Rockland deceased
Second account
presented for allowance by Boston Safe
Deposit and Trust Company. Trustee.
ESTATE COLBY A MOORE, la’e of
Rockland, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Arlene D Fickett, Executrix.
FSTATE AUSTIN O BROWN, late of
North Haven deceased First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Corydon S Brown, Administrator.
ESTATE LIZZIE M WEAVER, late of
Friendship, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Jennie B. Wltherlll. Executrix.
ESTATE MARGARET R THOMAS
late of Rockland, deceased. First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Florence T MacMillan. Executrix
ESTATE JESSIE PAGE CORSON late
of Rockport, deceased, final account
presented for allowance by Howard O.
Page, executor.
ESTATE SARAH J. THOMAS, late of
Rockland, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Eulalia D Anderson, Executrix
HELEN L STETSON late of Thom
aston. deceased. Wlll and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the sam*
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Karl
A Stetson of Thomaston, he being the
execu'or named therein, without bond.
ESTATE LEROY J. BENNER, late of
Friendship, decea.-ed
First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Hazel M Benner. Administratrix
ESTATE HUBERT O. GRANT, late cf
North Haven, deceased
Petition for
Allowance filed by Gertrude M Grant,
of North Haven, widow
ESTATE JOHN W LUNDBORN oth
erwise Lundbom. o’herwl«e Hannon,
late of Vinalhaven. deceased Petition
tor Administration by Frank H Ingra
ham of Rockland asking that he. as
Public Administrator for Knox County,
be appointed with bond, to adminis
ter upon said es ate.
ESTATE OLIVER J HAMLIN late Cf
Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Oliver R.
Hamlin otf Rockland or some other
suitable person, h* appointed admin
istrator. with bond.
RESTATE ROIJNEY I THOMPSON.
la‘e of Rockland, deceased
Ifirst end
Final Account pretented for allowance
by Helen N. Thompson. Executrix.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Coun
ty. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
5G-F-56
WILLIS R VINAL Register.
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;es of Appointment
R Vinal. Register of Protile County of Knox ln the
Halne. hereby certify that In
png estates the persons were
administrators.
executors,
and conservators and on the
elnaftcr iiamed:
M KWINO. late of Warren,
May 29. 1946, Janies Ewing
h was appointed admlnlstra
qualified by filing bond on
LUNT. late of Thomaston.
May 21. 1946. Clarence H
Pushing was appointed execu
qualified by filing bond on
1946
»TT CARTER, late of Friend
'ased
June 7. 1946. Alice M
Friendship was apolnted spe
lnlstratrlx and qualified by
on same date.
D PERRY, late of Apple
■ased
June 11. 1946. Hazel
>f Appleton was appointed exrlthout bond
ORI.EY, late of Owl’s Head,
June 11, 1946, Susan Ward
ot Owl's Head was appointed
without bond.
O SUKEFORTH late of Ap
‘censed
May 21. 1946. Frankie
rth of Appleton was appolnttor. and qualified by filin',;
June 11. 1946
T O GRANT. late of North
pceased
June 18, 1946. GertOrant of North Haven was
Administratrix.
without

S

if A ANDREWS, late of Washecea.sed. June 18. 1946. Delndrews of Jefferson was apAdmlnisttator. and qualified
bond on same date.
IE A WINCAPAW, late of
0. deceased
June 18, 1946,
Zlncapaw of Waldoboro and
Wlncapaw
of Friendship
pointed admtnla'rators. and
by filing bond on same date.
SEAVEY. late of St George,
June 18. 1946. Alma S Heal
Tlyde was appointed admlnlwtthout bond
VINAL,
Register.

’robate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

persons interested In either
states hereinafter named:
obate Court held at Rockland,
ir the County of Knox, on the
h day of June, In the year of
one thousand nine hundred
y-slx. and by adjournment
to day from the eighteenth
>ld June. The following mat
tig been presented for the aceupon hereinafter Indicated lt
ORDERED:
lotice thereof be given to all
interested, by causing a copy
irder to be published three
ecesstvely In-The Courler-Galewspaper published at Rockaid County, that they may
a Probate Court to be held
ckland on the sixteenth dav
A D 1946. at nine o'clock ln
mon. and be heard thereon If
cause.
W HASKELL, late of Rock•eased. Will and Petition for
thneof, asking that the same
proved and allowed and that
"estamentary Issue to Myra F
of Rockland, she being the
named
therein,
without

Married 25 Years

Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French
Honored By Friends On
That Occasion
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French
were honored Wednesday night by
friends on the occasion of their
26th wedding anniversary
Those present were. Miss Grace
Russell. Mrs Percy W. Blaisdell.
Mr and Mrs. Larry Carey Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Newbert. Mr and Mrs.
Howard Dunbar, Mr. and Mrs
Sevmour Cameron, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Bickford. Mr and Mrs
Raymond IF. Cross, Mr and Mrs
William
Blake, Mr. and Mrs
Charles McIntosh Mr and Mrs
Kendrick Libby, Gerald McPhee
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Freeman,.
The group presented Mrs. French
a gift of sterling silver.
The couple were married in 1921
at the home of Mrs French’s par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maker
of Spruce Head with the Rev. Her
man Winchenhaugh as officiating
clergyman.

Worked For Peace
Charles A. Prescott of Thomaston
and Boston, received his honorable
discharge frem the U. S. Army. May
28 He served ln the Asiatic Pacific
Theatre of operation in Hawaii sev
eral months with the 371st Transp
Corps Harbor Craft Co and 1072 and
Engineer Port Repair Unit. Oper
ated J beats to transport military
personnel between ships, inland
and Shore. Serviced and repaired
boats and engines. Served on a
Salvage Ship used by the Engineer
Corp. Has American Theatre Cam
paign R bbon, Victory Medal Asia
tic-Pacific Theatre Campaign Rib
bon. Good Conduct Medal, and
American Theatre Campaign Rlbbo.n Is a sen of Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert A Prescott of Thcmaston and
grandson of Charles W. Prescott of
Rockland. He is new employed by
his father.
♦ • • •
Kenneth

L.

Mighautt..

seaman,

first class. 12 Center street. Rock
land, has been discharged after
honorable service in the Naw, at
the personnel separation, center in
Charleston, S C.
• • • •
Arrived at New York, S-Sgt Ar
thur W. Daniels of Tenant's Har
bor.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

$3.00 a year

SENTER * CRANE'S

TODAY and SATURDAY

Sensationally New —Exclusive!

* ♦ l» •

Lest anyone accuse us of lack of
local pride, we hasten, to give you
this panegyric of the Maine coast:
The Gulf lOf Maine
The rugged coast of the Gulf of
Maine
Rockbound islands form a chain
Surf washed Ledges far off shore
Where clear blue Ocean, Breakers
roar
Wooded Headlands washed with
Spray
A bulwark for the sheltered Bay,
Coves and inlets far inland
Countless beaches of surf washed
Sand
Clear cool Winds from the Ocean
blow
Restless reaches of Undertow
Rich blup Currents running free
To the (Bay head from the Sea.
Endless Forests with winding
Trails
Fertile Fields and flowered Dales.
A picture natural and sublime
Unspoiled by the march of Time.
The Gulf of Maine in any dress
A panorama of Loveliness.
—Capt. Walter Edgar Scott, Deer
Isle.
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ers Testamentary Issue to Jenimmons of Friendship, she bepxeeutrlx named therein, wlth-

DRAPERIES
in a stunning new 14-color

gjfoka/ SPwmfi/wny
design, rivalling the smartest

A YOUNG, late of Thomas
’a ed
Will and Petition for
ther-ef. asking that the same
proved and allowed and that
Testamentary issue to Helen
rescott of Thomaston she beexecutrlx named therein, wlth-

effects on fine fabrics!
ir Plasticized ... so that you can
wash off the dirt with a wet doth!

te W acOTT CARTER late of
[lp. deceased
Petition for Adtlon asking that Alice M Carrlendshlp, or pome other suitson. be appointed admlnlstratiout bond.
TON FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
bat the name of Virginia L
Rockland bp changed to Vtr
Haskell Presented by Virginia

WILLIS R VINAL Register.

HOREYSECK-SCHLEITER

Social Matters

R. Edwards, soon to retire
Naval service, was proine 1 to Lieutenant ComHis most recent duties
nd him serving as instrucirnell University. His entire
the service was marked
promotion
With Mrs.
he plans to spend the
in, Rockland.

LUCY R
COBB, late of
deceased.
Second accojunt
d for allowance by Boston Safe
and Trust Company. Trustee
COLBY A MOORE la*e of
deceased
First and Final
presented for allowance by
Pickett. Executrix.
rF. AUSTIN O BROWN, late of
aven deceased
First and Final
presented for allowance by
S Brown. Administrator.
ru LIZZIE M WEAVER, late of
lip. deceased. First and Final
presented for allowance by
3 Wlthertll. Executrix.
HE MARGARET R THOMAS
Rockland, deceased. First and
t’cotint presented for allowance
[lice T MacMillan. Executrix
PE JESSIE PAGE CORSON, late
tpert. deceased. Anal account
d for allowance by Howard O.
xecutor.
E SARAH J THOMAS, late of
, deceased.
First and Final
presented for allowance by
D Anderson, Executrix
L STETSON late of Thom
leeeased. Will and Petition for
thereof asking that the same
proved and allowed and that
Testamentary Issue to Karl
on of Thomaston, he being the
named therein, without bond.
TE LEROY J. BENNER, late of
hip. deceased
First and Final
pre-ented for allowance by
Benner. Administratrix,
ire HUBERT O. GRANT, late of
Haven, deceased
Petition for
ice filed by Gertrude M Grant
th Haven, widow
TE JOHN W LUNDBORN OthLundbom. otherwise Hannan.
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition
nlnlstratlon by Frank H. Ingra
Rockland a-king that he, as
Administrator for Knox County,
olnted wPh bond, to admlnlson said es ate.
iTE OLIVER J HAMLIN, late of
id. deceased
Petition for Adation asking that Oliver R.
of Rockland or some other
person, be appointed adminwith bond.
ATE nnrjVEY I. THOMPSON
Rockland, deceased
First and
Account presented for allowance
en N Thompson. Executrix,
ess. HARRY E WILBUR Esquire,
of Probate Court for Knox Counrkland. Maine.
st:

Pan* Seven

She Won A Medal
The Garden Club
Henry Warren Maddocks, Jr., in
Mr. and Mrs Norman Hough
fant son of H. Warren Maddocks
This And That
Schleiter of 461 West Main street,
and Marjorie Maddocks died at
Meriden, Conn., announce the marthe Eastern Maine General Hos
r.age of their daughter. Barbara Members Hear About the
pital in Bangor, June 25. He was
Hough Schleiter, to Paul Weidig
Flowers of China and
born in Rockland. June 1. Com
Horeyseck, son of Mr. and Mrs. [
mittal services were held Tuesday,
Frank Horeyseck of Rockland. Sat
Wild Berries
at Grove Cemetery, the Rlev Fred
urday, June 22 at 11 a. m.
Sidney Farrington who has been erick D Hayes of the First Church
The ceremony was performed in
This is tne season of the year
The Rockland Garden Club met
when Summer visitors arrive, and a surgical patient at Knox Hospital officiating.
the parsonage of the Baptist j Tuesday afternoon at the home of
we want their names for our social the past three weeks, is convalesChurch by Rev. W V. Allen, pastor
column. If you do not think it of cin at his home. 68 Camden street.
in Meriden, Conn. The sister of the . Mrs. Ida Dondis. with about 35
Miss Betty Dolliver, whose marsufficient importancce please re
bride. Mrs. James William Maskell, | members and guests present, for
ria^fe to James Economy will be an
member that your guests like their
Jr
, of Meriden was maid of honor; i one of the most interesting meet
event
of
the
near
future,
was
guest
By K. S. F.
Chaplain Class will hold a banfriends to know they are in town
and Booth G. Leavitt of Quaker ings of the season,.
of
honor
at
a
surprise
bridal
show

Please write to The Courier-Ga ‘ q.ief Tuesday at 6.15 p. m.. at er Wednesday night at the home of
After the short business session
Hill, iCon.n., was best man.
; VZi ham s Lobster Pound. Members
The bride wore corday lace over at which six new members were
zette or phone 770.
Mrs.
Robert
Gregory.
Those
par| wi.* lung transportation call 1013-R
Anyone bothered with rats and black with black accessories. Her welcomed, the program was pre
After the banquet all are invited ticipating were Mrs. Lincoln Mc
!
music,
skunks or other animals bridesmaid wore white eyelet over sented by Mrs Frank Carsley, Pro
Capt. John Kinney of Melrose to *nend a social evening with Mr. Rae Jr., Mrs. George Stapdes, Mrs
around the home, send 50 cents-to black with black and white acces gram Chairman.
Robert
Jones,
Mrs.
Alvin
Perry.
Highlands, Mass., who has been i and Mrs Joshua N Southard at
the Rose Mfg Co. of 'Beacon. N. Y , sories.
Mrs. H W. (Flagg, of Thomaston,
Joan Look, Joyce Mitchell Louise
.visiting friends in this city and 1 “SI ore Land.”
for a can of "Fume-Ogen,” and they
Paul Horeyseck is a graduate of told of her life in China as the
Smith,
Georgia
Stevens,
Gloria
*v rinity has returned home.
, will be amply repaid. It is a pow Rockland High School, also of tne only white woman, for miles around,
Witham, Ruth Robinson, Mary Lou
der and harmless to pets. Simply University of Maine. He was a where Dr. Gordon Seagrave, of
i Miss Marion Weidman of Rock Duff,
Ruth
MaMahon..
Betty'
scatter around where the pests go member of Kappa Sigma and Tan “Burma 'Surgeon" fame, was one of
Mrs. Hugh A. Bain of Riverside, port will entertain the Educational Holmes, Christine Newhall, Betty '
I and the odor will drive them away. Beta Phi fraternities at U. of M.i her neighbors. Her interest in
Salif., is expected to arrive in Rock Club Friday July 12 from 3 p. m to O’Brien, Sylvia Adams. Ellie Lou
! This comes from my most thought He is now employed by Robert i “The Flowers of China.” although
land today and will be a guest at the 8 p. m. Afternoon, will include Leighton Virginia Farrell, and!
ful friend. Mrs. Fred S. True.
not shared by her Chinese neigh
J Gair Inc., New London, Conn.
memory gems and current events Elaine Poust.
Copper Kettle.
given by members, also a spelling
The couple will reside at 38 bors. was greatly appreciated, by
Rocckland audience. In a very
match. Evening speaker to be anSelected by vote of pupils and
Olie (at the newly installed phono 1 Natneaug avenue New London, her
Miss Bobby Ober of New York
Mrs. Catherine and family leave ,nouncea.
pleasing, informal manner. she
Conn.
teachers
of
the
Eighth
Grade,
Jun

“
Aye
want
to
talk
wid
my
wife.'
’
is guest of Miss Eleanor Porter, ior High School, Claire M. BrickSunday for a motor trip to Massa
transported her listeners to the
Central: “Number please?"
Camden street for the week.
chusetts and Connecticut, and will
land which has only two seasons,
ley
has
been
awarded
the
D.
A.
IR.
The
Navy
relinquished
its
last
held
1
Olie: “She bane just my second.”
Miss Carol B Sission of Elliot,
visit Mrs. Libby’s sisters. Mrs.
Good
Citizenship
medal.
This
dis: on the Rockland Municipal Airport where orchids grow in profusion
* * ft *
Anthony Ford fwho accompanies is a guest of her grandparents, Mr.
Miss Helen McIntosh entertained ’ tinctive honor is based on the
I at Ash Point Tuesday when the last j without cultivation,.
them home) and Mrs. Wells Clarke and Mrs. Alfred E. Johnson, of In at her home. Old County road. Sun. ■qualities of dependability, service,
Furniture making is a rather com of the station personnel were transMrs. Flagg was followed on the
of Westfield; Mass. Mrs Libby is graham Hill.
day, hei guests were: Mr. and Mrs. ! leadership and patriotism. Miss mon occupation of the mountain j ferred by official orders. Civilian program by Mrs. Nathum Brewer of
—•----on vacation from Van Baalen,
Frank Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac I Brickley, who is the daughter of men of our land Some also make employes of the Navy also complet Boothbay Harbor, whose paper,
Heilbrun, Inc.
Charles C. Libby has arrived I Stinson. Harry Johnson, of Swan’s j Mr. and iMrs. Albert J. Brickley, of their own, farm tools such as plows; ed the transfer of government sur “Wild (Berries I Have Known, was
from Florida where he is a student : Island, Mr and Mrs. Merton ' 38 Spring street, received the also baskets, barrels and many use plus equipment at the field, leaving very wel prepared and charmingly
at
the University of Miami, and r Staples of New Castle. Mr. and ■ presentation June 12 from IMrs ful things. Thus they save money that equipment which the city and read. The paper was a mine of in
SPENCER SUPPORTS
formation on our native berries
|
will
spend the Summer vacation Mrs. Clayton Staples and daughter J Harold Karl. Regent of Lady Knox in the off days.
WRITE OR CALI
the airport operators had requested and contained amusing references
with his mother Mrs. Catherine Andrea of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs ■Chapter, DAJt.
* * I* *
i
for their use in the operation of to personal experiences, as well as
MRS. ETHEL G. CUSHING Libby of 20 Oak street. He was ac George Lowell of Portland, Mr. and
An
English
prisoner
of
war
re

>1 ELLIOT ST.,
THOMASTON
the field as a municipal airport.
short poems relating to her subject.
companied from Westfield, Mass., Mrs. Henry Ladd, Mrs. Nellie
Mrs. William Bragg is a patient at patriated via ICdessa tells of meet
TEL. 7
Stinson,
Mrs.
Alma
Stinson,
Mrs.
by
his
aunt,
Mrs.
Anthony
Ford,
Miles
Memorial
Hospital.
Damarising a (Russian officer who spoke
Appointments at the home nr at
Mrs. Harold Ledien has been the
MRS. C. M. RICHARDSON
who is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Eva Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey ! cotta
perfect English. So proud indeed guest of Miss Ellen Cochran the ,
above address.
Lowell
and
son
Howard,
all
of
Libby
and
Mrs.
Etta
Tribou.
Mrs.
Caroline Rogers Richardson,
was the Russian of his English that past week. Friday they were joined
60*F-56
Rockland.
wife of former Mayor Charles
Stanley Murch of Norway is guest he kept correcting the Englishman’s by Mrs. Helen McIntire cf Lexing 72,
M Richardson, died this morning.
lor several days of Mrs. Walter native speech.
ton, Mass. They will accompany : Funeral services will be held from
Leroy A. Benner, BM3r who re Dimick and family.
At
last
the
(Englishman
got
fed
Miss Cochran to Bluehill where she the Burpee Funeral Home Sunday
cently returned from a trfti to China
up and said: “All right, I may be will spend the Summer.
at 3 o’clock with Harold Spear of
cn the ship ‘ Cape Johmson” re
RAND SMITH
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Shaw of wrong. But you are talking capi
First Church of Christ Scien
turned to San Francisco, Monday by East
talist
English
—
I
talk
working
class
John St. Martin of Bath is spend- ' the
Orange, N. J., are here visit
tist
officiating.
Burial will be in
Just returned from eighteen months world tour for
plane, after a week’s visit with his ing with relatives and friends.
English.”
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. , Achorn cemetery.
* » yt «
wife,
Madelyn
Benner,
Crescent
Edward Cox, South Main street.
U.S.O. Camp Shows.
The deceased is survived by her
street.
Capt. Pat Sweeney of Sailors
I have just been told that a news
husband; a daughter, Mrs Walter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Bain
Snow
of
WILL TEACH VOICE
Snug Harbor is visiting friends in paper editor uses for heading his
Bird of Newton Center, Mass., a
Four generations gathered recent the city.
editorial page, “This and That” for Braintree, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. i grand-daughter. Miss Carol Ann
On Saturdays Beginning July 6
ly at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
his suggestion of attention. TMe Richard C. Hanson cf Wollaston, Wolcott of Cranby, Conn... and
IN ROCKLAND
Harold Page of Edgecomb when Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ramsdell paper is published in Birmingham, Mass., arrive tonight to spend the three sisters, Mrs Leta Strong of
week-end with their parents, Capt.
■ and Mrs. Warren A. Staples of O’Neill motored Tuesday from Mich.
Mrs. Annie Marcoux of
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO MR. SMITH
and Mrs. John I. Snow to help them Waterville,
i Swan's Island visited their daugh Georgetown, Conn., to spend their
Waterville and Mrs Lena Malige
Care of The Courier-Gazette
celebrate
their
50h
wedding
anni

ter, Mrs. Cora B. Page. In the group honeymoon with Mr. O'Neill's
of Lawrence, Mass.
Andrew Carnegie, talking to a
i were Harold Page. Jr. and his 14- grandmother, Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell, young lady on,e day, forgot mun versary at a family party at their
51-54
She was the former Caroline
months old daughter. Patricia Ann. Ingraham Hill.
dane affairs of busness long enough cottage on the South shore. Also Rogers of Waterville. She was
to converse briefly on the subject Mr. and Mrs. Elon B. Gillchrest of : born at Orono and later moved to
Portland will be their guests fcr the Waterville with her parents. Annie
of romance.
and Joseph Rogers.
“Never marry your first love,” the week-end.
steel magnate advised, “for if you
Dr. and Mrs John Smith Lowe
do. you will rob yourself of one of go Sunday afternoon to their
SOUTH HOPE
the most cherished illusions of life. Round Pond Summer home where ,
You cannot then say, “Oh, if it had on July 7 Dr. Lowe begins his 18th , 1st Lt. Ann Hart of Fort Meyer
CLOSED WED. P. M.
has received honorable dis
HOOVER CLEANERS
only been, Tom, how different things season as the Summer pastor of the 1 Va„
charge
from the Army Nurse Corps
Shop
In
the
A.
M.
would have been."
Sales and Service
Little Brown Church.
j and is new cn terminal leave at her
* » |» *
i
home here.
A family living in a suburb, find
ing the usual notice on the gate
ineffective in discouraging hawkers
TREE OWNERS
and canvassers, replaced them with
the following one:
SURRY THEATRE
For competent advice on Prun
“Beware of the Agapanthus!
If
ing, Spraying, Feeding, Surgery
attacked, do rot run, but walk slow
ly backwards.”
and Planting call
Charles O. Carey Presents
Reported 100 percent efficient.

iane Spurling, daughter of
Mrs. Percy Spurting has
Camp •'l aughing Tioon” in
terboro fcr two weeks.

WTLLIS R

Cockiand Coui ier-Garctte, Friday, June 23, 1946

Tuwday-Frktay

★ Soft-draping, like chintz fabrics.
★ Hemmed and headed — with Tiebacks.

ROBARTS TREE AND
LANDSCAPE SERVICE
M. F. ROBARTS
PHONE CAMDEN 785

JULY 1 THROUGH

6

“CLAUDIA”

NOTICE!
Oak Laths, Runners, Sills
and Yokes For Sale

Rose Franken’s gay comedy
Eve. 8.40, Matinee Friday 2.30

F G. SUKEFORTH

BCRKFTTVILLF, ME.
TEL. WASHINGTON, 9-26
or

Five miles from Ellsworth

On the Blue Hill Road

BONITA GRANVILLE

ROBERT STEWART

Tickets $3.40, $1.80. $1.20, 90c

BEULAH BONDI • EOWMD MN,
RAI WALBURH • BILLIE BURKE
ZASU PUIS _HEDDA HOPPER

355 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL 995-J

Phone Ellsworth 154W6

46*47

ANDY RUSSELL k h M^T

Vg 11 H t Mg < • -Ittr.

NEWTA'HDEN'THEATRE
CAM DEN

PHONE

2519

f

id

lii titf Slithtt

KINS COLE TRIO
SUX.-MON.-TVt8.-WEO.

SATURDAY, JUNE 29
190 REASONS TO BE PRESENT

69
per

SPIKE IONES

, s

MAT. DAILY AT 2.00, SUN. AT 3.00, EVENINGS FROM 7.00

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

MfflD Bill

Note Time of Shows

Sunda z

EUIOTT

XJO. 6.90. 8.30

pair

M m.- rues.-Wtd.

—-

fWf

•t oo. 6.15. 8.39

HSUHTtD
mm

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Blue,

BY POPULAR DEMAND

BING CROSBY
INGRID BERGMAN

B0B8Y
ALICE FLEMING
end

Serial—News
3 CARTOONS

IN

rtWT STEWirt IUSSRI WSM

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

SUNDAY and MONDAY

PARCHMENT SHADE

NEXT WEEK

■ ROCKLAND

yards long.

it 5 decorator color background
Rose, Gold, Green, Eggshell.

With John Malcolm

In Business 14 Years In Camden
56*54

PARK

★ 58 inches wide to the pair; 2^

“BLITHE SPIRIT”

“THE BELLS OF

Chapter No. 8

TABLE LAMPS

BRUCE

•ROYAL MTD. RIDES AGAIN”

ST. MARYAS”

Slashing his way to your heart...

THE SON OF

'"MAP OF MAINE"

ROBIN
HOOD!

Bronze with Marble Base
Shows toast line, islands and 11 different cities and towns

SUNDAY and MONDAY, JUNE 30.

-L-,

inch Clip On Style

$1.49

HURRICANE

Marble Base with Painted

>.

$7.98
a

Porowioont present*

9.30

Special Kiddies Morning
Show

2—HOURS—2

CORNEL WILDE

Of Cartoons and Comedies.

Star ot "A Song to ttomember"
_ »•< Ttensaod aitf Oft NtgfJts'*

Children 20c; Adults 36c

Children’s Tickets now on sale at
cj

Box Office.

EKWOOD

Frosted Glass Shade.

i

C91UMBU OUWS
ertstnts

Bandit

12 Inch Bridge Style

ADD 10c MAILING CHARGES

whan the bdde put» the groerrt ever
the juropv In the moddett, merrieW
inotiinieniiot iraeplerhwte nf oltl

•I

LAMPS

$1.89

TUESDAY MORNING

ir$ MARRIAGE AT ITS RACIEST...

$9.25
8

JULV 1

FOREST
Tiirp of Shows
Sunday Jh w continuous be
ginning al 3.00 P. M.
Monday Shows,
2.00, 6.45, 8.45

PATRIC
KNOWLES
Peogy Wood

STftAM
TEL. 802

ROCKLAND

Rockland Courier-GazeRe, Friday, June 28.1946

Paje Eigffl

Have Long Been Wed

URCHES
At the First Baptist Church the
men's and women s prayer groups
Will meet at 10.15.
In the 10.30
service the choir will sing, and the
pastor, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
will bring a message from God’s
Word. The Church School will
meet at 12 with classes for all
ages Both the Christian Rndeavor
meeting at 6.15, and the evening
service at 7 30 will be led by a group
lrom the Providence Bible Im.sutute called Veterans’ Voices of Vic
tory. There will be special music
stimulating testimonies, and a
message by Rev. J. Charles Stearns,
former missionary and cnaplain.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. Pack
ard Married In ’91 — A
Joyous Observance

Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, services
fcr the second Sunday after Trinity
will be: Hcly Communion at St.
John's. Thcmaston, 8 a. m.; Parish
Mass and sermon 9.30 Vespers at
St George’s. Ixmg Cove at 7 p. m.

MacDonald Class
_

...

„

Flfty-TWO Were Present At

the Recent Annual
Meeting

A BIG MAN FOR A BIG TASK

Fifty-flve years of wedded life
was observed Sunday by Mr. and
Mrs Leslie A. Packard at their
East iWarren home with a jolly
group of friends and relatives in
to hep the celebration. Candy, ice
cream and fixings were served bj
Mrs. Vesper Packard and Mrs
Herbert Mank with a handsome me
mento of cut flowers dressing the
table gitt cf the Brotherhood Bible
Class of the F rst Baptist Church
of Rocxland.
Among the guests were Rev. and
Mrs. Sidney Packard Mr. and Mrs
Horace Coombs, Mr. and Mrs
Herbert Mank, Mr. and Mrs. Almci
Packard. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Glover. Mr. and Mrs. Perley Sim
mons, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Packard with children Jane and Janet
and Mr and Mrs. Vesper Packard
Vesper being the only sen of the
honored couple. Especially enjoy
able to the company was the fact
that it was Rev. Sidney Packard
who 55 years ago tied the marital
knot which has lasted so well.

The annual meeting of MacDonaid Class was held with 52 members
At Pratt Memoriul Methodist
Church Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead, and guests present. Supper was
pastor, will conduct the morning served under the chairmanship of
worship Sunday at 10.45 when i Mrs. Kathleen Harriman and Mrs.
Chaplain Corwin Olds will be the Harriet lEmery.
speaker Dr. Olds will take as his
Floral decorations and a huge
subject, “Religious Impacts trom centerpiece cf garden flowers made
the Wider World.’’ Mrs Thelma
dining room most attrac
Stanley will be tlie soloist. Church the
tive.. Miss Jeanette Stahl acted as
School will meet at noon.
The toastmaster presenting the offl.ers
Boy Scouts will meet Monday at and
teacher. Mrs. Brawn, each mak
7.30 p m. The prayer meeting at
ing
a
short speech.
SPRUCE HEAD
7.30 p. m. Tuesday will be followed
Mrs.
Harriet Emery gave a
Norman, Hatch, daughter Martina
by a meeting of tlie olfleial Board.
brief resume cf the financial work and son Larry, and Mr. and Mrs
♦ * * *
done during the year and the dif Raymond Hatch, all of Saugus
•Christian Science” Is the sub ferent miss ons and Christian or
ject of the Lesson-Sermon that will ganizations to which liberal sums Mass., are at the Hatch home where
they will reside permanently. Miss
be read in all Churches of Christ, of money had been sent.
Martina Hatch will return home
Scientist on June 30. Tlie Golden
Miss Stahl then presented the next week to complete a nursing
Text is: ”Ho» every one that thirst- following program which was en course.
eth, come ye to the waters, and he joyed by everyone present: Vocal
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained
that hath no money; come ye, buy, solos, Gene Jellison of Thomaston; Sunday at her home here. Her
and eat; yea. come, buy wine and piano solo Grace Paulsen of Thom guests were Mr and Mrs. Parker
milk without money and without aston; group singing, led by Miss McKellar and son, Robert, Charles
price.” (Isaiah 56:1).
Stahl; piano solo, Miss Charlotte McKellar and Mrs. Effie Gardner
♦ * * •
Cook; class song, ’‘Are Ye Able,” all of Warren,
Rev. Cuprtis L. Stanley will entire group; closing prayer Mr.
Mrs. Jennie Cleveland of Camden
is spending the week at her cottage
preach at 3 and at 7.30 p. m Sun MacDonald.
here.
day at the Nazarene Church with
Mrs. Lillian Van Wert and
an evangelistic theme at 7 30
“Just The Beginning daughter, Mrs. Mildred Everett of
Church School will meet at 1.30.
New York were business visitors
• * ♦ •
here
several days.
‘■The Cross and Substitution” will
Mrs. Grace York entertained
be the subject of the sermon by the First Fruits of City Manager
Tuesday night at bridge in her new
pastor, Rev. C Wendell Wilson at
Government,
As
Seen
By
home. Her guests were Mrs. Mar
10.30 at the Littlefield Memorial
garet
Tinnev, Mrs. Callie Rackliff
Baptist Church. Special music will
Judge Pike
and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey. Mrs
include a selection by the choir.
Rackliff recceived a birthday gift
Sunday School follows at 11.46 w th Editor
rp. of The Courier-Gazette;
, ..
, — , and Mrs. York a pin-up lamp.
The
valuation
of
the
real
and
Lunch
was
P /
classes for all ages. At 6 o'clock the
Yeung People s meeting Mr. Wilson personal estate of the City under
„.
1V
,
Nancy, Bobby and Ellene ___
Singer
will speak on “The Man Who Comes ,
‘ast administration was $351,- Qf‘porUamTare visitinT’thei/aurit.
Short of Success” at 7.15. The i 315 09 and the tax rate was 49 mills. Mrs Irvi
McLeod
Young People’s Choir will sing. Mid- (\ear ,^le valuati°n'js
I Mrs. L. C. Elwell is employed at
an increase
of_ ■"'J**"""
$40,437 99.1 "V^dEe Inn
week prayer meeting Tuesday night 437.99.
_
2
"
^K eaand
Ke lnn
at 7.30 Gordon College expansion Yet in face of more than $40000 KoMr.
Mrs, Harvey Miller and
increased
valuation,
the
tax
rate
fund campaign will be discussed.
two children of Quincy, Mass . Were
has
soared
this
year
to
53
mills.
Daily Vacation (Bible School Mon
-week-end guests of Mrs. Miller's
day through Fr day 9 a. in. to 11.45 Had it not been for the additional parents, Mr. an.d Mrs. L. R Tinney
a. m. with a program and exhibit valuation, this year’s tax rate at their cottage. Lindenhurst.
Mrs. Robert Burch and two chllFriday night July 5th at 7.03. Par would have been, about six mills
U f
'dren have been visiting Mrs. Marents and friends are cordially in m?rewara»Hlafb?e?rt
i \
i
e/S before he cia Haskell at her new home in
vited.
last election of what was coming Rnpkinnri
* # * *
under the New City Charter. They
Mrs Robert Wood of wn
It will be the last service before
‘
L
N
°
W
they
can
pay
and
Corner
was guest Tuesday of her
the Summer vacation at the Uni pay and pay.
daughter,
Mrs. Donald York
versal st Church Sunday morning
Sorry, but I told you so.
Mrs. Fred Batty. Sr., was in
at 10.40 with communion.
Dr.
This is just the beginning.
Lowe’s brief address will be on “The j “You hain't seen anything yet.” town Wednesday, calling on friends
and relatives.
Affection of Jesus” and will precede J
Elisha W. Pike.
the communion service.
♦ * * •
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
GROSS NECK
tg Of) q vear
St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) i
Mrs. Matilda Eugley, Mrs Arthur
Poland, son Robert and Mrs. Ir
vine Genthner of West Waldoboro
were vistors the past week in Bath,
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad
Cove was guest the past week of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons,
j Elroy Gross, Jr., of Belfast is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. El
dora Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons Ol
North Waldoboro were visitors Sun
day at the home of their parents,
Mr and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Milton Eugley of West Waldoboro
I called Monday on his grandmother,
I Mrs. Matilda Eugley.

WED.
JULY

Haymond II. Fogler, native of Kcckport. heads committee which will raise
$750,000 for University of Maine War Memorial.

University of Main alumni have provide, and because of it-s import
decided to memorialize the 170 ance to the entire student life of
alumni and former students of the the University.
University who died in World War | The need for a student Union
II, and to pay tribute to all who was first suggested in 1918 when a
were in the Armed forces, by student group presented the Uni
raising $750 000 which will be used versity with a small sum of money
to ere^t a Union Building on the with which to start a Union BuildUniversity campus.
In making irg Fund. The alumni committee
this announcement, Robert F. which recommended the Union
Thurrell, of East Wolfboro, N. H , Building as a memorial was com
president of the General Alumni posed of the following alumni: R
Association, stated that Raymond H. Fogler '15, New York City,
H. Fogler of New York, had ac Chairman; H. E Sutton '09, Bos
cepted the chairmanship of the ton; June Kelley ’12, Norwood
Union Building Fund Committee. I Mass.; A. T. Littlefield ’21 Augusta;
which will be responsible for rais G E. Lord *24, Orono; W. E. Daley
ing the funds. Although no date 30, Portland; Lt. (j. g.) Natalie
has yet been established for the Nason. 38, Davisville. R I.; tR. E
campaign, it is anticipated that it Berry '41, Livermore Falls; Mary
will be conducted during the late Billings ’44. Wellesley, Mass. The
Winter and Spring of 1947
recommendation of the committiee
Latest figures show that 3882 | was approved by the General
University of Maine men and Alumni Association and at the re
women served in the Armed Forces cent annual meeting a campaign
of the United States or Canada in goal of $750,000 was established.
Mr. Fogler who is to serve as
World War II. Of this number 170
gave their lives, with two others chairman of the fund raising com
still* listed as missing in action. mittee, has leng been prominent in
The percentage of loss of Universi alumni and Univers ty affairs. A
ty of Maine men, is believed to be native of Rockport, Fogler formerly
one of the highest of any college in served as president of Montgomery
the country.
Ward Company, and is now presi
The decision to erect a Union dent of W. T. Grant Company of
Building as a memorial, came as a New York In recognition of his
result of a careful survey of the business achievements the Univer
needs of the University which was sity conferred an honorary degree
made by an alumni committee. A upon him in 1939.
He is a past president of the
Union Building was considered to
be the greatest need and most ap General Alumni Asociation of the
propriate memorial because of the University and is now a member of
facilities which this building will the Alumni Council and president

TuSsday-FrfiteV

“Voices Of Victory”

Flight School Open

Gospel Team To Be Heard Hugo Lehtinen Is Receiving
Pupils At Ash Point
in First Baptist Church
Airport
Sunday Night
------I
The Gospel team “Veterans J
Voices of Victory’ composed of
faculty and studen.s from Provi- |
dence Bible (Institute will conduct a
special meeting Sunday at 7.30
p. in , in the First Baptist Church.
There will be unusual testimonies
by three veterans: Staff Sergeant
Carl
Burke, Sergeant Donald
Brown, and Staff Sergeant Gordon
Smith. There will be special music
b.v Ray Crowell, a member of the
Music Faculty of the Institute. Mr.
Crowell will also lead the congrega
tional singing.
The message will be brought by
Rev. U. Charles Sterne, Director of
the Missionary Department. Rev.
Mr. Sterne was born in Essex. Eng
land and went with his parents to
South Africa as a child. During
World War I he served with the
South African Medical Corps and
it was while in the service that he
felt the call to become a preacher
After studying for the ministry
for two years under 'the Baptist
Union of South Africa, during
which time he acted as a student
pastor, lie came to this country and
studied for another year at Moody
Bible Institute before taking a
final two years intensive course at
the Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Chicago.
Later he returned to South Afri
ca and became pastor of a Baptist
Church in [Pretoria where his con
gregation included several Cabinet
members and other high ranking
government officials
During World War II he again
served his country and became
Senior Chaplain of the British
forces in South Africa. He wears
the Kings Coronation Medal for
distinguished service. Following the
war he was called to the Providence
Bible Institute where he is Head of
tlie Missionary Department.
He has preached in strange
places and his experience in dif
ferent (countries and upon ‘the high
eas and with all types of men has
given him a keen insight into
human character and practical,
smpathetic understanding of the
problems of men. He is a quiet
but forceful preacher.
His preaching never fails to cap
ture his hearers, revealing as it
does an understanding coupled
with the dynamic and spiritual ap
peal.
He is an uncompromising
evangelical and his messages are
packed with interest as he draws
upon his wide experiences and il
lustrates spiritual truth.
All who attend this meeting are
assured of the unusual in message,
song, and testimony of the keeping
power of God.
of the University of Maine Founda
tion. He was special gifts chair
man in the highly successful Li
brary Fund Campaign, which was
conducted by alumni in 1940 on, the
occasion of the celebration of the
75th anniversary of the founding of
the University. In recognition, of
his many and valued services to
the General Alumni Asociation he
was awarded the Alumni Service
Emblem. He is in proces of creat
ing the organization, which is to be
responsible for conducting the
campaign.

Subcribe to The

Hugo Lehtinen, former operator
of the Breadway airport in Rockland
who has been flying for the Army
Transportation Corps for the past
four years as pilot, has opened a
school of flight instruction at the
Rcckland Municipal Airport, Ash
Point.
Tlie new firm, which will give in
struction, fly charter trips and
sightseeing trips, also is agent for
the Luscombe S lvaire plane and
will maintain sales and service for
that plane. A general aircraft

maintenance and repair service will
,bc operated.
Partners in the venture, which is
known as the Progressive Flying &.
Maintenance Company, Inc., are
four other GIs along w.th Lehtinen:
George Cavic of Bedford Mass;
George White of Norfolk. Va.;
George Curstis cf Ipswich. Mass,
and William Cromwell. The last
five men were members of a Coast
Guard PBY crew in Greenland
i dur ng the war. flying anti-sub and
convoy patrol from Greenland to
Iceland. The Three Georges were
aviation machinists mates, first
class, while Cromwell was an avia
tion radioman first class.
They are making preparations for
Ol flight training and the estab
lishment of a government recog
nized school for such training in
the near future.

EXCELLENT WAGES
TO

LAUNDRY WORKERS
We will pay excellent wages to women working
on presses, piece work. Bonus to night workers, on
the shift we are just starting, 5 o’clock to 10.30
or 11.00 P. M.
PHONE 835 OR CALL AT

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TRAVEL BY AIR
Fast Charter Service and Airline Connections
To Any Part of the Country by experienced Pilots.
Also flight instruction and airplane rentals.
PENOBSCOT FLYING SERVICE,

Broadway and Holmes Streets, Rockland, Me.
TEL. ROCKLAND 781
48-tf

HERE IS YOUR NEW

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
“FARMALL”

TRACTOR AND FARM MACHINERY
HEADQUARTERS FOR

KNOX-LINCOLN AND WALDO COUNTIES
PARTS—ACCESSORIES—SERVICE
ALSO

HOME APPLIANCES

FROZEN FOOD CABINETS
KOHLER LIGHTING PLANTS

RADIOS AND OIL HEATERS

COMPLETE LINE OF FARM EQUIPMENT

TRI - COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT Cf).

1

116 PARK ST.

KtMKI.AN.il

TEI..
TEL.12KK-M
1288-MV

Courier-Gazette

42Ftf

$3 00 a vear

ROCKLAND TROTTING PARK
Free Parking Space For Thousands Of Cars

FLATT FT? IHGMAKEUP
We invite you to come in and get acquainted . . . whatever YOUR
sport or game may be. you’ll find everything you need in our eoniplt te sporting Goods Department.

USE MARY KING'
BEAUTY AIDS '

i/

Compliment* on your
complexion come quick
ly when you use
Mary King beauty
aid*. Ask your Watkin* Dealer to
demonstrate
the complete
line. Why pay more when quality
is un»urpa*»ed.

BIGEEST

GRANOEST ANO MOST
ASTOONOING SENSATIONS EVER ASSEMBLED'

your Walklni Dealer
R. R. LOGEE
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.
Tel. (Rockland) 163-M

CHAMPION AERIALISTS,
ACROBATS AND EQUILIBRISTS
CONGRESS OF CLOWNS—THRILL
ING RACES—50 MUSICIANS—ACRES
OF TENTS. 5000 SEATS

SIQIIOOS ENTHRALLING

5O-F-52

I 1 flECTl BEWIlBfllNfi &

ISTIFENOOHS SPECTACLE LA

lILOl A

0VERNNELM1NG |

J

tf

FISHING TACKLE
Complete outfit of quality

Includes good
fine reel.

THE WORLD'S

Central School of

NEWEST BIG SHOW
THE WORLD'S

Hairdressing and

GREATEST CIRCUS

“live”

rod,

INSECT
REPELLENT

50-ft. silk line,

lead, float, and 3 super fine
hooks with attached lead

ers.

FINEST ZOO—250

It's Here!

tackle for your fishing trip!

it's

JUNGLE
TESTED
PREVENTS INSECT BITES

Beauty Culture

Any way you picture it, you’ll agree that dollar for dollar,
Curtis shoes offer you more for your money. There s plenty of
dash in their styling, plenty of buoyant, freedom-loving com
fort. Four generations of shoe craftsmen have seen to that. And
for longet pleasure-giving wear, try the famous flexible BurlyFlex Shoes — exclusive with cur us.

CURTIS

SIZES 6 TO 12—A TO EEE

IS

CURTIS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $7.85 ‘o $8.95

NOW FORMING

CLASSES
July 8th, and after
Early application ls advised as
our first classes will be limited

GLEAMING AND GLITTERING WITHG0LDAND
WONDROUS SURPRISES FOR YOUNG AND OLD
DAY OF DAYS

REMEMBER THIS:

L**Atf forward te with longing by the
children and grewn-up*. The eventful
day that delights, entertain* and In
struct*. refreshes and relieve* frem
th* tedium ef tall. The on* best ballday dawns with the Great KING
BROTHERS CIRCUS DAY.

Claan and wholesome entertainment
la the platform upon which these famen* brother* stand. Indeed they
have seta pace te be found with nd
ether drew* to America's history.

Kit with course

TACKLE BOX
Raked enamel finish seamless
“can't leak" tackle box. Light
weight, strong.

DRY FLIES
New flies that git the fish!
Hair wing, Bass Assortment,
dressed on straight, perfect
hooks.

Piatt’s Salmon and Trout streamers. Eagle River Bass Hies.

JARMAN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $7.85»° $8.95
ETOMIC ARCH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $8.85
YORKTOWN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $6.85
WALKMORE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $5.00
Men’s and Boys’ Work andDress Shoes

Call or write for booklet

89 CapitolStreet

HARDWARE. SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

AUGUSTA, MAINE

TWICE DAILY-2 L8P.M.
DOORS OPEN land 7P.M.

Evelyn M.

01-52

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II

Ba it ler. Director

52-tf

509-513 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

QUALITY SHOESHOP
310 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TufcBsy-FrW
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City Hospital which in 1930 be
came known as Wilkes-Barre Gen
eral Hospital
Comes Elmer E. Mathews, Formerly associated in a man
capacity with several lead
Retired Administrator of agerial
ing exclusive hotels, Mr. Mathews
saw the local institution develop in
fc Wilkes-Barre Hospital
j
the past three decades into the
New developments in medical $3.000 000 institution it is today.
Marked among some of the im
science, improvements in clinic and
provements in the facilities of the
laboratory equipment, u»e of new Nurses Home in 1917 of fly rooms,
drugs, education in preventative and later In 1933 the erection of the
medicine, and most important of Taylor Memorial Home which proall, a better understanding by tbe vidert for individual rooms for
public of tbe facilities offered by student nurses, cias^ rooms and an
the modern hospital,, have tended to auditorium In 1923, a new service
making the hospital institution a w ng was erected nn the main build
deep-rooted influence on the health ing, hi using the laundry facilities
and general welfare of all cross- lee plant, dormatoies and commis
sections of community life. Still sary for employes which now immmore startling changes, brought ber over 300; the erection in 1923
about by the result of war-time re of an addit on to ihe private patient
search. open more thresholds for a building, doubling the bed capacity,
better and more healthful way of and in the same year, the construc
living.
tion of an 8-story building housing
These are the opinions of Elmer E private wards, pediatrics service and
Matthews, who officially retires as other general purposes.
administrator of Wilkes-Barre Gen
The local hospital, which at the
eral Hospital, after nearly thirty start of Mr. Matthews’ regime had
years of service as head of that in- an enrollment cf but 64 student
stitullon.
nurses now has an enrollment in
Mr. Matthews, who passes the , the Schoo! of Nursing of more than
helm of the local institution to Rob- ! 200. Mere than double the number
ert W Gloman, formerly superin- j of patients can be accommodated
tendent of Wyoming Valley Homeo- : at. the hospital, which now has 417
pathic Hospital, expressed utmost J beds as compared with 200 at the
confidence in his successor and ex- ' start of ttie last war.
tended farewell thanks to his as- ' "It is only through the eooperasoclates on the board and to the j tion of the community, and the
employes who shared with him the | realization that the hospital is a
burdens of carrying on the daily medical center for all rather than
work of the hospital in an efficient a privileged few, have these im
manner.
provements been made possible.
Mr Matthews, who with Mrs While the hospital receives mast of
Matthews, will leave the Wyoming its support from the State appro
Valley Monday for his native State priation, together with funds from
of Maine, where he intends to de the County Institutional Disriet,
vote a portion of his time to piloting Community Welfare Federation and
a sloop in coastal waters—hts father receipts from patients, it is still in
was a sea captain—came to Wilkes- great need of income from endow
Barre in 1917, as superintendent of ments and gifts of private individu-

Back To Rockport
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OUR PRIDE AND JOY,
Today’s Cherubs of Knox County, Tomorrow’s
Men and Women.
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INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

Marine Surpluses

Prof. Holden Thinks It Should History, Home Life and Personal Recollections Information Which Will In
Go Into Effect After Present
terest Veterans Who
By
SIDNEY
L.
WINSLOW
Think of Buying
Troubles Are Solved

There are groups of people who
Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
I have been, advised by Repre
say that for world peace it may be
sentative
John W McCormack and
necessary ultimately to have a
[
Representative Margaret Chase
World Federation, but that now,
Smith regarding the sale of surplus
!
and in the near future, all energies
maritime equipment. There is pub
,
lished monthly a booklet called
should be used to work with and
j
“Marine Surplus Seller," listing sur
through the United Nations to the
!
plus marine items and small unexclusion of the f ormation of a
1 documented boats up to 30 feet in
proposed constitution, for a Feder
length and valued at $400 or more.
ation of the World or for any other
The sales are handled through the
I federal consideration. So long as
Maritime Commission.
Sales of
large groups support those in au' undocument d l.oats. valued at less
, thority in that philosophy, it seems
than $400 are handled bv various
to me that it will be impossible to
held offices In ormation regarding
maintain peace and that it will
rowboats mav be had by contact, make inevitable tin. all-devastating
in,g the Maritime Settlement Sec
j World War Til.
tion Cffi e. Appraisers Store Build
I To date, little has been accom
ing, 408 Atlantic avenue, Boston.
plished bv the United Nations SeMass.
; curity Council in solving trouble
This material Is available to any
some problems because when any
plan, of solution is proposed the
llie Washington School Building, as it appeared when built This person as long as such material re
question presents itself "if this plan pieluie was taken from the top of the Vinalhaven Water f o i nanv’s mains in stock There is, however,
is ad. pted and another war comes standpipe. Carver's Pond and the California House appear in the hack- under section 16 of Surplus Property
Act of 1644 as amended, a clause
will my country be in a better or ground
,
■
defiling \eterans’ preferen?. Vet
worse position to win a war than
would have been the case if the
bi niV last Installment of Vinal- School District 'No 4; A P. Green. eran means anv person in thp ac
tive military or naval service of the
plan had not been adopted?’ Since haven history there appeared an Contractor for Said House.’'
United States during the present
Aw&fck ' 7■
they have no ultimate peace plan Prvor which j wish to correct I(
The building was constructed and war, or any person who served in
! in. view, preparation always must be
was stated that accepteil by the building committee the active service of the II. 6. on or
made for a probable or possible
when Emery Cal and the district’s needs at that after ISept. 16, 1940 and prior to
war.
derwood
taught time were adequately supplied but the termirm’ion of the,present war
I I think the effort should be made
schoo.l in the Mac as the population increased the and who has been discharged or
by the United Nations, or someNichol house, so building became overcrowded and released therefrom under honor
other group, to develop a proposed
constitution
for
a
Federation
of
the
called,
he had liLsome of the children were moved to able conditions
I iist low, left to right: Karen, Sandra, Sharon, daughters of Donald
A veteran meeting the specified
World
to
go
Into
effect
after
the
pupils,
but the I t he town hall which was then a
Leigh, Rickland; Barbara, Judith, Doiothy, daughters of Edward Clnlds, troubles now besetting them are
requirements, desiring to purchase
truth
is
that
he
church,
and
from
tfie
school
cornKoi kland
solved I believe that with such a
had 100 pupils , mittee s remarks in the Vinalhaven marine surplus items should apply
Sccrnd row, left to light: Leroy, John, Rodney, soils of Hazen Cook,
tentative constitution before them,
and
incidentally 1 Annual Town Report of Feb 17, to the nearest office of War Assets
T hon. as t tin; Horace. Jr., Edward, George, sons of Horace Grover, Rockland.
I Administration for a preference
so that they would know what the
it
may
be said I 1877, we have the following:
Thitd row, left to right- Childirn of Edmond Bodman, Rockland; ultimate peace plan is, the now
1 certificate. Upon presentation ot
that
he
was
only
j
"The
Primary
School
was
coinchildren of Jess Sleeper, South Thomaston.
troublesome problems could be
16 years old when | menced by Miss Josie E. Creed I credentials, the War Assets Ad
amicably solved to fit into the he taught this school.
| ,Mrs George G. Webster) but It ministration will send copies of the
pay for the average worker with peace plan. It is practically imposI also have recently learned that ' being so crowded, and the use of Veteran's preference certificate to
Racks Labor Cause
one dependent will be $23 95 in 1941 sible to solve them to fit into a the late Isaac Tolman was one ol the church tendered, 35 scholars the U. S. Maritime Commission,
dollars, a reduction of IOC from probable orpossible war plan since the first lor perhaps the first) to 1 were taken out and put under the Washington 25. ID C.
The Commission will advise tne
January of the same year. Between if a plan* is favorableto one nation teach in the little schoolhouse
on instruction of Miss Flora Green in
A Former Vinalhaven Man April 1945 and the Spring of 1946 it will be unfavorable to another Isle au Haut Mountain. Mr. Tol- the church, but shp being taken veteran as to the avaliabilty, com
total salaries and wages paid will nation which would expect to be man was the grandfather of Dr V sick at the end of two days, Miss plete description, and fixed prices
Presents Some Interesting decline
between $30,020,000 000 and on the opposite side in the event h Shields.
Letitia Dolham was employed to of desired Items. | Sale of this ma
35,000,000
000.
It
is
estimated
that
of
war.
Freeman
’
Roberts
tells
me
that
continue the school. Misses Creed terial will he frozen for 15 days,
Statistics
1946 profits after taxes of man.uthen a final constitution could
building which once stood on and Dolham are young ladies raised during which time ttie veteran may
faciurlng corporat.ons alonp will be drafted from the proposed conigj^g of our present day High in the schools of the district and mail this order to the U. S. Mari
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
There is a great deal said these be over $0 000,050.000, a figure stitution with amendments shown school Euilding, and which was Ihe High School and they did time Commission, Washington n c.
The nearest office for ttie Ro kdesirable by experience had since destroyed by fire in April, 1894, was themselves credit to the effort."
days about the unions and then- higTier than the war tune peak.'
The cost of your food has gone up the pioposed constitution was originally a one-story affair but
Just how long the children were land-Vin.alhaven area would be
apparent inability to stop to con
sider the results of their acts which 50'! while the cost of your cloth- formed. The final constitution was reconstructed and made into a quartered in the Town. Hall, I have War Assets Certifying Office, 142
leads the average person to believe ing has gone up another 53'” Dur- should be pla ed lor action before i^vo-story building witli a belfry in been unable to learn but is is quite High street, Portland 3, Me.
Steve Hamilton.
J that unions are generally irrespon ing the war your wages were held lJ|e various nations which have the 1333 The High School was first evident thathousing conditions of
fhe schools ’ had not greatly un
sible. But the men who make up at a 15% increase under what is will, purpose and determination to conducted in this building,
j
searched all the available proved during the years following
the union’s membership are wink known as the l ittle Steel Formula maintain peace in the world and
Has Modern Lights
ing men and women jjust like you It wasn’t until organized labor got ,o abide by the provisions of the records in vain, and have sought h we are to take the work of the
after this that an abusive measure Constitution.
information from many of oldest school supervisor which appeared
and your family are
Charles A. Holden, in the Man.- cjuzens, but have been unable to 'n the annual town report of Feb. 12,
Many of you living in areas was corrected
Great Transformation Has
where organized labor is not active
The Department of Commerce ch(e^r
Union Leader^
learn in jUst what year the white 1880, which is as follows:
», anu
.■, te”-s us that American
------ Corporation
—.---------IMr Holden is a retired Dart- schoolhouse, so called, was built.
"Our schoolhouses
---------- —
are .................
now, with
see labor unions,
and especially
Been Effected in High
their leaders in a ratherunjavor- in 55 months of warhaveacc-umumouth College professor whospends But as near as j can eStimate from perhaps one exception, in good reSchool Auditorium
able light. But actually
yourfated $52,000,000,000 in profits
after his Summers at Spruce Head -Ed.]
meagre information I have pair. District No 4 needs another
gleaned is that it probably was school room, one of good size and
problems and those that, the labor payment of taxes, which they dis- j
The new fluorescent lights have
constructed in the late 1860s or should provide one before the cornunions are fighting for are very tributed anmngest themselves as Appropriation Came
much alike.
stockholders, and the other half
early 1870s: I have learned, how- mencement of another term. I been installed in the auditorium of
ever that it was 'built under the trust the district will take such ac- the High School building by Albprt
You can’t tell me that none ol they kept in bulging corporation
you ever find fault with your work- treasuries. In “carry-back cred.is After Talkative Starling Had supervision of the late Alford P tion as may be necessary in the T Thurston, through the efforts of
premises and not oblige the teacher the Junior and Senior P. T A. As
J
Greene
ing conditions. I heard too many of *n taxes they accumulated another
The White school building was at and children to again imprison sociation, and by private donations
you gripe at town meeting to be- $30,020,006,000. It Is very well arAsked Gen. Lord a
The lights in the library are the
first occupied by the lower grades, themselves in such a den as that
lieve that. I have'heard, too, many ,ai1ged that a business enterprise
gift
of the class of 1946 Jeannette
Question
but
later
was
used
by
the
High
occupied
by
the
primary
departreturning veteran trying to get may call oh the U. S. Treasury to
School wh^ch utilized the entire ment during the last term.—®. H Gardner and Sherwin Sleeper were
started in the fishing Industry make up the differences that may
in charge ol selecting ihe class
Dr. William A. Mann, director of building bpt after .the destruction Lyford, Supervisor.’’
complain of the high prices of occur between post-war profits and
Also limn the school supervisors gift to the school. According to Mr.
equipment that only those who present profit gains. The reduced the National Zoological Park, and of the building on the hill the
have enjoyed the fat war years corporation and income tax gives an accomplished zoologist, was High School had to share Its. report of the same year we get the Thurston, the three 3: 0-watt lights
under the balcony were replaced by
another outright $3,003,COO000 gift, anxious to have a specitfl grant of quarters with thp Grammar School, following comment:
could afford to pay.
Well your problem and our’s in To top it all off the profits for the funds given his institution for re- The Intermediate and Primary "I regret to sav that the pleasant 20 100-watt shielded fluorescents.
there Were five foot candles
or ganized labor is the same. Now year of 1946 are to hit an. all time search purposes. He and his sub- schools in that district (No. 3) al- and profitable Winter k'rm in Dis- Where
just to show you that labor, that is high.
, ordinates expected to meet strong So were compelled to find new trict No. 5* was suddenly termi- there are now 32.
In the main auditorium four 500organized labor,is not making unSo. you can see it is high time opposition from Gen. Herbert W quarters.
The Primary School, I nated by the burning of their house
just demands, let mequote toyou1 that all working men and women laird, the director of the budget, believe was conducted in Union and entire stock of school books. watt bare lamps producing glaring
conditions have been, replaced by
from an article published by tht be on their guard against unneces- an.d some of the younger men Church vestry and the Intermedi- This is indeed a serious loss to the fix
200-watt enclosed fluorescents
sary
wage
cuts.
We
are
only
askcooked
up
an
ingenious
scheme.
ate
in
the
Carver
building
on
Main
district
and
all
the
more
to
be
reOffice of War Mobilization and Re
and 16 200-watt reflector fluores
ing
what
is
rightfully
ours.
If
you
They
took
a
luridly
spectacular
street
in
the
rooms
over
the
store
gretted
as
this
is
one
of
the
most
conversion Board.
When allowances is made for the st-and by and watch Congress hack bird called the Malayan starling, a known today as Bob’s Pool Room, industrious hard working schools in cents mounted in the ceiling. Where
there were 4',£. foot candles there
increase in the cost of living an.d UP the Wagner Act and revive tiie bird of bright yellow plumage with The schoolhouse in District No. 4 town But knowing the district as are
now 40.
in the personal income taxes" dur- 1 hated labor injunctions, then you a black cape, and spent their lunch which once stood near the present we do we feel bound to say they will
In
the library, four 200-watts
ing the war period, the value of the have williully promoted the depres. hours teaching him to ejaculate, site of the Advent Chapel was a not long remain without the facilihave
been,
replaced by 12 100-watt
average worker's take-home pay in sion that will overtake us if wages "Gen,. Lord! What about that ap- two-story building, and was also ties for a school."
fluorescents.
Where there were
by
the
late
A.
P
(
’
District
No.
5
is
in
vicinity
of
j
1941 dollars increased from $26.64 to are cut bac^ to their pre-war propriation?” The bird had a rich constructed
six foot candles there are now 30.
Arey’s Harbor S. L W.)
$3147 or 18%. A money wage of standard. Write to your Congress- baritone voice of peculiarly pierc- Greene.
The requirements of the State
Now, in lieu of the apparent and
$33 96 in 1946 represents 3'! less man antl wr*te often.. Let them ing quality.
It presently became I have in my possession the
Board
of Education for approved
original agreement pertaining to dire need ol two new schoolhouses
purchasing |>ower than a wage of know what you think is the right expert.
lighting are 25 foot candles.
to
do
in
the
present
labor
About
this
time
a
meeting
of
the
j
the
construction
of
this
building
it
seems
that
the
construction
of
$26 64 in 1941.
! thing
These figures show that there Is
Steve Hamilton.
government officials concerned with which reads as follows:
same would be hailed with joy by
•When allowance is mode for the crisis,
budgetary problems was arranged
Articles of agreement made and the populace and receive special ample allowances made for future
payment of the 1946 income taxes.!
in the main building of the Smith concluded the Fifth Day of May mention in the school supervisor’s increases as will undoubtedly be re
INVEST IN
the purchasing power of take-home 1
sonian Institution. Vice president A. D. 1866- by and between Alford P remarks in the annual town report. quired by the State Board of Edu
Dawes, Gen. Lord Senator Morrow, Green of Vinalhaven in the yet although I have thoroughly ex- cation for approved school room
als to carry more improved service
and the heads of some of the de County of Knox of the one part amined the reports I find on men- lighting________________________
to the community in the post-war
partments were there: so was and School District No. 4 in the tion made of the building in Disera." Mr. Matthews stated.—WilkesPresident Coolidge--and so was Town of Vinalhaven County of trict No 4, which was generally reBarre Times-Leader.
SAVINGS BONDS
this gorgeous Malayan starling.
! Knox and State of Maine of the ferred to as the "Deep Hollow FROM
•
Schoolhouse" but as near as I can
The bird was hung in a hand- other part.
some wooden cage at a carefully I “Said A. P. Green agrees to learn this building was built in the
chosen and most sirategic point; ,construct and complete for sail) year 1880 and first harbored the
just the point where Gen. Lord was School District 'No. 4 on lot selected scholars of the so called Grammar
being introduced to the guests, j by the Locating Committee of Said School
t
After the generals name had been District a Two-Story Schoolhouse
Later this building was used for
repeated several times, the bird agreeably to the plan and Specifi- Die Intermediate School, and the
suddenly burst out in its ringing cations agreed upon by the parties. Grammar School occupied the upbaritone voice:
Said A. P. Green to furnish all per story of the schoolhouse near
“Gen,, lord! What aboutthat. necessary materials for the wood the Advent Chapel
appropriation?"
I work of the Said House Materials
The following slight mention Is
Her#
are
genuine,
imported
The
President
shook
with to be of good andsuitable quality, made in the annual town report of
Huaraches—
full
grain
leather,
—,
laughter. Gen. Lord, who thought and the work to be done in a 1881 in connection, with the pro
long-wearing,—perfect for
the
be was being made a butt, was at thorough and workmanlike manner spective construction of a fiew
beach or worlcing in the garden.
first irritated, but when the situa- on or before the 15th day of July school house in District No 5 to replace the one destroyed by fire.
tion was explained, he laughed, next for the sum of $1000.
too—and the National
Zoological "Said District agrees to pay said Special Assessment District No. 5
JJ More than impressive buildings, more than
“To build a schoolhouse in this
Park got its appropriation—From sum of $1000 as follows: $600 at
"Starliing of the White House,’1 as commencement of Said House and districtthere was an assessment
impregnable vaults, more than millions in
told to Thomas Sugrue by Colonel the remainder in Six months from committed to
Watson H Vinal, amount
Edmund W Starling. (New York: the Day that the Frame of Said
money, PEOPLE make a bank.
ing to ......................... $107.69
Simon and Schuster. 1946 )
House is raised if build according
Collected and paid treas
-----------------to agreement.
urer ............................ .
86.18
Subcribe to The Courier-Gazette
F A. Hunt, J. B Carver, P. A
T A big bank like this is a public institution
Our moccasins are of leather, gaily
$3 00 a vear
Pierce, Building Committee of
Balance uncollected .... $21.51
decorated, delightful es a Mexican
and service is rendered by people — people
siesta. They are just whet you hare
Up to 1885 each child’s text books
intent on promoting good will.
been wenting!
and school equipment were sup
plied by his parents or guardian
Women’s sires only
but
in,
that»year
and
all
subsequent
Send us a checli or money order
It matters not whether you are opening a
ypars they were furnished by the
for $2.69 with an outline of your
town.
foot or your shoe sire. We pay
checking account, buying travelers checks

UK

M£XICO

"DON’T SQUABBLE!
There’s something here for everyone! //
There's no need to consult King Solomon
on how justly to divide the Portland Sunday
Telegram among the members of your family’

There are interesting features in the

Telegram to catch the fancy ot‘everyone —
from Grandpa right down to little Freddie

,

Besides complete international, national

and local news, the Telegram brings you
last minute sports news ... 8 full pages

of "Funnies” ... a Society Section . . .

entertaining short stories and articles
in PARADE, the Sunday magazine. ..
an assortment of amusing puzzles and
pastimes . . . farm and garden news
... the Telegram’s own columnists ...

and numerous other special features!

All combine to make the Portland
Sunday Telegrajn interesting, inform'

People

make a bank

or borrowing for personal needs — what
ever your business at this bank — we be
lieve that you will sense the personal in
terest that makes for your safety and
satisfaction.

$400.00

postage.

Read The Courier-Gazette

is the full purchase price for a Six-Room Cottage on

Be imart by looking tmart in
these Huaraches or moccasins
and be sure of comfort as well.

TOWNSEND PRODUCTS

Chickawaukie Lake, nice fireplace, plenty of privacy,

755 Beylston St. Boston 14,

Mass.

including 2 stoves. Needs few minor repairs.

ative, exciting reading for your

entire family!

* If you have not already joined forces with
us may we not soon have the pleasure of
recording your first deposit?

R. U. HANDY

A GOOD JOB FOR YOU

with a hammer and paint brush and can vizualize

how this cottage will look when decorated? Then

"BuyiNGr

AND SELLING-

contact me at once.

•Depositors

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY

Trust Company
FeSenU Depoeit Insuraaee Corporation

12 MYRTLE STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 670

—-

.
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Take a tip from thou
sand* of busy shop
pers When you want
reliable sources for
services or merchan
dise, use the Yellow
Pages.

ie Find in Telephone Directory

<YELLOW PAGESy

U.S.
ARMY
CHOOSE
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Ten

“Ribboners’ ”

For The Farnsworth Collection

Annual lively Round Table discussion on

Helpless Kitties '

questions of social behavior includ
ing, swcar’ng. smoking, drinking
Knox County W.C.T.U. Con petting. Those taking part were Marion Springer Writes On
Leighton, Billy Hodgkins,
the Timely Subject Ot
By J. E. Rhodes, 2d
vention Hears Live Talks— Stanley
Arlene Cross Nancy Gregory, Cath
Vivisection
L
erine Yeung. Harold Page, Leona
Mrs. Emery Re-elected
I do not know just how many. lawyer who appeared before them
McGraw. Joseph Mills, Betty Lou
lawyers there were in Knox County, from New England Incidentally it
Rose Hill Farm, Owl's Head,
The annual convention cf Kncx Wellman, Mis Helen Overman.
in the time of which I am writing, might be said that Mr. Gould left
May 26.
The
convention
speaker
Mrs.
County
W.C.T.U.
convened
in
the
but I would say about 30, most of a son, Albert T. Gould, of Boston,
whom were in Rockland.
I can who is regarded as one of the leadThcmaston Baptist Church. Main Rosalee Lanison of Orono, record Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ing secretary of the State W.C.TU.
Thank you for bringing so effec
now think of five in Camden, two ing admirality lawyers in the
street, with Mrs. Clara Emery held the close attention of the au
in Rockport, two in Thomaston,! country It is evident that he does
tively to the attention of your read
and. two in "Washington, one n,ot share his father s aversion io a
pres ding. Roll Call showed dele dience with the charm of her |ier- ers the fact that there is no law in
in Appleton, who was virtually large city, but it is also signifcant
gates present from all of the Unions scnality and rapid flew of expres Maine to prevent the buying and
,’w
in retirement and lived in Rock that he retains the old homestead
sion as she gave facts and incidents sell.ng of "Pets' for torture, either
except Union.
in 'Thomaston as his Si mmer home.
land the latter part of his life.
regarding
the Alcohol Problem.
The trial work in Knox Coun'y
Mrs. Grace Colburn. West Rock Alcohol sm ln America, she said, is at the hands of children uninstructThe Knox County bar at this
ed in the proper treatment of our
time was an ’ office framed” bar as during this time was largely in
port, was appointed recording sec fast becoming a weight around the lurry friends, or by cut of State
distinguished from one which had three" Rockland offices, that ot
retary, pro tern.
necks of the people. A narcotic hospitals, whose research fanatics
been trained in the law schools. Mortland & 'Johnson, Col. William
— - -....
drug, tolerated and propagated by wish to discover what makes us
Greetings
from
the
State
presi

The old fashioned method of study H Fogler. and Charles E. and Ar
• -... ~z, •:
—. zz ’ZAV
ing law was in the office of a prac thur S. Littlefield, whose firm name
dent. Augusta K. Christie, were glnmcrcus advertising in the maga tick.
In some enlightened Stales, no
was
simply
"Litt'.efield,''
somethnig
ticing attorney, the student doing
read. She urged that greater ac zines, and movies, persons are
a good deal of the clerical work of which caused both curiosity and
— tivity be made to increase the made to think what he drinks is the tably New York and Pennsylvania,
is illegal to buy or sell animals
the office and studying law books confusion. I never knew just why
secret of success. It it a “glass it
membersh p in the W.C.T.U.
fcr vivisection
In order to foster
under the direction of the prac they adopted this as a firm name.
Mrs. Emery, in her address crutch," for science can't yet tell this nefarious practice, sacrifices
titioner at the same time.
In addition to this Arthur worKcd
“Fruitiul in All Good Works” called who will come under the influence must be procured in States whose
This was a practical method, as up a signature which he used in|
connection
with
all
firm
matters
;
for more workers to develop the of alcohol and become an addict. inhabitants live in blissful ignor
the student had an opportunity to
Broken homes are major cause ance of humanity and Christianity.
partake in the practical work of the in signing letters .checks, pleadings.,
Hastings, England, an itching by the American artist, Stephen Parrish, who was born in 1846 and “engaged Plans of Departments as set forth
How aw'ful to picture the baby of
law at the time he was securing his and all other firm papers, which by in merehantile pursuits till the age if 31.” Most of his etchings are ol cur coast, from the Chesapeake to New by the National Organization, espe for youth delinquence, and drinking
Old
Malty” strapped to a board,
theoretical l^gal training. This the greatest stretch of imagination Biunswitk.—Courtesy of the Farnsworth Gallery.
is
the
major
cause
for
broken
cially in the field of temperance
method has now become pretty could never be read as “Littlefield.
homes. Drunken drivers, even the without benefit of anesthesia, while
literature.
Alcohol
Education,
legmuch obsolete, being succeeded by It was a trade mark rather than a
devil in the name
del Brewster, Camden; Aurora lslat on and youth groups. She children recognize, but drinking aof white-coated
These lawyers, and, veloped into a very strong lawyer
the formal training afforded by the signature
scientific
research,
uncovers and
In
The
Early
50
’
s
Tolman, Rockville; Emelin? Perry, urged the writing of more letters drivers though not so easily recog
schools of law.
While something other lawyers there in Knox Coun- ( and was well fitted to carry on alexplores
the
tiny
brain,
unmoved by
Rockville, Leonora H. cranaon to Congressmen Secretary of Agri- nized, are just as dangerous.
may be said in favor of the old tl. also practiced in the neighboring! ter Charles went to Washington as
the struggles and howls of agonized
Rockville, Euphema Ross, Camden; culture and presldent Truman, pro
We need to be re-educated about
method, it cannot be denied that counties and they were familiar, Congressman in 1899.
There Flourished a High Arvilla
M. Keen, Camden; Emma O testing the use of grain for mak alcohol There should be a special kittenhood.
the training of the law school is figures in, Wiscasset, Belfast and| During the succeeding 25 years
These furry balls of animation
Ellsworth when the courts were in'Arthur came to be regarded, and School In “Romantic Grow Fisk. Rocxvil'e; Hannah Keen, ing alcoholic beverages, so long as commission for the study of alco are labeled "Pets’ to protect their
much superior.
Ellen
L.
Studley.
Rockville;
Orissa
The law school graduate knows session in Lincoln, Waldo and justly so. as one of the outstanding
are starving people to be fed. hol, with funds appropriated by owners from the humane laws of
ing Village of Rockville” M. Brewster, Camden; Frances there
1 lawyers in Maine. After he had
little or nothing of legal practice Hancock counties.
Mrs. Eleanor Clark, Thomaston, Legislature. A stated sum from the State to which they are trans
Studley,
Rockville;
Eliza
E.
Earnest
I have already made mention ot served with conspicuous ability in
when he receives his degree, but a
read the report of Flower Mission revenues to ma ntain an institution ported. But there is no protection
Sylvester Barrows of Rockville Rockville.
clerkship of a year or so in a law David Mortland as a lawyer in. Congress for ten years Charles refcr our fireside friends in laws that
Julaett
Condon,
Rockville;
Mary
office will give him this training. writing about the Rockland City, signed and catered practice In has a catalogue of the officers Sind C Porter, ICamden: Mary M Keen and Relief fcr Mrs. Lilia Clark. to help alcoholics, more recreation can be circumvented by so obvious
Much work had been done, espe centers for youth, more protests
and this with the thorough work of Government in ISC’S, as he was I New York Citv He died in 1915 students of Rockville High School Rockland;
Ementha D. Barnes, cially the boxes of cloth ng sent for about lack of enforcing the law re a subterfuge.
the law school teachers eventually Mayor of Rockland at 'that time. During the latter partof his life, for the Spring term of 1853.
A beautiful cat is a very beauti
Camden; Arethusa M. Studley,
garding sale to miners, and more ful animal. Artists and poets have
gives the law school graduate a His partner, Merritt A. Johnson, ; Arthur maintained an
office in
War
Relief,
and
large
number
cf
Rockville;
Sarah
A.
Andrews,
Rock

This was printed at the Rockland
great advantage over the office dad been a law student in his of- . Portland as well as in Rockland,
dry voting.
immortalized old Tabby. Anato
Gazette office: Under the title, ville; Charity E. Barnes, Camden,; bouquets for the hospitals and shuttrained lawyer.
I
flee, and Mr. Mortland took him in- , and practiced all overthe State.
Officers elected were: President. mists tell us that no animal pos
ins.
Rosilla
A.
Barrows.
Rockville;
The lawyers who become most to partnership upon his admissionHe died in 1924.
“The Building and Location,” we
Laura C. Coombs, Rockville; EiveMrs. Kate Brawn Rcckland, gave Mrs. Clara Emery, Rockland; cor sesses a body better fitted for its
conspicuous in any locality are to the bar.
J The death of both of the Little- read:
na
Coombs,
Rockville.
a fine report for the department of responding secretary, Mrs- Clara special purpose, or with a greater
“The beautiful building in which
those who are engaged '.in. court and
Merritt was well liked and con,- fields may be regarded as premaSawyer, Thomaston; recording sec strength in proportion to its weight.
This
school
must
have
been
a
;
trial work.
In the larger places siderable of 8 mixer, so they made ture. for they were right in. their the school is held, is one that has typical representative of the pri Missions and Temperance w th retary, Mrs Delia Brcwn Appleton; Because the life processes of the
lawyers can specialize in this line a pretty strong combination. I do j prime at the time of their death, been recently erected. It is situated vate secondary school before legisla 100' ; of Unions, Light Line Unions.
treasurer. Miss Leola Robinson, St. cat very closely approach these of
of work, but in the smaller places, 110t think that I ever knew a man and it seems as if they should have about one-half mile north-west of tion was enacted grant.ng tne To visualize this, she used a map
George.
Mrs. Emery appointed for a human being, cats arc in great
the
Lake
Chickawaukie,
and
a
few
with a much less volume of this who was more at home in a court J been spared fcr many years longer,
town's money for High Schools. of the World with white ribbon vice president at large. Mrs Helen demand fcr vivisection.
work, such specialization is impos- room jn the trial of a case, or fair-; There were other good lawyers at rods from the Free Will Baptist
It is hard to believe that "State
.villages had larger fami- streamers running from Kncx Overman of Rockport, and auditor,
sible, and allot the country lawyers er to an opponent, than Merritt) the Knox County Bar during this! Meeting House, in the beautiful Country
o' Maine” pussies can be subjected
lies
ui
those
days
and
travel
was
c
oun
ty
t
0
^
d
e
location
cf
foreign
and those in the smaller cities are Johnson. As a young lawyer I re- i time, who were not quite as con- villageof Rockville,
Miss Mabel Fernald of Thomaston. to such cruelty. That an adver
f
,,
missionaries to whom the Union
“There is no village in tne
of necessity general practicioners cejved many favors at his hands ] spicuous as those named above. I
Department directors appointed tisement, l.ke the much mooted
In
1853
all
of
Rockport
was
a
part
spnf
and have to take whatever work Which were duly appreciated. He doubt if I could now name all of country, with tlie same number ot of Camden and anyone who knows 8 “ 1 senu
by
the executive committee are: one that recently appeared in the
conies to them of a proper nature. was a CjVjc minded man, and served them. Gen. J P. Cilley was a vet inhabitants, that is more flourish the locality and the people will see
Mrs. Susie Lamb of Rockland, Alcohol Educat on, Mrs. Clara columns of The Courier-Gazette,
Years ago it happened that lawyers Rockland on the School Board, and eran of the Civil War, and devoted ing, or more delightful, than file
many of the pupils listed as
gave a good report cf work done Emery; Flower Mission and Relief. can be displayed legally by so jepu
of superior ability were often found as an Alderman, and was County a good deal of his time to pension little, romantic, growing village oi that
from
Camden
lived
near
the
village
in Soldiers’ and Sailors’ depart- Mrs. Lilia Clark; Medical Temper table a paper as yours, is proof
practicing in small places, with Attorney of Knox .County for one claims for his old comrades in arms. Rockville. It is situated about
some
of
them
in
sight
of
the
school
ment,
showing how common house- ance, Miss Ada B. Young; Sold ers positive that a statute forbidding
work coming to them from a con- term
True P. Pierce practiced over a three miles from the grand and
the use of animals for torture is
siderable area. This was usually
CQl pogJer wag a Waldo county considerable area, and was regard beautiful village of Rockland.
j,. ,i , ,
Barrows 'adds
that if there hold scrap is used by disabled vet- and Sailors, Mrs Susie Lamb; Tem much needed by the Pine Tree
because they preferred to live in man, a veteran of the Civil War, ed as an excellent lawyer. He re
“The citizens of this growing vil is IMr
anything more Irec Member erans to make many articles. She perance and Missions, Mrs. Kate State.
the smaller places rather than in, and had practiced in Belfast tor moved from Rockland to New York lage are benevolent and indus would
like to know about Rockville asked members to save and collect Brawn; Peace and International
To know the name of an adver
cities, or their environs.
along the latter part of the decade trious, understand their business he will be glad to furnish the in- such material.
Such a lawyer practiced in Tho many years before he located m
Relations. Mrs. Clara Sawyer; Lit tiser who wishes to purchase “Pel:;
and
rightjy
discharge
every
duty.
formation —Ed]
Chester M. Walker had a large
Others report ng work done were erature, Miss Mabel Seavey; Spirit for your protection will not prevent
maston for many years, and al Rockland about 1890. He went by
It is hoped that the good citizens
his
military
title
until
he
became
real
estate
practice,
and
was
the
though he was not in practice in
Miss
Ada B. Young, for Narcotics ual Life; Mrs. Oscar Barnard; Pub the crime hidden beneath the ad
leading title man in the County. of Rockville will support a High
Knox County in the decade of the "Judge" Fogler by his appointment Rnrtnov T
vertisement. It remains for every
and
Medical Temperance; Mrs.
,'illage.
every
Spring
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
zJ
SchOOl
ill
this
Vi
licity, Speech Contest, Mrs. Clara “ardent reader” cf your paper and
nineties, as he died in 1888 ,1 be to the bench of the Supreme Judic Rodney I. Thompson, recently de and Fall ”
Oscar
Barnard
Camden,
for
Spirit

Frank Miller is employed at Roy
lieve, he was then a very vivid ial Court of Maine in 1898. He was ceased, was a lawyer for whose
The textbooks lor the common Vose's
ual Life; Mrs. Emery reported one Emery; L.T.L. and Institute, local every inhabitant of our State, to
Pleasant Point.
memory in Knox County and has a remarkably well posed man and ability and integrity I always had English
demand that it be made impossible
branches
were
Town's
Institute, a Spech Contest and Ex presidents.
the greatest respect. Charles E.
now passed into a tradition, if. in was strong in the court room.
series of Reading; Towns Speller Mrs. Roscoe Marshall visited hibit held in Rockland and for Al
for cur pets to be subjected to vivi
The
Appleton
Union
received
the
Me
was
somewhat
deliberate
in
Meservey
was
Judge
of
Probate
Sunday her son.. Homer Marshall
fact, he is now remembered or
and
Definer;
Clark's
and
Well's
section,
deliberate cruelty, or even
known at all The lawyer of whom his mannerisms, and always mafie during most of this tine, and Ed Grammar; Well’s Section for Pars of Cushing, who is confined to the cohol Education and Publicity in honor for being a hold fast, fruitful neglect.
clear
and
plain
statements
in
the
ward
K.
Gould,
no
relation
to
Al

the County.
I am now writing , is Albert P
Union and obtaining the most new
ing and Analysis; Olney's and house by illness.
I sincerely hpoc that Maine will
Gould, fbr years a leader, if not the court room. It was a pleasure to bert P Gould, named above, was smiths Geographies; Emersons.
Major and Mrs. Raymond Kier
The Memorial Service conducted members.
answer
the clarion call cf The Cou
hear
him
try
and
argue
a
case.
To
Register of Probate.
leader, of the Knox County Bar.
Smith's an.d Greenleaf’s Arithme stead and daughters. Lorna and by Mrs. Clara Sawyer gave tribute
rier-Gazette.
It
was
voted
to
send
a
letter
to
the
best
of
my
knowledge
he
was
Mr. Gould was before my time,
Mervyn A. Rice was an able tics; Goodrich s History of the Carol of Fa.vetville, N. C., were re to the memory of Mrs. Gertrude
for brutes,' vou fancy
and so I never knew him, nor did the only Knox County lawyer ever young lawyer who removed to New United States; Worcester’s, Walk cent guests of Mr. an.d Mrs. Fred Studley. Mrs. Emmeline Abbott, Mrs. Frederick W. Smith, expressing ap '•No Heaven
that is clear;
preciation of his work in the State
I ever see him, but most of the appointed to the Supreme Court of York after his Spanish War service. er's. and Webster’s Dictionaries, McGlauflin Major Kierstead, after
Then let us make a Heaven for them
lawyers with whom I was associa- Maine, although theie have been A A. Beaton and Ralph R. Ulmer and the Holy Bible.’ The texts for service in the Pacific was trans- Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Ida Sim and regretting his resignation as su
here.
ted in Rockland had known, him. other lawyers there who were well: practiced together, when Kalpi the Higher English branches were ferred to escort duty. On one of mons, Rockland; Miss Margaret perintendent of the Christian Civic If immortality is thus denied
To anv beast beyond the Stvgian
and many of them had been his worthy of this honor.
j was not Clerk of Courts. Washing- Smith's Algebra; Comstock's NaU’iP® to Germany, he attended Crandon, Thomaston; Mrs. Julia League.
tide.
antagonists in court. It was in conUnfortunately his judicial tenure ) ton R, Prescott was a good Jury tural Philosophy; and Smith’s thp war trials in Nurmburg. He is Mcrse, Mrs. Adella Gushee. Ap
Rev. Vaughn Overman showed Then all the more incumbent doth
test with him that they had been was for less than four years, for hej lawyer, but heremoved to Provithe nphew of Mr. McGlauflin. Miss pleton.
it seem
several slide f 1ms cf movies such
developed as trial lawyers. He was died in 1902 He had made good as j dence, R. I. alongthe latter
part Astronomy
To make their earthly life a happy
Marjorie McGlauflin of Boothbay
The
officers
were
Principal
Henry
as
used
in
the
schools
to
teach
Mrs. Jenn e Price White, of
dream ’
strong both in, his knowledge of the a judge, and if he had lived longer; of 1898. Leonard R. Campbell was A. Lamb Esq., of Lincolnville, as- Harbor spent the past week with her
Rockport and Miami Fla., a former health, science and character.
Marion MacG. Springer.
law and in the conduct of cases lfi he doubtless would have become an j an impassioned , orator
an,d
we
ai
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Mc

. .
sistant Miss Helen L. Barrows, eviC. E.
State organizer, offered the noon
court.
outstanding member of the Court.
‘
'J
5
1aPnit0 hear llim
wlwn tle dently a local trficher. The follow- Glauflin after a weeks trip to
This was a time of terrorizing
During this decade Charles E. ' P.
. 0 ?ne, cou1-1 be thin ing persons were named as Visiting Boston She will return to (Friend tide prayer.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
cross examinations and the effort Iattlefield was on,e of the leading skinned
Dinner was served by ladies of the
if he triedto heckle Leon- Committee; Rev. Jason Marriner, ship for the Summer
NORTH
HAVEN
A
family
reunion will be held
on the part of all lawyers to con- lawyers in Maine. Although he
Mr. and Mrs. (Austin Orne passed church, Mrs. Lizzie Newbert, chair1(11
alwa>’s came through George Simonton, Alden Tyler. GilJuly 4, at, Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Mrs.
Lillian
York
visited
in
fuse the witnesses of the other was always much interested in po’
comeback. Ed- man Barrows. Elisha Gurney, Ed- the week-end with relatives m man.
X Rockland Monday to attend the Burns’ cottage in Warren,.
party to such an extent that their litics he had held few offices, for Li d
«,n'HPanOn. T? VuietWin. S. Crandon and Elbrige Ingra- Boothbay.
Worship Service of the afternoon wedding of her cousin. Fern Brown.
testimony would be discredited. I he had one office definitely in ent and self-contained man, wno ham.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook was conducted by Rev. H. F. Leach
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
have understood that Mr. Gould mind, and evidently did not want to developed into an excellent lawyer
’
m .. .
and daughter Emily of Matinicus of
83 00 a year
—
Gentlemen Students
Advertise
in
Thp
Courier-Gazette
was an adept at this, and as to his risk diversion, from that office by j Bradford
K.Kalloch was a well
the Thomaston
Federated
were overnight guests last Friday
knowledge of the law many judges holding other offices. He wanted) poisedgentleman
and agood lawGeorge W. Barnes, Camden; at
Church,
w
th
Miss
Margaret
Sim

Frank Miller's.
of the Supreme Court hesitated to to go to Congress, and he was al- yer. A considerable part of his Leverett G. Crandon, Rockville;
Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Moore of Wal mons, solcist.
dispute with him when trying a ready looked upon as the logical: time he held public office I think Augustus A Carter. Rockville; Oli
Mrs. Helen Overman presented a
case.
successor to Congressman Dingiey,! that all of these men have now ver Fisk, Rockville; Reuben L. len called Sunday on IMrs. R J. group of High School students in a
Marshall.
His thoroughness in the prepara- who had represented the Seccna passed to the great beyond I re- Howard Camden; Isaac R. Keene,
tion for the trial of a case is il- Maine District in Congress for----■“ all
" of' them,
'
member
and I would Camden; Charles JH. Fisk, Rock
lustrated by something which Col. many years.
like to record some anecdotes re ville; Harvey H. Watson, Rockville;
F. C Knight told me many years
Mr. Littlefield had been in the garding them, but space does not Nelson, H. Keen. Rockland; Aure COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ago Col Knight had the mis(or- Maine House of Representatives permit
lius H. Hewett., Camden; Charles
Answer to this puzzle on Page Twelve
Hotel Toiiraine’s fomoug
tune to be the defendant in a case for two terms, during one of which
In Camden, T. R. Simonton was a »w- Studley, Rockville; George W.
in which Mr. Gould represented the he was Speaker of the House ,and veteran lawyer. He had devoted a Studley. Rockville; Charles Porter,
hospitality and grarious service plus the com
1
Im r- b 7
Z
3
1
plaintiff. In drawing the jury tor had been. Attorney General ot good deal of his time and talents to Camden; John Oxton, Camden;
forts and appointments of tomorrow. Spacious
this case Mr. Gould objected to one Maine for two terms, from 1889 to the development of Camden, as a Henrv O. Andrews, Rockville; EflIO
9
of the veniremen and had him dis- 1893. His standing as a lawyer I Summer resort, in the early days mond Watson, Rockville; Alanson
rooms . . . delicious food . . . conveniently
qualified for the panel on the was attested by the fact that he when Maine was becoming a Sum- Clough, Camden; Frastus Gurney,
W 11 13
14
lb
II
15
17
ground that he was a distant rela- was elected president of the Maine nier playground, and I have no Camden: Samuel E. Packard Rocklocated in the centre of things — overlooking
five of the defendant. Col. Knight State Bar Association in 1898. His doubt but what his work was large- land.
NViv
said that he did not know that the younger brother, Arthur, was ad 1 ly responsible for the results at20
23
22
19
21
Alvin Oxton, Camden; Elisha G.
Boston Common —
man was a relative of his. The mitted to the bar about *1800 and tained along this line.
Gurney, Camden; Charles w.
Ws
Id
Colonel told me that he lost the then the partnership of “Little29
25
2b
Other lawyers there were Job H Smith, Rockville: James G. Simon27
Atlrartice
case.
field” was formed.
During the and Charles O. Montgomery, Reuel ton, Camden; William A. Manning.
1
I have heard it said that the first few years of his practice Ar- Robinson and Melzer T. Crawford. Camden: rAmos Tolman. Rockville;
So
1
31
O 3i
33
COFFER SHOP
justices of the Supreme Court ot thur carried the burden of the of- While Job Montgomery' was a good Waterman H. Gurney. Camden;
W;
w
tempting food al popular prires
the United States in, Washington, fice work of the firm, the result of lawyer and a scholarly man, he Edward M. T. Manning. Camden;
3d
35
3b
said that Mr. Gould was the finest which was that in this way he de- was also a good business man, and Otis Tolman, Rockville; Hiram
A MJ
was interested in different lines of Ewell, Rockville; William Spring.
37
business there in Camden. Charles Camden; Isaac Packard, Camden;
THE CHESS ROOM
Montgomery did not practice, but Byron Pratt. Camden; David A
'King\s l.’astle liar' exclusively
Ml
39
M0
M2
W’as a business executive.
Tolman, Rockville; Abner A. Perry,
In Rockport I can remember G. Rockville; (Richard H. Young; Otis
for men...
hT"
4ft
H M. Barrett and John S. Foster, A. Fisk. Camden.
4M
M5
Mb
M7
both quiet office lawyers.
I can
both are Smart and New.
“Ladies’*
w 51
) remember two lawyers in Thomas50
52
5M
53
/Ay
Margaret Crandon. Rockville;
ton. Major J H. H Hewett and
NW
! Joseph E. Moore. Major Hewett Olive M. Gurney, Camden; Sarah
to
55
5fo 57
5ft
59
J.
Youn?,,
Camden;
Sarah
J.
Ewell,
: was a good lawyer and a most
W
Georgecnna
Bucklin
charming man. He did not appear Rockville;
bl
fox 1 b3
foM
65
in court a great deal, but always Gamden: Margaret E. Porter. Cammade a fine appearance when, he cjen; Ellen L, Perry, Rockville; ArBOSTON. MASS.
bb
fo7
bb
, did come into court with any mat-----:
i
j ter. “Joe” Moore was also an ex ment in Rockland.
70
71
cellent lawyer, and a very cultured
As I look back on my associa
—t—>
j and companionable man. He had tions with them. I think that the
I an office in, Rockland for many Knox Bar at this time was an out' years, taking Judge Fosler’s office standing group of men. with one
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Contend with
53-Combining form.
(-! when he went on the bench.
outstanding womar in the group
15- Judge
u*
4-At a distance
Within
16- Propeller
I can remember Hiram Bliss, Jr., My associations with them are very
8Solitary
55Musical
note
18-Egyptian
river
. and Lindley M Staples, in Wash- pleasant recollections.
9- Small particle
56- Twilight
20-Soon
ington, and M F. Hanlv, of ApMy next paper will deal with
58-Percolate
22-Horse's gait
pleton, who was then along in years “Washington at the turn of the 11- Feline
r?
12- Period of time
60- Half an em
25-Writing fluid
and was living in practical retire- century.’’
tut

SOME RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS

Jtt Step with the Zimes...

J

LJ

L

L

—Mel Zeuratne

J

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHS

AN ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE

A cherished reminder of that memorable occasion in
the years to come.

WATCH REPAIRING BY MAIL

We are equipped to handle your wedding at the home

Send us ynnr Ailing Watch. Wc will repair it in the shortest
possible time, at moderate price and return it promptly to you.
No long waits. All Repairing absolutely Guaranteed. No mailing
charges. Watch Cleaning. Work Delivered Within Five Days.

or churrh and deliver photographs of superior quality.

SIDNEY L CULLEN
AT THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TELS. 770. 907-W, 907-R
Glossy Prints for the Newspapers furnished free of
charge.

MANHATTAN JEWELERS
376 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1202
34-af

15-Speck
17-Put on
19- Part of verb ‘To be’
20- Greek war god
21- The Orient
23- Fifty-one
24— Twirl
26-Restrain from
acting
28-Stagger
30-Used in negation
32- Equip
33- Distress signal
34- A leg joint
36- Small inland islands
37- Results
38- Charitable gifts
4O-A serpent (pi.)
44- A dance
45- The whole
47-Affirmative vote
49-Combining form.
Bristle
51-Composition

1

61- Raw metal
63- Clty highways

27-Garden tool (pi.)
29—A letter
(abbr.)
31-Sets of workers
64- Pig-pen
33-Little girl
65- Wad
35- Naval title (abbr.)
66- Back of neck
36- A constellation
68-English school
38- Skilful
70- Grate
39- Placed
71- Dlrect a newspaper 41- Peer
42- River in Poland
VERTICAL
43- Capital of Norway
45- Beseeches
1- Small bed
46- Young girl
2- Ahead
48-Pool
3- English title
50- Gain
. 5-Esters
51- Superlative suffix
6- Near
52- Besides
7- Length measure
54—College official
8- Portable light
57-EmpJoys
10- Worm-eating
59-Scrutinized
mammal
62-Corn-cpjke
11- Throw
65-Kltchen utenail
13- Crimson
67-Father
14- On the ocean
69-Musical note

Enjoy your favorite aport at its boat . ..

delight in leiaurely houra on aun-drenched beachea or in our
private aolarium. Thia diatinguiahed hotel oaten to gueeta
who demand the beat in appointmenta—aervice and euiaine.

PALM BEACH. HOTEL
PALM BEACH, PLOBIOA
JAMES J FARRELL, M*. • WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES
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Nation’s Grangers

■Granges all over Clno have been
Iktieipating for several months
Past in fox drives, which have cre
ated widespread interest.

Granges

available to American industry ur til research has been completed, in
about three to six months.
The
machine will not be displayed pub
licly until then, so as to give all
dairy equipment manufacturers an
equal chance, supposing that the
Germans contrivance is superior to
churns that are now in use in the
United States.
Statisticians of the automobile
industry report that during thf 20year period from 1925 to 1944 37,955,290 passenger cars and 5.281,726
trucks were scrapped and removed
from the road A total of 71,818,513 motor vehicles have been sold
sincp the automotive industry be
gan production 50 years ago Of
this number 62,954 936 were passen
ger cars, while the rest were commercial vchicles.
Notwithstanding that the Senate
commlttee Qn commerce recently
went on record by a VQte Qf
tQ j
that aviation agreements with for.

COMING JULY 17

Page Ffevfl!

From “Dutch Neck”
Went a Family of Sixteen—
All Now Living But the
Father
Maybe you know Paul Creamer.
Maybe you do not know him by

• • • •
A

• • ••••••••

review from The Courler-Garette of happenings which Interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.

bi. a county unite to sponsor a drive
bn*t Home Economics committe .
name but the chances are good that
furnish a lunch to cheer the hun 
Pvt. Clarence B. Huntley, who
Fnendsh.p, May 28, to Mr. and
you. or your family, if you reside in
ters. with proceeds devoted to
Bath, have done business with him died in France at the close of World Mrs. Bvron Neal a son.
.carrying out many local civic tin,
,
War 1, was buried with military
Thcmaston, May 22, to Mr. and
during the last year or two for he ' honors servlces being held in gt
tertakings. These drives usually
Mrs. Harold Stetson, a son—Oswald.
is one cf those who has gone a long , peter s Church, Rev. A. E Scott
cupy a full day and hunters turn
Union, June 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
way in relieving the food situation offic.ating.
'ut in, great numbers.
John
Goff, a daughter—Euince Liv
Martha, nine-year-old daughter ingston.
for many a Bath family during the
In the state of Washington,
Dr. R. J. Wasgatt, plunged over
war and the period following. In of
Rockland. May 27, to Mr. and
inges are making liberal contri
board at Megunticook Lake to save
Mrs.
Alfred M. Johnson, a daughter
fact
he
is
still
doing
business
sev

little
Lucille
Hodgkins.
They
were
tions toward the Kegley Memo
—Alberta Evelyn.
eral
days
a
week
from
his
truck
at
pulled
from
the
water
by
Charles
dal Fund, as a tribute to former
♦ » # ♦
Broad and Front streets where he T. Smalley, who had heard the ■
State Master C. B. Kegley. whoso.
The Memorial Day address in
from his nearby cottage.
offers you a selection of lobsters, screams
•death removed one of the most
John W. Watts was operated upon Camden was delivered by Rev. T.
alive or boiled, clams, fish, and in for appendicitis.
M Griffiths. J. A. Brewster was
fjirominent Grange leaders in, the
their season,, shrimp,
County Agent Albert K. Gardner marshal of the day.
Northwest. Last year’s contributions
Paul comes from a family which was appointed assistant to Dean
Frank Mullen was injured in the
vere$2600. many Granges holding
Mcrr 11 of the University ol Maine. Leopold quarry at Vinalhaven when
stemmed
from
the
village
known
as
ocial and dramatic events whose
Rev. H. I. Holt of Camden de
“Dutch Neck," which is a part of livered the Memorial Day oration struck by a derrick.
Proceeds were turned over to the eign nations should be subject to
Sadie Ames was editor in chief
Waldoboro He was one of the 14 in this city. Capt. Ralph W. Brown
fund.
of the Vinalhaven High School pa
Senate ratifications as treaties, the
children who blessed the marriage was parade marshal with Lieut. per “The Exile.'' The fourth issue
Boulevard Grange m
in Malheur state Department is continuing
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nelson Robert A. Webster and Fred M. was dedicated to Owen P. Lyons.
county, Oregon, is accumulating a “talks’' with many foreign coun
as aids. The new Na
Creamer The father was the first Blackington
The Maine State Spiritualist As
fund of $1000 to be used for loans tries wipi a view to entering into
ticnal Guard Company had 50 men
sociation held its annual conven
and
only
one
of
the
family
of
16
to
in
line.
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
5>r grants to Grange service men executive agreements that will not
pass away. He died Sept. 27, 1929, was represented by 40 men under tion in Camden. Arthur C. Smith
and women, and has already a be presented to the Senate.
If
Bangor was elected president for
but the wife and children have en- the command of William S. Healey. of
substantial part of that amount Congress later decides that these
the fifth t me.
joved life, kept well and suffered no , Rockland had 18 fire alarm boxes.
available in cash. The .fund is to agreements are not binding upon
Mrs. Mary J. Simmons died sud
. ,
.
Harold L. Marston sailed from
severe mishaps.
There are
35 New York for Hamburg, Germany, denly at Tenant's Harbor.
assist in obtaining medical aid, the United States, the State De
grandchildren, nine great gand- as first assistant engineer on the S.
Rev. C. W. Turner resigned the
•avel to medical centers and other partment will have itself to blame.
S. Mt Carrol.
childen.
pastorate of the Warren Baptist
urgency "musts," bridging the
• • • •
Capt. Charles E. Demmons sold Church, to accept a call from Bar
The children were born on
ip between the time aid is needed,
All sorts of names are attached
his residence on Broad and Grace Harbor.
' Dutch Neck" and brought up ac streets to his son. Grant Demmons
ind when it may be obtained to new subordinate Granges when
Ellis Baum of Port Clyde was
cording to the old New England
Rockland had 500 automobile injured in an automobile accident.
hrough government sources.
they arc organized; and while
custom, to work and keep busy owners—half of Knox County's total.
Camden was on the edge of a
Returning Grange tourists after j adoption of the township name is
Walter H. Butler received his com tornado which did much damage in
enough
to
keep
out
of
mischief.
Winter spent in, Florida report m°st common, it is not unusual to
The mother. Mrs. Belle Cream mission as a major in the Coast Searsport.
tsual activities by the two large se^ect a rfiuch less easily-proArtillery Corps.
Miss Harriet Burgess of Thom
er,
will
be
75
years
old
Aug
The First Baptist Church had aston was chosen as one of two
ange clubs which function in nounced name, especially in com
20 and is hale and hearty with a membership of 485 according to Smith College students to meet
iat State every Winter, located at munities where Indian designa
her fine family to watch over and the annual report. C. S. Beverage Mme. Curie the celebrated French
tions
are
common.
For
example,
a
Petersburg and St Cloud and
scientist.
care for her in declining years. was elected moderator.
new
Grange
in
New
York
selected
comprising Grange members from
Under the will of Mrs. Nellie
Private Thecdore C. Williams was
She lives with her son. Leroy.
the fascinating name of “CatheGillchrest a legacy of $2000 was paid buried in Thomaston with military
(nearly all states of the Union, who
tackne." and possibly a few of the
Hector Llewellyn and Frank to the
the Roc
kland Y.M.C
Rockland
v m g A.
a
honors.
form a permanent organization,
members can already pronounce
Floyd Creamer served in the U. S. Robert A. Webster had been serv____
Lewis Hanley
was conducting
hold regular meetings and arrange
Army in World War I. Joseph
as officer on a freight steam-^ popular dances in Thomaston
it- In, contrast, a new Grange in
lany get-togethers These clubs Seward county
ship running between Boston, and
a F. Burton. 68 died in ThomNebraska, was
Theodore and James Anderson German
ports.
aston.
under the name of Grange named "Flowing Well,' from the in.
Creamer served in the Army in,
city Governmeirt was putting
» » • •
ttbs and at each meeting an cd- i teresting fact of its location in a
World
War
II.
Both
served
overaside
$5030
yearly
toward
a
new
The
school
baseball
season ended
lational program is presented, region of artesian, wells, -where
seas. Joseph as a truck driver and High School building.
with Thomaston High as the Knox
The King Bros. Show ,with Joe new, rare, and costly specimens of James as an M P. in Germany. E'.J Southard became boss joiner and Lincoln winner. Next in order
iwing from the wide array of
<n wa(er pours forth from the earth
Mix,
will exhibit in Rockland July the wild animal kingdom have been „
T , .
..
.
at the Samoset Hotel.
were Camden,, Vinalhaven Lincoln
range talent that is available, constantly in sufficient quantities
gathered from all parts of the Pauline Johnston lives in Waldo- j A Collins resigned as foreman Rockland and Rockport,
17.
ie club at St. Petersburg has been ,0 perfectiy irrigate the farms of
globe. Tapirs, guns. Vlaak Varks, boro and she worked in a button carpenter for the EastCoast FishCharles C. Wotton andCharles
Two special convoys are used to lions,
inning nearly a score of years and tbat vicjnity.
tigers, carnets, dromedaries, factory until her marriage and now eries Company.
H.
Berry carried off the lions' share
success was responsible for the
From the Southwest comes the transport this great organization zebras, leopards, panthers, yaks has a lobster Dlace in Waldoboro The Littlefield Memorial Church of honors at the Abbott School
, , ,
,
i, _,.
raised $2267 in its annual budget commencement at Farmington,
irting of the second club at St. cheering news that the Winter from city to city. Traveling with emus, Jaguars, elands, seals and a
the circus are 600 e mployees i n herd of elephants are but a part of and a school bus route as well. S e dj-jyg. Harry Chase's team leading. . Tabor Douglass, 71, died at his
Jud
wheat crop of that section will addition to 30 advance men. the traveling university of natural
has one child, Edwin Johnston.
Frank Thompson of the Eastern borne on Warren street.
(.Impoving the moral fiber of rural considerably exceed earlier esti- Twenty-two tents covering 12 acres history.
I. L. ,Snow & Co bought he
Paul
has
been
in
the
fish
business
Steamship
staff was being congratutouth will contribute markedly mates. Indications are that the of ground house the transient city
Joe Mix, the screen's famous since he was 16 and has seven chil- Ia!£.d'
schooner Robert W. at auction.
.
,
.
_
Western star with a congress ot
Gov. Milliken and James Oliver
jward the success of American Texas cr°P wil1 be approximately 25 in, the daytime.
The Superdreadnaught Tennessee
The famous King Bros, menager cowboys, cowgirls Indians, Cos dren., Frank, Lorraine, Paul Cream- comp
percent greater than the last gov
i
et
ed
its
trials
on
the
Rock

Curwood,
the famous novelist, with
ivilization. according to Mrs. Eliza- ernment estimate; the Oklahoma ie. declared to be the finest and sacks and rough riders will be seen
a member of The Courier-Gazette
er Jr , Joan,, Richard, Robert, Garry land course.
jth Cartensen, of Almira. Wash., harvest 34 percent better; and most complete traveling zoo in the in a spectacular revival of the old
Leroy. He has seen lobsters sell as
Arthur U. Patterson of Vinalha- staff as guest, dined at the Thorn
dike Hotel
luvenile Superintendent for the Kansas production about four per world is a part of the show. Many West.
low as four cents a pound and as ven was elected chairman of the
Fred Cheyne, truck driver for the
National Grange. ' More than ever cent greater. In most of the South
County
Commissioners.
west weather conditions have been manent headquarters of its own. j
high
as
69..
Throughout
the
war
Knox
County Electric Company,
Laforest S. May of Rockland died
before,’' declared Mrs. Cartensen, almost ideal
During the 10-year and a lively hustle is in, progress
Maybe He Knows
was struck by a pole and badly in
period, when engaged in supplying in the Oxford Sanitarium.
“the responsibility lies with farm period from 1930-39, the average among.all the subordinates to hold I
jured.
sea food for Bath tables, he had
At the Rockland High School
irganjzations and churches to de annual production of wheat in the and increase their membership
The
marriages
for
this
period
Alumni meeting,, William H. Rhodes,
A Jay Sec Digs Up Almanac some tough experiences, especially were;
velop better citizens for America." United States was about 750000.000 substantially for 1946.
bushels, and Kansas accounted for
was elected president.
in the Win,ter when it was no fun
This year's crop of Irish early:
Rockland. May 31, James A. Jame 09Diplomas
A novel German continuous but- one-sixth of the total. During the
Riddle Which E. H. Philfor 66 were awarded at
potatoes is one of the largest on i
to drive his truck over the icy roads son and Miss Alice M. Hellier.
ter-making machine, which may be past two years production of wheat record, amounting to tibout 70.0GO.the High School graduation. The
from Waldoboro to Bath. Paul
Friendship, May 29. Mr. Bristol program:
brick May Solve
Salutatory, Charlotte
jre efficient than
American in the United States has gone well 000 bushels. Normally we produce
of New York and Miss Elvie Cush Thompson; poem, Waldo Kirkpat
.
,
.
,
.
,
over
the
billion-bushel
mark.
brought
his
product
to
the
Bath
.urns, has been brought to this Rhode Lsland .g a mtle gtate bufc about 5O.C0O.COO to 55,000,000 bushels Editor of The Courier-Gazette•_
rick; oration, Thomas F. Stewart;
market some days when he won man of Friendship.
early potatoes annually. Under | T (1,„
__ '
Rockland, May 29, Harold A. Dean history, Cleveland Sleeper; valedic
jntry for testing, according to
noes some big things, particu- of
Like
my
fellow
contributor
to
'he circumstances, the Department your columns, E. H
dered
if
he
’
d
succeed
in
reaching
Department of Commerce Re- larly in Grange directions. It is the of Agriculture launched a publicity h
Phllbrick.
tory, Rose Adams: essays Grace
.
'
rnuoricK, I Bath without ditching his truck and Miss Vesta G. Simpson.
Camden
May
28,
Martin
C.
Richin
Armstrong,
Ethel H. Crie, Myrtis
ts of the test will not be made most completely organized Grange campaign during the latter part of „.hn.
^a^‘s interestcd
State in, the Union, and has a very May to encourage the use of potano and passed many cars and motor ards and Evelyn Hope Richards.
Joyce, Pauline McLoon, Phyllis Mo
'
f
‘
<
t
Ud
srorn
as
of
,
USp
ait.pr its Plirrpnt
Warren, May 9, Aivah E. Spear of ran, Daphne Winslow wrote the
high proportion of Grange-owned toesJ to stretch the supply of cereals.
Ahn-in-?/'
1 «?tui cTUI7ent date: 'T'
Tbe vehicles stranded by the roadside
|
Almanac
Still
I
have
never
made
halls.
Now
it
steps
to
the
top
again
Cushing
Margaret E. Winchen ode.
fains, Dullness Vanish from with figures showing that the aver particularly wheat.
because the hills were so steep and bach of and
Rockland.
Isaac Berliawsky bought the Net
Wholesale destruction of certain any collections of almanacs as I icy and not sufficiently sanded.
» • * •
age Grange membership in Rhode planted crops is threatened because think Mr. Philbrick has. In these
tie
DENTAL PLATES Island is 166 members per local of a critical shortage of farm days such things as riddles, conun Hector Creamer left the old The following births were re street.Miller house on South Main
Klcenite ends messy, harmful unit, with 43 prosperous subordi
Parker F. Norcross sold the Nor
insecticides, caused by industrial drums and mathematical problems homestead and became a shoema corded ;
brushing. JuM put your plate
The average strikes during recent months. First do not seem to be in vogue, so to
cross
drug store to T. R. Sweetland
Rockland.
May
22,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
or budge in a glass ot water, nates in, the State.
ker in Auburn and it still employed Emil Rivers, a daughter.
add a little Klcenite. Presto* fcr the country is just about 103 of all, the steel strike emailed a speak, as in. the era of the “gay
Dr W. Harrison Sanborn's auto
Stains, denture odor, diseolo
there. He has a family of two
members per Grange, which ac loss of coke plant by-products en nineties’ 'and before this.
Razorville. May 30. to Mr. and mobile was burned at Ginn's Point
rations disappear Your teeth
Today
in
looking
over
some
old
counts
for
the
national
total
of
ap

Mrs. Andrew J. Gray died at the
children,
Alice Parks and Hector L Mrs. Clarence Hibbert, a son—Clarsparkle like
new.
Get
tering into insecticides. Then came
home of her daughter. Mrs. A P
KLKENITE today at <Cor- proximately 800,000 Patrons.
the coal strike, cutting off the “junk" such" as civil war relices, Creamer also a grandaughter, Sally once.
Drug store. Goothiow's Pharmacy,
This is a great season for electricity needed to run the in boyhood momentoes. badges of past
Blaisdell, from the result of a bro
K’arty's Drug Store, and all good mortgage
St. John's Day, June 24 celebrations Parks. He is the foreman in the
burnings
among
the
ken
hip.
secticide
plants.
Also
hit
by
the
VFnggists.
Yvone. Sally Ann and Nelson F.
Granges of the United States, and strikes was the production of ar and parades participated in by me, factory.
Herman. Pavson bought the Hovey
while a member of some one of Floyd Frank Creamer was born
Sarah Alice Day lives in Wool house in South Thomaston.
XLEENITE the Brushless Way already a long list of the subordi senic. lead and copper, all ingre various
bands with which I have
nate units in various states have dients entering into insecticides.
Franklin F Phillips, who was
wich.
She was a shoe worker un
gleefully burned the evidence of Manufacturers cf essential insect been connected since February, in. Waldoboro, learned shoemaking til she married and is a waitress in, principal of Rockland High School
indebtedness necessarily incurred killers declare it will be some time 1893. I came across two Maine trade and served in World War I
in the late 70s, died at his home in
in building or enlarging its meet before normal production can be Farmers' Almanacs, one of 1859 the and is now a Goodyear stitcher. He Bath.
West Somerville, Mass., aged 69.
ing place. Numerous other like resumed In the meantime .the other 1861.
Cornelius Doherty bought the S.
Mabel Agnes Christensen lives in
I will now state that although I has four children. Lawrence. Clarevents are scheduled for the next growing season, which pays no at
T.
Mugridge house on Grove street.
three months; and meanwhile, the tention to strikes, marches straight was once perhaps a fair scholar in ence John and Alvin, also three Gardiner. She was a waitress un
Mrs. Fred S. Rhodes was elected
arithmetic, I have always taken a grandchildren.
111 she married. She has three president of the Home For Aged
building and remodeling of Grange ahead!
halls goes on. nation-wide, with the
Millard lives near the old home- ehlldren, Maxine, Elizabeth and Women.
Much of the propaganda for re back seat as far as solving the
greater part of construction work newing the life of the OPA that Problems presented from year to stead and is in the lobster business. James' and is in the poultry busiThe W H. Glover Co. began, work
In
being given voluntarily by the has found its way into every city, pear by the series of almanacs
on
a new Catholic Church in Cas
Of Tired Kidneys
members. Some of the latter also town and hamlet of the country j looking over the riddles, problems as a fisherman, and has four chil- n,ess.
tine.
If barkachpand lejr pains are making yon
• » ♦ ♦
contribute lumber and other ma has beer, distributed at public ex- and other brain teasers in the 1861 dren. Arthur. Mrs. Joyce Genthner.
Joseph T. was in the clam busiiserable, don't just complain and do nothing
lout them. Nature may be warning you that
terial and so lighten the task for pense. This is in direct violation of issue. I found a riddle that I con- Carl and Madelyn, who is post mis- ness until he entered the U. S. ArThese marriages were recorded;
mir kidneys need attention.
the Grange in securing a home of an act of Congress passed in 1W9. fess at once is too much for me but
N Y., June 1, Harry
ThekidneysareNature schiefwayoftaking
,,
m-v as 3 truck driver and spent M.Gloversville.
which provides no part of any ap- it rnay be possible some reader may tress, also five grandchildren.
Keating of Springfield, Mass.,
cens acids and poisonous waste out of the
Own
pod. They help most people pass about 3
Quite a membership race is on propriation shall be expended to knew the answer Probably Mr. Astor lives in, Warren and is in three and one-half years in the and Miss Margaret M. Ten Brock
rtnts a day.
between
two states about as widely influence members of Congress in Philbrick in his collection of alma- the poultry business and has a Western Theatre of World War II of Gloversville.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
separated geographically as Is passing on any piece of legislation, f nac.s has the 1862 issue which will large farm. He has three children, and now lives in, Lewiston. He is
lon'twork well, poisonous waste matter stays
Portland. June 6. Percy E. How
rt the hlood. These poisons may start nagging
possible in the whole Grange field The brazen manner in which this, give the answer. This riddle was
ard,
formerly of Rockland, and
mekaehes. rheumatic pains, lee pains, loss of
These are Main.e. where the state salutary law has been, violated inj profounded by C. E. of W-rr-n Mrs. Marguerite Creamer Hatch an edge trimmer in a shoe factory
ep and cnenry. getting up nights, swelling,
was top stitcher in. a shoe factory there.
mffiness underthe eyes, headaches and dizzimembership has just passed the this instance by the executive de i Warren,»
less. Frequent or scanty passages with smartA RIDDLE
52.000
mark
and
Washington,
partment
of
the
government
con
until married when she moved to
Audrey C. Jackson lives in WalInKandburningsometimcsshowsthereissome.
where the roll contains»almost stitutes nothing less than, national “Once and but once. I've been on earth Brockton. Mass., which is now her doboro and served as a waitress on
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
In air and ocean, both had birth:
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
52,003 members—perhaps passing scandal.
’
. ills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
My advent admiration drew
home. She has three children. Monhegan Island and other places
that
mark
wher
this
is
being
read
Ry millions for over 40 yea™. Doan's give
From the,untaught many and learned
Helen. Lorraine and Edward Hatch, until her marriage and has one
Maine
end
Washington
are
two
of
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
few;
kidney
tubes
flush
out
.poisonous
waste
from
the most wide-awake Grange states
I was Nature's child, and also Art's
Leroy Creamer resides in Waldo- child, Ramona Jackson
the blood. Get Doan's Pills.
at present time Each has perAnd. though complete. I lacked some
boro He was at one time a moulder
James A. Creamer lives in Bath
parts.
I swam in ocean, hung dn tree
but is now in the lobster business He was in the fish business until
And though a slave, I had been free.
and resides with his mother.
inducted in the U. S. Army as an
I had a tail. I had a head.
I had been living but was dead.
Frank
lives
in
Waldoboro
and
for
M. P. and followed the invasion of
I had two eyes. I had had four.
And when men 'Viewed me o'er and a time was in the poultry business Europe. He has two children, Edo'er.
but now in the lobster and fish ward and Barbara.—Bath Daily
They thought my flesh were eating
JOHN II. MILLER. Owner
rare.
business He has three children. Times.

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
HEADQUARTERS

But

FOR

CARS

FORD

TRUCKS

ALSO

MERCURY

LINCOLN

SALES and SERVICE

PARTS!
ACCESSORIES!
TIRES AND TUBES!
EXPERT SERVICEMEN!
A Complete and Standard-Line of Automotive Service
Yes! Still Buying and Selling Used Cars and Trucks
39-tf
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when they sought it, 'twas not
there."

In ropies of those old almanacs
answers to problems of the preced
ing years were in some cases given
correctly by many of our well
known citizens but I do not think
that as much interest is shown now.
This great medicine ls famous
totelleve pain, nervous distress
I would like to know the answer
and weak, tired feelings, of
to
this riddle. Perhaps it may be
'certain days’ — when due to
an old “stock" riddle known, in
female functional monthly
disturbances. Also great stc
those days by many.
machlc tonic' Worth trying’ f -A
However it is probably new to a
very large number of those of this
LYDIA
EPI
MKH
AMS
generation.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
I think it more than likely that
Mr. Philbrick knows the answer or
Now Many Wear
can readily find it in his file of al
manacs. which I am quite sure is
FALSE TEETH
nearly completed
A Jay See,
With More Comfort
Union June 3.
FASTEETH. a pleasant alkaline (non-

£ MODELS!!

acid) powder, holds false teeth more
firmly. To eat and talk in mo-e com
fort. last sprinkle a lltt.e FASTE-TTH
on your plates No gummy gooey, pasty
taste or feeling. Checks "piate odor"
(denture breath). Get FASTEETH at
any drug store.

SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rhodes or
Union were callers Sunday on Miss
Belle Lowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Shaw of
Rhode Island were recent over
night guests at the home of Albert
Bardsley. They were aecompanled
by their daughter. Holly.
The Victor Grange Sewing Circle
met at the hall Wednesday and
tacked a quilt.
Mr and Mrs. R. L. Emery and
son William of Woburn, Mass,
visited her sister, Mrs. W. E. Os
borne for a few days recently.
A Child (Health conference was
held at the Grange Hall Tuesday,
supervised by Mis. Marion Young.
District Nurse, with Dr. Read of
Belfast as the attending physician.
The combination inoculation was
given, to 11 children. Mrs. Hawkin,
R N., and Miss Johnson. R. N ,
both of the State Health Depart
ment and Dr. Priest. District
physician, were also present.
Mrs. Mary Bryant has returned
to Massachusetts having sold her
home here to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gregson of
Beverly, Mass , were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles MacKcnzie last
week.
Miss Frances Mayhew is visiting
her cousin Mrs. Lula Clement of
Pittsfield.
Miller C. Howard received his
honorable discharge from the Navy
and arrived home Sunday.
Mrs. W. A. Aldus has been spend
ing the week with relatives and
friends in Massachusetts the past
week.
The family of Mr. and Mrs. W,
G Drinkwater enjoyed a picnic at
Fort Knox last Sunday.
A representation of Quantabacook Lodge, F AM , and Rosewood
Chapter OES., attended the St.
John’s Service at the Community
Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Burgess
and' daughter Nancy of Waterville
and Miss Martha Burgess of New
Sharon were dinner guests Sunday
of their aunt, Mrs. Harold Cobb.
Subscribe to The Courler-Gazetta
$3 00 a year

STITCHERS
WANTED

MOW
★

Flora M. Purcell of Portland.
Rockland, June 10, Patsy Lombarton and Laura M. Kaler.
Rockland, June 7, Ralph E Col
son and Maude M. Larrabee, both of
South Thomaston.
Camden. June 11. Ronald Free
man and Gertrude Mutch
Rockland. June 20. John H. Hart
and Kate M. Herbert.
Union, June 18. George E. Fossett
and Alida M. Lucas.
• >♦ * •
The births for this period were;
Akron Ohio, June 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence MacAllister, a daugh
ter—Emma Jeanne.
Rockland, June 9. to Mr and
Mrs. Glover Kearley, of Union, a
son.
Rockland, June 6. to Mr and Mrs.
Arthur Farris, of Union, a son—
Arthur.
Rockland. June 13. to Mr. and
Mrs. Pierre L. Havener, a daughter
—Bernice Evelyn.
Swans Island, June 9. to Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Joyce, a daugh
ter.
Burkettville, June 42. to iMr and
Mrs. George Pease, a son.
Burkettville. May 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. iRoy Turner, a daughter.
Rockland. Jflne 17. to Mr. and
Mrs. Augustus Huntley, a son—
George Augustus.
i
Rockland. June 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry L. B. Smith, a son—
Harry L B.
Rockland, June 17, i to IMr. and
Mrs. Adelbert L. Miles, a daughter
Spruce Head. June 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry York, a son.
Wiscasset, June 10. to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Young, h son.
• • * •
Thomaston, High School gradu
ated' its largest class.
The pro
gram—Salutatory. Orpha V. KcUeran. history, Edward Ludwig: will,
Sarah Jones; prophecy, Bertha
Luce; valedictory, Phyllis Wyllle;
essays, Rubie Woodcock and Eliza
beth Linekin; presentation of gifts,
Sarah Jones.
Vinalhaven High ISchool gradu
ated a class of 14. The program—
Salutatory, Sadie Ames; history,
Virgil Smith;
prophecy. Mertie
Smith; will. Leola IBradstrect; gifts
Virginia Black;
oration, Ivan.
Poole;
class gossip, Marguerite
Coombs; valedictory, Arthur Brown
Mrs. Hememway fell at her home
in Warren, breaking a hip.
Mrs. Georgia R. Norwood. 49,
died in Union.
The Baptist State Convent ion
was held in. Camden.
Ripe fiield strawberries were
picked
Rockville Memorial Day
by Mrs. Addison Collamore.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Miss Una Dell Wood of Golden.
Miss., is visiting Mr and Mrs. Errol
Wiley.

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

Earn While You Learn-Apply In Person

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

A completely equipped Photographic Servlcfe
that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L CULLEN
TFL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO
CAMDEN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1385
42-tf
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Off To The Arctic

Introducing United Home Supply Company

Com. MacMillan Sails Today,
Seeking the “Mystery
*•
Gull
”
——

AUCTION SALE

Ait

Rugs. Dishes.
of
Drawers,
Cases.
Stands.

Squares and

Bureau,
Desks.

Chests
Book

Lamps, Chests, some Antiques, 4
Ranges, several Heaters. Fire
place Stove. Dining Room Sets.
Mirrors, Mantle, Wheelbarrow.
Tools.

This is only a partial list, come
and look it over. There will be
no owners bids or anything bybid. There will be a good crew
to get goods out and I will sell
fast.
Per order,
Waldoboro Garage Owners.
H. ELLSWORTH BLODGETT.
Auctioneer.
TeL Gardiner 9(57-15
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Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday

Mrs. Witham Again

Boston the past week, called by the
death of her mother. Mrs Paul
Gruhn of Jamaica IPlain.
Mrs. Orrin. Wallace is ill.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Reed have
been on a motor trip to Vermont.
Oliver ,Brown of Bath visited his
daughter here the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Carroll and
son of Cleveland. Ohio, have been
guests of Mrs Carroll's aunt, Mrs.
T. H. Fernald
ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD Pl'ZZLE
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opening have commented favorably
on the establishment. The decora
tive theme of the interior is knotty
pne panelling patterned after the
Carter residence in Winchester,
Mass., built in 1632. The main dis
play floor possesses an attractive
asphaltic tile floor and the lighting
throughout is with the latest fluor
escent installations. A Beacon air
conditioning unit is one of the
store’s attractions. Also on the first
floor to the front are built display
units, that are clearly seen from
both the store and street as an in
tegral part of the front window
displays.
The entire front of the -structure

“Career With Future”
What the U. S. Army Is
Offering To the Youth
of Today
Major Arthur I. Berson. com
manding officer of the U. S. Army
Recruiting Station at Augusta, Me.
stated that today the U. S. Army
offers a young man more than ever
before in history a "Career with a
future" in the new peacetime regu
lar Army.
He will learn a skill or trade for
the future, while being paid.
He will have the security of a
good, permanent joii in a great and
growing technical field.
He will live and work in com
fortable surroundings.

He will have medipal and dental
care, food and clothing free.
He can travel all over the world
as a skilled technician with the Air
Forces and other branches of the
Army of his choosing.
He can retire with a life income,
after 20 years of service at half pay
or three-quarters pay aftr 30 years.
Many advantages and privileges
expire June 30.
(1) Family allowances will be paid
to dependents during the term of
enlistment of men who enlist before
June 30 194(5.

will, in the very near future, be
covered by Carara structural glass
in a two-tone color of forest green
and nile blue.
Tiie" expression "furniture in ac
tion” m ght be aptly considered the
theme of the entire planning of the
store since the settings give a aennite feeling of comfort and liv
ability.
The United Home Supply Com
pany is owned by Sherman Ruben
stein, long known in local furniture
circles. Edward Y Myerson a vet
eran of World War II. is manager,
assisted by Lester Emery, also a
veteran, and by James Hatfield, 22.
A short program followed, Mrs.
sales promotion department.
Witham showing a Billy Hughes’
pie duckling, told the inspiring
of the blinded World War II
Many Agree With Him story
veteran, who borrowed money to
start a gift shop. He was inter
viewed by Vox Pop who publicized
Mr. Broadbent Expresses His his
pie duckling and the courage
ous spirit with which Billy Hughes
Disgust At the Food
is meeting his
handicap has
Hoarders
brought him fame and fortune.
Editor of The Courier-Gazttee:—
In the article in your paper recent
ly with the caption "Hoarders are
at Work’ it is stated that a survey
of managers in the city's larger
markets has revealed that a very
small percentage of the people are
purchasing a giant's share of the
scarce food items in the city.
One woman, known to have but
she and her husband at home, held
a pound of butter aloft as she left
a store and boasted to the manager
that she now had a total of ll
pounds at home.
Right now in Europe there are
hundreds of thousands of little chil
dren whose bellies, instead of being
filled with sustaining food, aye dis
tended with gas, resembling more a
balloon than the normal state of
that part of a child’s anatomy.
The selfishness and utter disre
gard of world conditions today by
some folks, is almost past under
standing, If all food in the United
States (not including our shipments
abroad) were distributed fairly
there would be no scarcity of items
which today are so hard to get.
I have heard people boast of the
juicy steaks they can get. Person
ally I have not partaken of any
sort of steak in two years.
Yesterday I had a New England
boiled dinner, minus meat. It con
sisted of potatoes, cabbage and car
rots red hot out of the pan, with
no addition of butter or oleomarga
rine—just plain. I made a sub
stantial meal out of that boiled din
ner it was accompanied by dry
toast. *
The average American has a
calory allowance of around 3000. in
some parts of Europe people are ex
isting on a third of that amount.
The chief problem before the
world today is that of food, and It
is the duty of every one of us to
do all we can to help in its solution.
For years we Americans have
been overfed, and a little taking-in
of the waistband or belt will in most
cases be beneficial.
There should be a severe penalty
for black marketing, so severe that
few would attempt it. The penalty
should apply to both buyer and
seller.
S. Newton Broadbent,
Port Clyde, June 3.

(2) A re-enlistment allowance of
$50.00 for each year in the term of
service from which discharged pro
viding they enlist within 90 days
after discharge, and before June 30,
1946.
(3) Furloughs up to 90 days is
granted to men, with 6 months or
more of service, providing they en
list with n 20 days after discharge.
(4) Men re-enlisting retain their
present grades, if they re-enlist
within 90 days after discharge and
on or before June 30. 1946.
For High School graduates and
these desiring to avail themselves
of the educational privileges of the
G. I Bill of rights, may do so pro
viding thev enlist on or before Oct.
5, 1946. After service in the Army
he receives his college education at
Government expense, up to $500 00
per school year plus $65 00 monthly
for living expenses; $90.00 if he is
married. After a three-year enlist
ment, for example he may have 48
months of education with a total
of $5,120.00 paid by the Govern
ment.
Original enlistments are open to
men aged 17 to 34, and may be for
IS. 2 or 3 years.
The local recruiting sub-station , day and Thursday, and the main
is located at the U. S Postoffice j station is at 312 Water street, AuBuilding at Rockland on Wednes- i gusta. Me.
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The Eastern Maine Summ
School of Christian Education wa'
held at the Washington State
Normal School in Machias June lo
to the 22d. This was the silver
anniversary session of the scho<
which is sponsored by thp Main
Council of Church and the (Wash
ington County Council of ,Religioi. *i
Education. Tiie school ls open t
High School students and adul
and the First Series Internation.1
Standard Courses are given
Rev Maldwyn Vaughn Parry
served as Dean of tiie school for his
third year, having been on th»
faculty for seven years. Mrs Parry
served as Dean of Girls and
Rcbert S
Balfe of Hancock
served as Dean of Boys. Mr. Balfe
was also in charge of recreation.
Rev. Ronald A Mosley of the
Southwest Hai bor-Tremont Larger
Parish served as chaplain and
give a course on the Life and Work
of Paul. Mr. Mosley has been dis
charged from the Chaplaincy.
Rev. Edward G. Nichols of BatlaThe Bandit of Sheruoctl Forest comes to the Park Theatre with
Cornel Wilde aud Anita Lcuise playing in this technicolor film about the gundu. South India and taught Mis
Sou of Robinhood.
On Sunday the show is continuous beginning at sions and World Peace and tht
Meaning of Church Membership
3.00 p. in. Tlic time of the shows on Monday is 2.00, G.45, 8.45 p. in.
Rev. Edward G. Manning of Deer
Isle
taught Planting a Young
commercial quantities for the last People's
Society Program and Plan
Dithane Plus DDT
two seasons.
nln.o and Leading Worship,
Rev. Maldwyn V. Parry taught
Last year in Maine this material
Solving the Problems Which w'as used on large acieage for tiie Personal Religious living
the Potato Growers Are first time, although tested experi
SOUTH WARREN
mentally in previous seasons. Yields
Facing
Fred
Morton of Georgetown
from the Dithane-sprayed acreage
Mass
,
and
sister. Nellie Reever (
Maine growers, faced with the i xceeded those from acreage treated
Waldoboro, were recent visitors
danger of blight destruction as the with other fungicides by an average L R. 'Bucklin’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Emerson hat
potato growing season approaches, of 00 bushels an acre.
returned
after atiending tl
are turning with interest to reports
Now for tiie first time potato marriage home
of their son, Lt. Josep
on blight control measures coining growers have tiie long-awaited com Emerson to Ruth Ada daughter o.
in from other parts of the country. plete disease and insect control Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lewis of Port
From Florida comes woid of a suc spray in Dithane plus DDT This land. The ceremony took place
cessful battlP against the fungus i program is not experimental, but is June 22 at the Whittier Congrega
tional Church in Island Falls.
despite a season highly conducive backed by conclusive results of
to early and late blight infection higher yields.
Utilizing a synthetic organic fungi
The potato plants must be sprayed
cide, growers from tiie impoitant weekly from the time they are six
Homestead area report that yields inches high. The foliage must be
from fields protected by the fungi adequately coves ed wiith the recom
cide were in excess of 300 bushels mended formula of Dithane, zinc
per acre—a boost of 175 bushels per sulfate and lhne at the rate of at
acse above the twelve year average least LOO-105 gallons per acre. Used
ol 125 bushels per acre.
correctly, the formula is easy to
In Florida the Dithane spray apply because it is non-corrosive
formula lias been used in large-scale and will not clog tiie sprayer nozzles.

Kool-Aid,

A statement about

. Central Maine's policy during the present

Shortage of
Electrical Appliances
Jl

RESENT merchandise shortages make it

Consequently, until present shortages are over

impossible for us to supply all our customers

come, our merchandise will be in operation in

who want washers, ranges, refrigerators, water

some customer’s home rather than on display

heaters and other appliances.

in a Company store.

It is the policy

of all Central Maine Power Company stores

to deliver merchandise as soon as it has been
received to those customers whose orders have
been placed with our stores for the longest
period of time.

*

We wish we could announce the exact date

on which appliances will be plentiful once more

... w’e wish we could supply everyone with all
the appliances they need . . . but we cannot do
so at the present time.

This policy makes it impossible for us to

display samples of hard-to-get merchandise in

our stores at this time.

You may be sure of this—we are making

every possible effort to rush appliances through
for you as quickly as possible, and we will keep

We believe the needs of our customers is

you informed as they come through rather than

make promises we cannot keep.

our most important obligation.

RUN, BEFORE THEY’RE SOLD!
There are more Hard-To-Get articles on sale at Kaler’s than
can be purchased in any other place in Eastern Maine. All new
things. White enamel Phil Gas combinations, with and with
out factory installed oil burners; white enamel sinks, with and
without cabinets; cabinet sinks with double drain boards and
white enamel cabinets to match, either on the ends, or overhead;
white enamel clothes hampers; new Lvnn and Aetna oil burner,;
new radios and combinations (table models); new and used
vacuum cleaners; electric heaters (several models); hot plates,
several different models; bread toasters; oil heaters; flat irons,
keiosene white enamel oil hot water heaters; white enamel end
heaters, with and without oil burners.
SECOND HAND DEPARTMENT
One dining-room set just like new; 1942 model battery radio
set; sitting machines, both diop heads, and box; almost new baby
cribs; used table model electric lamps, andirons and screens; oil
sieves; lawn mower; leather bottom chairs; flat top office desk;
vietrolas, both cabinet and table models; white enamel trimmed
barber ehair and many other useful articles.
REAL ESTATE
The Dr. William Garcelon house at Dark Harbor—a fine
summer or all-year home. 10 rooms, 2 baths, all hard wood floors.
I also have a few good ponies that I will sell. REMEMBER THE

NAME—
1ST
’±5
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Mrs. Blanche Witnam was re
elected president of the Rockland
Society for the Hard of 'Hearing at
its anuual meeting at Witham's
Lobster Pound The nominating
committee, Mrs. Gladys Thomas,
Miss Clara 'Fuller and Miss Olive
Gillchrest, presented the following
slate of names with unanimous
approval;
Vice president. Miss
Helen Carr and Mrs. Gladys Thom
as; treasurer Mrs. Bessie Hewett;
recording secretary, Miss Maude
Marsh; corresponding secretary,
Mrs. Nancy Brown.
Greetings were read from Mrs
Arthur J. Young, Eastern Zone
vice president, and announcement
made of an Eastern Zone Con
ference in Providence during Na
tional Hearing Week in October.
Announcement was also made of
the Teacher Training Course in
Methods of Lip Reading which will
be given at Gorham State Teach
ers’ College this Summer by Miss
Eliza C. Hannegan of Portland
The course qualifies its graduates,
who are registered teachers, to
teach lip reading to children with
hearing losses in the public schools,
and thereby fit them to meet their
handicap. Portland and a few
other places have recognized the
value of early training for the hard
of hearing child and the good work
inaugurated by Miss Hannegan is
spreading. An additional course,
titled Psychology and Rehabilita
tion of the Hard of Hearing Adult
is offered this year to graduates of
the Teacher Training Course.
Mrs. Thomas presented a gift In
behalf of the society to Mrs.
Witham who graciously responded,
and Mrs Witham gave awards to
Mrs. Brown and Miss Marsh for
perfect attendance. Mrs. Evie Hen,nigar of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Ellen
Dyer were warmly greeted and
messages were read from members
unable to be present Tentative
plans were made for a picnic at
Brownhaven, South Cushing, Aug.

KALER At Washington
TEL. 5-25. ALWAYS AROUND SUNDAYS

Rev. Parry As Dean

This Was His Third Year r Summer School of Educa
tion in Machias

Was Re-elected President ot
the Hard of Hearing
Society

. Ornithologocial mysteries of the
far North including the disputed
existence of an. elusive gull, will
call Commander Donald B. Mac
Millan back to Arctic waters this
Summer aboard his famed schoon
er Bowdoin on an expedition spon
sored by the Colorado Museum of
Natural History.
>2
The 71-year-old Provincetown,,
Mass., veteran of Peary’s polar
da.-.h will sail from Boothbay Har
■»x£.
bor with 14' shipmates today for
the iceberg studded waters of Baf
fin Land’s Frobisher Bay.
It will be the 19th wildlife study
cruise of the Bowdoin, now fitting
out here for resumption of almost
annual Arctic visits that were in
terrupted by World War II Both
MacMillan and his 80-foot, oak
hulled craft served with the Navy
throughout the war. although the
explorer himself madf only one
voyage on her.
On the Bowdoin’s forthcoming
five weeks cruise will go Dr. Alfred
M. Bailey, director of the Colorado
Museum, and Robert Grayce of tiie
Boston. Audubon Society, natural
ists who will collect data and
specimems in the bleak nesting
haunts of rare Arctic birds.
MacMillan and his scientific col
league hope to settle a persistent
controversy by learning whether
the so-called "Kumlien gull" actu
ally exists The gull, first reported
ln 1879, has been described vari
A distinct addition to the North
ously as a species, a sub-species and
End
is the recently completed
(by skeptics), as a non-existent
creature.
United Home Supply Co at 579
On an earlier voyage to Cumber Main street, foot of Rankin. The
land Bay. MacMillan says, he store occupies the site of the Inde
sighted the breeding grounds of a
bird he believes might have been the pendent Wholesale Grocery plant,
Kumlien in pure or crossbred form destroyed by fire. A high posted
The expedition will make more street floor and an equally highthan 500 sea soundings along the'p0Sted basement display gives the
Bowdoin s route MacMillan says new establishment 7200
re feet
that depth registered on a fatho-• Qf available dj j
a^ wh ch
meter will be plotted in on new
e j h
is utilized to the full w.th the stock
U. S. Hydrographic Office charts
prepared while he was stationed at!
bedding and household
appliances.
the office in war-time.
The hundreds of visitors who
Howard
Pierce.
79, veteran
Southport rigger, prepared the have thronged the store since its
Bowdoin’s rigging and bent on its
suit of sails for the forthcoming
tf
voyage. Several months ago the The Fate Of “Bunby
craft was fitted with a new 100horsepower Diesel engine, • and
workmen
ha\^‘ enlarged crew North End Family Mourning
quarters to accommodate 15, the
the Loss By Violence Of
largest ship's company ever signed
on the schooner
Its Pet Cat
MaOMillan is sure that his twomaster, after 100.000 miles of Arctic • Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
cruising, is "as sound as she was
T,
on her launching day."
If a pel?fn t <man’ woman, or
’’And." he adds, "I feel the same! ?hdd> would thl,lk twl“‘ before
Way mvself. I want to go North Hiking or stoning a cat, how much
five or six more times. ’
*
less sorrow there would
laterThe Bowdoin will take on sup- I Yes- there is sorrow in our North
plies at Sydney. N S., and then IEnd home Sunday night because
visit Battle Harbor and Hopedale,' °f the loss of our pet. which died in
Labrador.
At Nain, Labrador, the manner as mentioned above. He
where MacMillan founded an Eski- was brutally kicked and injured in
mo school operated by Moravian ternally.
This pet was an all-white cat
missionaries, the schooner will land
provisions. At Labrador's Cape with thoughtful-looking eyes of
Chidley on Hudson Strait, the blue; and was loved dearly by a
Bowdoin will square away for ice- World War 2 veteran, his wife and
locked Baffin Island. Return of daughter.
the expedition is scheduled Aug. 8
The cat. Bunby, who was three
at Portsmouth, N. H.
years old survived a broken back,
"Bob'’ Blackall, a Fort, Lauder influenza-, which we had a local vet
dale, Fla . orange grower it 78 but erinarian give him injections fcr.
he’ll stand his trick at the wheel and was well on the road to recov
Just like Steve Chandler 17. Chica ery from a badly banged-up tail.
go student of St. Paul's School,
At 10.30 this morning he played in
Concord, N. H." MacMillan says. the grass with me. and at 5.45 this
Bluckall is tanned and fit in spite evening, he was lounging lazily in
of his years
parlor chair; but at 9.30 toMates already signed are John our club
t
Matthews of Portsmouth. N H., person, animal, flower or bird dieJ
and Norman Hanson of Elmhurst, in due time, but Bunby’s time
Ill., both qualified skippers and wasn’t due, someone rushed his
veterans of Pacific war service.
Guy Abbate, owner of two Boston death.
In the past two years, two other
drugstores and pharmacist’s mate
on the Bowdoin when MacMillan cats of ours (one white angora) died
took it on its first war patrol .will of poisoning. Now offhand, I would
see to the expedition members' say that cut glass is a poor diet for
health. In the galley will be Clay anything living. I have never tast
ed it. but I have seen the animals
ton Hodgdon of East Boothbay.
Others sailing include A. R squiim. cry and gasp for breath.
Horr. vice president of the Cleve And yes. I've seen them wrap front
land Trust Company; Elmer Lind- paws around mv mother's hand and
seth, president of the Cleveland pull as if it were pulling for its life,
Electric Company: Harold Wood, which is fast ebbing away. Any
former athlete and now (vice presi one who could feed a cat or dog
dent of Oberlin College; and James poisoning, then watch them suffer,
Stowell of Elmira N Y„ who was and yet try such a cruel thing over
with Byrd in the South Polar re aga n,. I'd say they didn't have a
gions.
heart in their body.
Tonight, as I walked into the
house from church, I found my
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Elsie Eakins has returned mother with tear-swollen eves, and
from the Miles Memorial Hospital in,v lather had gone to work (on
in Damariscotta where she received that all-night shift) without his
treatment.
supper. And then, my husband will
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Learson ot ! be returning from Overseas very
Medford, Mass., passed the week soon. He'll be inquiring about where
end with Mrs. I earson's parents, otu- beloved Bunby is. it's not a
Mr. and (Mrs Franklyn L. Pitcher. very nice story to tell, is it?
I write this, to beg of any, win
Mrs Samuel Winchenbach was in
don't like animals, please, if you
think a cat must die. give them an
, easier way out of this world. Don't
kick them, this may cause internal
I injuries, which wili kill,, as it did
our Bunby. Second dcn't feed
them cut glass, as the r mistress or
AT WALDOBORO GARAGE '■masters,
may be the cne to see
WALDOBORO, MAINE
them die. and it isn’t a pleasant pic
ture.
Mrs. B. Jewell,
Saturday, June 29
Rockland, June 23.
10 A. M. Kain or Shine
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
The contents of 5 houses have
been moved here to be sold, every
item will be sold regardless of
price.
There are hundreds of articles,
a very large lot, and Clean Beds,
Springs. Mattresses, all kinds of

Tuesday-Friday
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